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SUMMARY 
In this thesis the author presents two areas of work; exploring the integration of Computa- 
tional Fluid Dynamics (CFD) into engine design for Jaguar Cars Ltd and developing a novel 
'mesh construction' method for making mesh generation both easy and fast. 
It is concluded that Jaguar can use CFD in the evaluation stage of the engine design process, 
although not in the concept stage of design. The CFD predictions are shown to be useful for 
detecting flow related faults and determining the general flow trends, but they should not be 
used as an absolute measure of the flow variables. The author has determined an efficient 
method for obtaining good quality meshes using commercial modelling and mesh generation 
software which requires a skilled CFD analyst. Steady flow analysis of an engine port and 
cylinder design could currently be completed in about six weeks using a high-powered works- 
tation. The author recommends dedicated workstations for CFD analysis and training Jaguar's 
draughtsmen to create CAD models with computer analysis requirements in mind. 
The author's mesh construction program automatically joins two overlapping meshes or cuts 
one mesh from another. Whilst the program works well on the test cases considered, it is not 
at a stage for commercial exploitation. Further development is therefore recommended. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Practical relevance 
In internal combustion (IC) engines, the motion of the air and fuel mixture within the 
combustion chamber has a strong influence upon the combustion process, as described by 
Heywood [1]. Combustion, however, affects the exhaust emissions, efficiency and power 
output of an engine. Therefore, determining how the fluid motion affects an engine's perfor- 
mance could allow engineers to design engines with optimal flow fields for combustion and 
so create better engines. 
Physical experiments have been used extensively to measure and visualise both the flow field 
and combustion. Computer experiments can also be performed using Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD) analysis which offers a numerical solution to equations that define the flow 
variables. These equations are discretised and solved for small volumes called cells, which 
are distributed throughout the flow field and arranged as a mesh. Since the number of cells 
required for engine flow analysis is generally very large, of the order of a few hundred 
thousand, the calculations require fast computers with a lot of memory. The development of 
CFD as an analysis tool has therefore gone hand in hand with improvements in computer 
technology. 
Computers are increasingly being used in industry and many companies now have the capa- 
bility to perform in-house CFD calculations for practical applications. Industry's use of CFD 
is still restricted, however, sometimes by the computing resources required but more usually 
by the time required to define the geometry of the flow field and generate a computational 
mesh of that geometry. This bottle-neck in analysis means that whilst CFD may be involved 
in fault detection for a given design of engine, currently it may not be fast enough for use 
within the engine design process itself. 
Section 1.2 describes the operation of an IC engine and how the flow field influences its 
performance. As is also described in Section 1.2, the geometry of the engine affects the flow 
field and so the design of an engine's geometry is critical to its operation. The engine design 
process is described in Section 1.3, outlining how experiments could be integrated into engine 
design if they could be performed quickly and easily enough. Sections 1.4 and 1.5 describe 
physical and CFD experiments of engine flows respectively. In these Sections, the problems 
associated with the experiments are discussed. From this it becomes clear that CFD has the 
potential to play a significant role in engine design. 
The work in this thesis explores methods for speeding up the preparation times for CFD 
analysis of engine flows and seeks to determine whether CFD can be used routinely in engine 
design by Jaguar Cars Ltd. Thus Section 1.6 describes the scope of this work and presents an 
outline of the thesis. 
1.2 The problem considered 
Section 1.2.1 outlines the workings of an IC engine and why details of the flow field are use- 
ful in engine design. In this work, one particular engine geometry is considered. In order to 
be relevant to industry, the engine geometry studied is taken from a real engine during its 
development and this geometry is described in Section 1.2.2. 
1.2.1 IC engine operation 
The four-stroke spark ignition (SI) IC engine operates on a cycle of induction, compression, 
combustion and exhaust. For a simple engine with two valves per cylinder, the cycle begins 
with the piston at top dead centre (TDC) and both the intake valve and the exhaust valve 
closed. During the induction stroke, the intake valve opens and the piston descends to bottom 
dead centre (BDC), drawing a mixture of air and fuel into the combustion chamber or 
cylinder. During the compression stroke, both valves are closed and the piston rises back to 
TDC compressing the air-fuel mixture. Ignition then occurs and the pressure rise associated 
with combustion forces the piston down the cylinder to BDC, so producing a torque on the 
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crankshaft and hence power. Lastly the exhaust valve opens as the piston returns to TDC and 
pushes the products of combustion out through the exhaust port. 
Desirable attributes for an IC engine are good power output, fuel efficiency and complete 
combustion to minimise emissions which include oxides of carbon and nitrogen, and soot, as 
described by Arcournanis and Whitelaw [2]. Good power output depends upon fast and even 
combustion 
ýf the compressed air-fuel mixture. Fast combustion makes the piston descend 
quickly giving good power output, whilst even combustion ensures that the piston descends 
smoothly. The latter minimises energy losses due to friction, extends the lifetime of the 
engine by reducing wear and also reduces stresses on the crankshaft. Complete combustion 
gives good fuel efficiency, which is an important factor not just for consumer costs but also 
for conserving fossil fuels. Complete combustion also uses most of the oxygen in the in- 
cylinder air. This prevents the oxygen combining with carbon and nitrogen to produce noxi- 
ous oxides, notably carbon monoxide and nitrous oxides, NO, which would otherwise be 
emitted from the exhaust and pollute the atmosphere. It can therefore be seen that desirable 
IC engine operation depends upon the combustion process. 
Combustion is the burning of fuel in the presence of air and to maximise this process the 
flame front must advance quickly and evenly (that is, at a steady rate) through the combustion 
chamber [1]. Flame development is described by Arcoumanis and Whitelaw [2], who state 
that the turbulent flame speed is related to the precombustion turbulence intensity. A tur- 
bulent flow field may therefore enhance combustion but excessive turbulence can hinder the 
exhaust process [1] and in some cases even blow out the spark and so prevent combustion. 
Turbulence levels therefore play a significant part in the operation of SI engines. 
It has been well established [1,2] that the engine geometry significantly affects the in-cylinder 
flow field and turbulence levels [3]. Indeed, many experiments have demonstrated the engine 
geometry's affect on the flow field very well, for example, Lancaster [3] showed that in- 
cylinder turbulence levels are primarily due to the jet flow through the intake port, which in 
turn is influenced by the valve geometry. Similarly, Kastner et al [4] demonstrated the 
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valve's influence on the induction process. Vafidis [51 concluded that the in-cylinder swirl 
velocity distribution during the induction stroke is determined by the induction swirl levels 
and the geometric details including the intake geometry and the piston shape. 
Engineers therefore need as much information as possible about the flow through a given 
engine geometry in order to design for good corrkbustion in the engine. 
1.2.2 Engine geometry used 
The engine studied in this work is a four-valve reciprocating piston SI IC engine with a pent- 
roof to the combustion chamber. One large intake port splits into two separate intake ports, 
each with its own intake valve. Figure 1.1 shows the surfaces of these ports and the pent- 
roof. 
Figure 1.1 Surfaces of ports and pent-roof , 
7be engine geometry was supplied by Jaguar Cars as computer-aided drawing (CAD) data 
and engineering drawings. The CAD data included surface details of the port and the 
cylinder roof geometry as would be machined from a block of the appropriate metal. Thus it 
described the shape of the cylinder roof, the inlet and exhaust ports, and holes that would later 
contain the valve guides and stems. To complete the port and cylinder geometry, the valves, 
valve guides and valve seats and the cylinder itself all had to be added to this data. Detailed 
engineering drawings of the valves and their guides and seats were therefore also supplied. 
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It was noted that a plane of symmetry existed through the cylinder axis. An assumption was 
made that the symmetric geometry would produce a symmetric flow field about the plane of 
symmetry. This meant that a computational mesh that describes only half of the port and 
cylinder geometry could be used in this work. This mesh would have significantly fewer cells 
than a mesh of the entire geometry. Since typical meshes of port and cylinder geometries 
require over one hundred hours spent performing calculations in the central processing unit 
(cpu) on a CONVEX mainframe computer, as used by Jaguar, any means of reducing the 
number of cells in the mesh will significantly reduce the time and resources used to obtain the 
CFD solution. 
Also, this study only considers air flow during induction and compression, that is, cold flows 
simulating engine conditions before combustion. As such, the details of the exhaust geometry 
are not considered in this work. Thus the actual geometry modelled consists of one intake 
port and the roof and cylinder which are cut in two along the symmetry plane. 
1.3 Engine design process 
A simplified model of the design process from specification to manufacture is illustrated in 
Figure 1.2 below, taken from Rooney and Steadman [6]. 
SPECIFICATION 
Infonnation 
collection 
Analysis of 
need. 
GENERATION 
of alternative 
designs 
Figure 1.2 Model of the design process 
EVALUATION 
of performance 
cost etc. 
Simulation. 
Optimisation 
MANUFACTURE 
and 
SALES 
As illustrated in Figure 1.2, once the design has been specified a number of alternative 
designs are generated. These designs are then evaluated against a set of parameters which 
include performance and cost. Once a suitable design is selected, the design is then 
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manufactured and the product is sold. 
The generation of alternatives and their evaluation is shown as a loop in Figure 1.2, and this 
cycle may be performed a number of times until a suitable design has been found. The tradi- 
tional design procedure for engines as described by Heywood [I] was to build the alternative 
designs and then test their performance. This approach could prove expensive and time- 
consuming if a number of prototypes were to be evaluated. Costs can be reduced, however, if 
experiments can indicate the performance of the design before prototypes are built. 
For engines, performance is significantly influenced by the in-cylinder flow field which is in 
turn affected by the port and cylinder geometry, as mentioned in Section 1.2.1. The aim of 
some experiments in engine design is therefore to determine the in-cylinder flow field in 
terms of its flow structure. This will include axial swirl; the motion of the air and fuel mix- 
ture around the cylinder axis, barrel swirl or'tumble'; the swirl normal to the cylinder axis, 
and any flow separation that may occur, for example near the valve. Other useful data 
includes measures of pressure, fluid density and turbulence levels at TDC prior to ignition. 
Once the flow structure has been determined, the results of more fundamental research into 
how the flow structure at TDC influences combustion is considered and the performance of 
that engine geometry can then be predicted. This prediction is an estimate, however, and the 
engine performance can only be fully determined by doing a full evaluation of the prototype. 
The best experiments that can be performed are those which provide details of the in-cylinder 
flow field throughout the engine cycle, including the combustion process. Such experiments 
are difficult to perform, as will be outlined in the next Section. Even so, experiments into 
smaller parts of the cycle, such as examining the flow past the valve during induction, will at 
least yield a way of comparing different component designs before any prototypes are built. 
In this way, these experiments can still produce results which are, valuable to engine 
designers. 
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The usefulness of experiments to designers depends upon how quickly they may be per- 
formed. Indeed, a set of experiments comparing different designs will be less valuable to the 
designers if they take longer to carry out than actually building and evaluating prototypes for 
each design. These experiments can be physical or numerical. Both physical and numerical 
experiments are discussed in Sections 1.4 and 1.5 respectively. The best method to use in the 
design process would be the most flexible, fast, cheap and reliable procedure. 
1.4 Physical experiments 
Experimental work into IC engine flows has been extensive during this century. Due to the 
complexity of these engine flows, however, many experiments have been performed using 
simplified geometries. In this way, researchers aim to isolate the geometric influences on 
individual flow features. Some such studies include studies of intake port flows by 
Brandstatter et al [7], flows past intake valves by Namazian et al [8] and Luo and Daneshyar 
[9] and in-cylinder flows by Bopp et al [10]. Examples of more complex flow studies include 
steady flow analysis of port and cylinder flows by Kastner et al [4] and by Cheung et al [11] 
along with studies of transient flows with moving pistons and valves by Vafidis and Whitelaw 
[12], Arcournanis et al [13], El Tahry et al [141 and by Khalighi [15]. This is not an exhaus- 
tive list of all the experimental research published in this field, but it does highlight the broad 
range of engine flow experiments. 
Levels of turbulence in engines prior to combustion have also been investigated, for example 
by Wakisaka et al [16] and Murakami et al [17]. Separate studies into combustion itself have 
been carried out using simple experiments, such as those by Armstrong and Bray [18], in 
which the fuel and air mixture is burnt as a jet in open air to explore the processes occurring 
at the flame front. More comprehensive studies have included both engine flow and combus- 
tion such as Alkidas et al [19] and Reuss et al [20], whilst others have studied the flow in a 
fired engine through the full engine cycle, Bopp et al [10] and Lorenz et al [21]. 
The closer to real engine geometries and operating conditions that the experiments come, 
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however, the more difficult the measurements are to obtain since engines are hostile environ- 
ments particularly for delicate equipment, as described by Witze [22]. The work presented in 
this thesis considers cold flows and so a description of the experimental techniques used to 
study cold flows only is given in the following subsections. 
1.4.1 Flow visualisation 
Flow visualisation can be achieved with liquid or gas analogues of the engine. Coloured dyes 
are injected into the fluid which produces a series of streaklines that trace the course of the 
injected particles as they move through the cylinder. Particles seeded throughout the fluid 
can also show the fluid motion when used in conjunction with various forms of photography 
and video to capture their course, such as that described by Ekchian and Hoult [23]. 
A particularly successful form of flow visualisation is particle imaging velocimetry (PIV), for 
example Reuss [20], in which a laser emitting a thin sheet of light is shone into a transparent 
cylinder filled with a liquid with seeded particles. Two cameras at right angles to one another 
take high speed photographs. Computer software then interprets the results to determine both 
the flow structure at that cross-section of the flow field and the velocity of the seeded particles 
captured by the cameras. Indeed, this can also be done three-dimensionally, as has been 
described by Trigui et al [24]. 
In-cylinder flow can also be visualised by using Schlieren photography as used by Endres et 
al [25] and Alkidas at el [19]. The Schlieren photographs are short time-exposure photo- 
graphs (or high speed movies) taken through quartz walls in the cylinder. Light is shone 
through the cylinder in parallel beams, but changes in the refractive index of the fluid deflects 
the light. The beams are brought to a focus on a knife-edge which stops the main beam. 
Any deflected light will pass this stop and the differing amounts of light passing the stop will 
produce local changes to the image captured on film. The refractive index of a compressible 
fluid changes with the fluid's density, and so the deflection of the light may be caused either 
by changes in temperature or in velocity. Therefore the Schlieren photographs can show 
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regions which have different speeds within the fluid, which makes it a powerful technique for 
visualising the structure of the flow field. 
1.4.2 Velocity measurement 
Whilst most flow visualisation techniques only show the flow structure, the exception being 
PIV, other experimental methods may be used for measuring flow velocity. The most popular 
methods used for this are laser doppler velocimetry (LDV) which has been used by 
Brandstatter et al [7], Cheung et al [II], Vafidis and Whitelaw [ 12] and Arcournanis et al [ 131 
amongst others, and hot-wire anemometry (HWA) as used by Lancaster [3], Luo and 
Daneshyar [9], El Tahry et al [ 14] and Wakisaka et al [ 161 amongst many others. 
The LDV method measures the scattering of laser light as it passes through specially built 
engine cylinders which have optical access via quartz windows. As a seeded particle passes 
through the focus of a laser beam it interferes with the wave pattern and reflects the light at 
different angles. The deflection of the light from the laser's path is proportional to the velo- 
city of the particle passing through the' beam. Hence statistical analysis of the scattered light 
reveals both the mean velocity and the deviation from the mean velocity, that is, the tur- 
bulence at this point in the flow. 
The HWA technique involves placing a thin wire at various positions in the flow domain. An 
electrical current is passed through the wire and the resistance of the wire generates heat. The 
air passing over the wire cools it, and so the higher the velocity, the higher the cooling rate of 
the wire. Since the resistance of the wire changes in a known way with its temperature, the 
speed of the air flowing over the wire can therefore be determined by finding the electrical 
resistance of the wire or by finding the power required to keep the temperature of the wire 
constant. By using two or three wires perpendicular to one another the components of the air 
flow velocity in three directions can be measured, which gives a measure of the air speed and 
direction. 
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1.4.3 Swirl measurements 
The flow about the cylinder axis is called swirl and it can be quantified using a light paddle 
wheel or an impulse swirl meter in steady flow experiments. These measure the torque 
exerted by the fluid on the wheel and derive a swirl coefficient which compares the flow's 
angular momentum with its axial momentum as described by Arcournanis and Whitelaw [2]. 
Tumble, that is, the flow about an axis normal to the cylinder axis can also be quantified using 
swirl meters. In this case a tube is attached to the side of the cylinder, normal to the cylinder 
axis, and a swirl meter is placed inside. In theory, if angular momentum is conserved then the 
swirl meter will register a value proportional to the in-cylinder tumble. In practice, however, 
this is not the case since the angular momentum is not conserved. Some studies have shown a 
correlation between the in-cylinder momentum and the tumble measured by the swirl meter in 
this way [261. 
Such measurements of swirl and tumble would only be accurate if the axis of the meter coin- 
cided with the axis of the rotating flow. The in-cylinder flow is highly complex, however, 
having different directions and scales of vortices throughout the cylinder. Thus swirl meters 
are very crude tools which will usually only indicate the general momentum in the flow. 
1.4.4 Problems of physical experiments 
Sections 1.4.1 to 1.4.3 have presented the commonest measuring techniques used in the 
analysis of engine flows. None of these techniques allows pressure, velocity and turbulence 
to be measured at the same time, however. Generally, different experimental rigs are 
required for the different techniques. Data collected from these experiments are also limited 
by the number of measurements made. Indeed, where experiments are limited by time con- 
straints, the number of measurements made must be limited and the location of the measure- 
ments taken becomes very significant. 
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Another problem in physical experiments is the engine geometry itself. For example, regions 
near the valves can be inaccessible for LDV measurements. Hence simplifications of the 
geometry are often made which will give different results from the real engine, although they 
can be very useful in a general sense. Furthermore, the conditions of engine operation make 
things more difficult for the experimenter. Engine flows are transient with high velocities and 
accelerations of the flow. In a realistic operation, the engine is also very hot, subject to 
powerful explosions and produces exhaust products which make visualisation very difficult. 
Under these conditions, delicate instruments can be damaged or used only once. 
For these reasons, many experimental engine studies are made of the flow field without 
combustion to determine turbulence levels and flow features, which rely on separate studies 
of combustion to determine the interaction between turbulent features and combustion. 
1.5 CFD experiments 
CFD experiments into the fluid flow in complex geometries has become viable in terms of 
time and cost within the last ten years or so. There have been rapid and continuing develop- 
ments in computer technology, as described by Girdinio et al [27], in CFD modelling such as 
described by Watkins et al [28] and in CFD codes during this period. This means that the use 
of CFD as a design tool is fast becoming a reality as described for automobile aerodynamics 
by Kobayashi and Kitoh [29] and CFD has an increasing role to play in all aspects of automo- 
tive design and development, as discussed by Gosman [301. CFD methodology is outlined in 
Section 1.5.1 and then the application of CFD to engine flows is described in Section 1.5.2. 
Finally Section 1.5.3 details some of the problems found in CFD analysis. 
1.5.1 CFD methodology 
The use of CFD for fluid flow analysis involves a number of stages, as described in detail by 
Shaw [31]. Firstly the flow problem must be considered in context, to determine the 
geometric details of the flow domain and what type of flow is to be analysed. This is 
essentially a planning stage, and consideration must be made of any existing description of 
the flow domain, such as CAD data or engineering drawings. 
Next the flow domain must be divided up into a computational mesh consisting of elements or 
cells. The outer faces of the cells in the mesh are called boundaries. Flow conditions at the 
boundaries can be defined easily by grouping boundaries together into regions and then 
applying the flow conditions to each region. Boundary flow conditions relevant to engine stu- 
dies include flow inlets, outlets and walls. Numerical values for the flow parameters such as 
initial and boundary conditions must then be defined for the mesh and then a solution calcu- 
lated. Finally the results must be analysed to provide information that is useful to the user. In 
many analyses, this whole process has to be iterative, with changes made to the model to 
improve the results, as is shown in Figure 1.3, taken from Shaw [3 1 ]. 
START 
I 
INITIAL THINKING CONCEPTUAL 
ABOUT THE PROBLEM MISTAKE 
f 
no 
MESH GENERATION 
I 
FLOW SPECIFICATION 
I 
. <- 
yes POOR MESH? 
yes 
f no 
INCORRECT FLOW 
SPECIFICATION ? 
CALCULATE NUMERICAL 
SOLUTION 
I 
ANALYSE THE RESULTS 
results ok 
STOP 
results not ok 
Figure 1.3 The CFD method 
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Computer software packages are used for some of the stages in CFD analysis. The definition 
of the flow domain and its division into a grid or mesh of cells requires a 'pre-processor'; a 
software tool with which the flow domain is defined. The flow parameters are also entered 
into the pre-processor and this data is all passed to a CFD 'solver' which calculates a solution 
for the flow problem. Finally the results are passed to a 'post-processor' which uses various 
graphics techniques to display the results. Graphics capabilities are required both in pre- 
processing to view the computational mesh and in post-processing to view the results. As a 
result, pre- and post-processors are often combined into one package in commercial software. 
Meshes can be unstructured or structured, although the definitions for these are not yet stan- 
dardised in the literature. A fully structured mesh has quadrilateral cells in 2D or hexahedral 
cells in 31), and the overall mesh will be topologically a quadrilateral in 2D or a hexahedron 
in 3D. In particular, structured meshes have an equal number and distribution of vertices on 
opposite faces of the mesh and a regular vertex labelling system for the coordinate directions 
of that mesh. Structured meshes can be deformed to fit a geometry and may also be referred 
to as body-fitted meshes; Unstructured meshes may contain any cell type, but can also 
describe meshes containing only hexahedral cells that are not arranged in the regular fashion 
of body-fitted structured meshes. A special case of this is the 'block-structured' mesh in 
which a set of structured meshes are assembled to form a single mesh that is not itself struc- 
tured. 
CFD solvers calculate the flow variables of a fluid flowing through a given domain. These 
flow variables include viscosity, density, pressure and fluid velocity and they are solved for 
both Ian-dnar and turbulent flows by numerically modelling the continuity, momentum 
(Navier-Stokes (NS)) and energy equations, as described by Shaw (31]. The continuity equa- 
tion is a partial differential equation (PDE) describing the conservation of mass in terms of 
the fluid velocity and density. The NS equations are also PDEs which describe the conserva- 
tion of momentum of a fluid in terms of velocity, density and viscosity. Although the con- 
tinuitY and NS equations can be used to analytically calculate the flow variables for laminar 
flows in very simple geometries, this is not the case for turbulent flows. When turbulence 
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occurs, direct computer simulation can be used, but in complex geometries the computational 
effort required is currently prohibitive. Therefore simplified numerical models of turbulence 
are included in commercial CFD codes. 
The development of mathematical models of turbulence continues, but the most common tur- 
bulence model in commercial use is the 'kinetic energy - dissipation' or 'k-E' model 
described by Launder and Spalding [32]. In the k-F- model a turbulent viscosity is assumed, 
which is calculated from values of the turbulent kinetic energy, k, and its dissipation rate, F_ 
PDEs are formulated to describe the variation of these variables, but they are simplified by 
replacing some of the terms in the equations with constants derived from experimental data. 
Whilst this gives a fair approximation of the turbulence in a flow, it is not entirely accurate 
for every flow case, especially if the flow geometry or the streamline is curved, and so some 
error in the solution obtained from the CFD codes must be taken into account. 
The NS equations can only be solved analytically for the very simplest of fluid flow prob- 
lems, and so for complex flow problems they must be approximated numerically by discreti- 
sation. Many commercial CFD codesý use the finite volume method to discretise the PDEs 
governing the fluid flow, as described by Patankar [331. These PDEs contain first- and 
second-derivatives of the flow variables with respect to time and spatial coordinates. The 
time-dependent terms are discretised by using forward differences. The space-dependent 
tenns are then discretised by considering each volume or cell of the mesh in the flow domain. 
The second-derivatives of the flow variables are stored for the centroid of a cell and can be 
expressed as the differences between the first-derivatives of the variables which are stored for 
the faces of that cell. The first-derivatives of the flow variables at the faces of the cell, can in 
turn be expressed as the difference between the values of the flow variables themselves, 
which are stored for the centroids of the neighbouring cells. Thus for one cell, the PDEs that 
describe the flow variables are discretised into a set of difference relations of the flow vari- 
ables. These discretised equations are found for each cell in the mesh, and assembled into a 
set of simultaneous equations which must be solved. 
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The flow equations contain non-linear terms, and so cannot be solved directly in their discre- 
tised form. Instead the solution is obtained using iterative procedures. 
1.5.2 CFD analysis of engine flows 
IC engines have been a major challenge for CFD due to the complex geometries of the flow 
domain and the in-cylinder processes, as discussed by Gosman [34]. Engine studies using 
CFD can include compressible, turbulent flow with dispersion of fuel particles within the air, 
variable geometry with the moving piston and valves, chemical reaction as the fuel is burnt 
and heat transfer effects as the engine becomes hot. Echoing the trend of experimental work, 
many CFD studies have been carried out for cold flows, that is, without heat transfer or chem- 
ical reactions. 
Similar again to the experimental trends, CFD analysis for internal combustion engines have 
frequently separated flow studies into the strokes of the engine cycle, with simple in-cylinder 
flow studies using experimental data for valve curtain boundary conditions such as the work 
presented by Yamada et al [35] and by Gosman and Johns [361. The cylinders modelled have 
tended to be axisymmetric and so the computational mesh for such a geometry is much easier 
to create than for a full 3D engine geometry. Also, body-fitted structured meshes could be 
used with finite volume codes, as will be discussed more fully in chapter 5, keeping the 
demands upon computer memory and run times low. 
--A further simplification that can be made in the study of axisymmetric geometries, is to inves- 
tigate a 2D 'slice' of the cylinder such as Bracco and Grasso [37] and Ramos and Sirigano 
[38]. Using simple grid structures, studies of moving pistons can also be performed for in- 
cylinder flows using valve-curtain data obtained from experiments as boundary conditions for 
example Gosman et al [39], Wakisaka et al [40] and Koj ima and Takata (4 11. 
As computers have improved in recent years [27], it has become viable to use larger and 
unstructured meshes and consequently CFD engine flow studies have been extended to 
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include the port-valve-cylinder flow for example Aita et al [42] with transient cases using 
moving meshes for example Naitoh et al [43], Errera [44] and Taghavi and Dupont [45]. As 
with any predictive techniques, CFD results have had to be verified by comparison to experi- 
mental results, and many studies have included parallel CFD and physical experiments which 
test the capabilities of CFD models and codes for example Le Coz [46], Amsden et al [471 
and Gosman et al [48]. 
1.5.3 Problems of CFD experiments 
The main problem in performing CFD experiments today is the time and skills required to 
generate a computational mesh of a complex geometry. The development of fast automatic 
mesh generators continues but as will be discussed in chapter 5, a general, comprehensive 
commercial code has yet to appear on the market. 
A further problem for the acceptance of CFD in design is the errors in the CFD analysis itself, 
which can occur for a number of reasons. Firstly the mesh must be fine enough to allow all 
significant flow features to be calculated. Since the numerical equations are solved for on a 
cell by cell basis, it follows that flow features which are smaller than the cell size cannot be 
detected. Flow velocities and gradients may also be affected by a large grid size and these 
gross errors may again be resolved by using a finer grid. This, then, is a question of proper 
problem formulation rather than an inherent CFD problem. 
Errors in the CFD calculations also occur and these include rounding errors, numerical 
approximations and mathematical modelling. As with any iterative calculations, rounding 
errors can occur and be propagated through the solution or be increased by successive round- 
ing errors. Many codes have the capability to work in 64 bit 'double precision' mode on the 
computer, and this will help to minimise the affects of rounding errors. 
On top of this, the discretised flow equations are approximated numerically so that they can 
be solved iteratively, which introduces the error of approximation. Finally, in discretising the 
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flow equations, some terms describing the average of fluctuating variables are left out, and 
these are the terms which describe the turbulence in the flow. Thus mathematical models of 
turbulence have been created to reintroduce the turbulent component of the flow into the cal- 
culations. These are empirical formulations and as such only truly apply to the flow condi- 
tions under which they were formulated. Any other flow regime will not necessarily be prop- 
erly described by these turbulence models and so further errors are introduced into the results. 
These errors in CFD mean that validation of the codes for a given flow field is important. For 
this reason, CFD will not completely replace physical experiments in the future rather CFD 
has a significant and complementary part to play in the design process. 
1.6 Present contribution 
The overall aim of this work was to determine whether CFD could be performed quickly and 
accurately enough so that is could be used routinely in engine design. There are two ways in 
which CFD may be used in the design process. First, CFD could be used as an integral part 
of generating a number of alternative designs. Here new concepts would be tested early on to 
determine whether they are viable designs. A number of different geometries can then be 
compared and the most promising few selected for evaluation using prototypes. In this role 
the CFD analysis should have an overnight turnaround time in order to be most useful to the 
designers. 
The second way in which CFD could be used in design is as a fault finding procedure. In this 
case the designers generate a number of designs and decide which ones are most promising 
based only upon their knowledge and experience. CFD may then be used to test the design 
either before the prototypes are built or at the same time, and effectively becomes another 
tool for evaluating the prototype. Thus CFD may detect flow related faults whose cause can- 
not necessarily be found using engine testing. The turnaround time for the analysis is not cru- 
cial in this case, although it should be fast enough for the generate-evaluate loop to be run a 
number of times. 
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The three months typically required to perform a steady flow CFD analysis of an engine at the 
beginning of this work [49] was unsuitable for either ways of using CFD in engine design. 
The best situation would be for the analysis to run overnight so that CFD could be used in all 
aspects of engine design. 
A number of aspects of CFD analysis were therefore examined as follows; 
- creating the geometry 
- generating the mesh 
- benchmarking the results 
- integrating CFD into current engine design practices at Jaguar Cars Ltd. 
The intention of this work was to establish a suitable method for performing CFD as an 
integral part of the engine design process. Ideally, the CFD analysis could be performed 
automatically or by a design engineer rather than a CFD specialist, although this would leave 
questions of judging the quality of the results unresolved. Even using specialist CFD 
analysts, the CFD method recommended must be the quickest and easiest to use given the 
hardware and software available within Jaguar. Additionally, if the existing hardware and 
software were found to be unsuitable, recommendations for alternatives were to be made. 
During the course of this work, the main problem with performing CFD analysis was found to 
be the long time required to generate a computational mesh of the complicated engine 
geometry. In an attempt to address this problem, a novel method for mesh generation was 
developed by the author. In this method, the user only generates meshes for simple 
geometries which is generally a quick and easy operation. Software designed by the author 
then automatically builds up the complicated geometry from these simpler meshes both by 
linking meshes and by cutting one mesh out from another. 
1.6.1 Objectives 
The original objectives for this work were as follows; 
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1. Design a procedure for creating a complete CAD model of the engine geometry based 
upon typical engine data from a number of sources within Jaguar. 
2. Design a procedure for creating a computational mesh from this geometry which minim- 
ises the time and skills required to create the mesh, but which also considers the quality of the 
resultant mesh. 
3. Prove this procedure using a current development engine geometry and perform steady 
state CFD analysis. 
4. Validate these results against experimental data to assess the quality of the results. 
5. Establish a procedure for performing transient analysis of the port and cylinder geometry 
with a moving piston and valves. 
In attempting to meet the second objective, the author designed a mesh construction program. 
The objective of this program was also to reduce mesh generation times and make mesh gen- 
eration easy. 
1.6.2 Outline of Thesis 
The work presented in this thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 describes the investiga- 
tion of a method for taking CAD data and creating a computer model of the engine geometry. 
Chapter 3 outlines mesh generation, exploring various possible routes to obtain a mesh and 
the creation of various types of meshes. The CFD analysis using these meshes is described in 
chapter 4, including the benchmarking of the results with respect to experimental measure- 
ments performed at Imperial College, London. The implications for using CFD within 
Jaguar's current engine design process are also discussed. 
An overview of various automatic mesh generation techniques follows in chapter 5. The 
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author's novel method for both linking two meshes together and cutting one mesh from 
another is presented in chapter 6. The author also wrote a computer program to perform these 
mesh manipulations with as little user intervention as possible, and test cases for this program 
are given in chapter 7. Chapter 8 then presents the conclusions of the thesis. 
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2. CREATING A MODEL OF THE ENGINE 
2.1 Introduction 
An important part of CFD analysis is the definition of the geometry to be meshed. For simple 
geometries, the mesh can be generated easily using, for example, the basic meshing tools in 
the CFD pre-processor. The mesh generation tools in commercial CFD packages have been 
generally limited in the past, although improving mesh generation facilities is now a major 
part of many commercial package development. Even so, for more complex geometries other 
tools must still be used. In this situation, a computer model of the flow domain should be 
created, from which a mesh can then be created. This chapter describes the creation of the 
computer model in prep4ration for mesh generation. 
The hardware and software used in this work is outlined in Section 2.2 and the creation of 
CAD data is then described in Section 2.3. In order to create a complete computer model the 
CAD data must be transferred to a different software package and the methods explored for 
doing this are presented in Section 2.4. The ways in which a computer model can be created 
are outlined in Section 2.5. Section 2.6 describes the methods for creating a computer model 
for each component in the engine geometry. The assembly of these components into a single 
computer model is then presented in Section 2.7. Section 2.8 describes creating the engine 
geometry from CAD curves. A summary of the models created using these techniques is then 
presented in Section 2.9. The implications for Jaguar are discussed in Section 2.10 and a 
summary of the chapter is given in Section 2.11. 
2.2 Computing resources 
The hardware and the software used in this work were selected in order to tie in as closely as 
possible with the computing resources used by Jaguar in their Advanced Engineering Centre. 
The hardware and software were installed at Warwick University and were judged initially to 
be adequate for the task. 
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2.2.1 Software used 
Three commercial software packages were used for in work; 
CV CADDS, a CAD package from Computervision 
I-DEAS, a general engineering analysis package from SDRC 
STAR-CD, a CFD code from Computational Dynamics Ltd 
CV CADDS was used by Jaguar to create a CAD model of the engine geometry. Using a 
CAD package, a three-dimensional computer model of a given geometry can be built up from 
a set of points, curves and surfaces. This geometry can be viewed from any direction and so 
one CAD 'drawing' can represent a complete assembly. However the traditional engineering 
drawings can still be produced directly from the CAD data if required. The strengths of CAD 
lie in this replacement of a whole set of drawings, in the rapid manner that the information 
can be disseminated throughout a company, and in the ability to alter parts of the geometry 
without having to redraw the whole assembly. Furthermore, CAD data can be linked to 
numerically controlled (NQ cutting tools and other applications of computer-aided manufac- 
ture (CAM). CAD/CAM can therefore assist companies in shortenipg development times and 
hence cutting costs. CAD models can also form the basis for numerical analysis such as finite 
cell structural stress analysis or indeed CFD analysis as is proposed in this work. CV 
CADDS is one of the many commercial CAD packages available to industry and it was 
already being used at Jaguar. Thus the integration of CFD into the design process had to take 
account of CV CADDS. 
I-DEAS was used for its model preparation and advanced mesh generation capabilities. I- 
DEAS contains a number of separate modules which are groups of commands and operations 
related to one application of the code. These modules include the Solid Modelling (SM) and 
Finite Element and Analysis (FEM) modules. SM is an object driven geometry modeller, 
which means that a geometry defined by a set of points, curves and surfaces is stored as a sin- 
gle solid 'object'. The object is operated upon as if it were a single entity making SM a very 
powerful modelling tool by simplifying the creation and manipulation of the computer model 
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of a geometry. In creating solid objects, SM uses a set of 'primitives' which are elementary 
shapes such as block, cylinders, tubes, cones and spheres that can be created with just one 
command. Three-dimensional objects can also be created from 'profiles', ' which are 2D 
cross-sections of a geometry, either by creating a set of surfaces between a group of profiles, 
a process known as 'skinning' or by rotating the profile about an axis. In the latter case, the 
path followed by the profile points define curves from which surfaces are then created to gen- 
erate a 3D axisymmetric solid object. 
The I-DEAS FEM module also performs some geometry modelling, but does not operate on 
objects. Rather, FEM manipulates points, curves and surfaces individually, much more like a 
CAD drawing package. In contrast to general CAD packages, however, the geometric data in 
I-DEAS has a hierarchical structure that imposes certain constraints on the geometric descrip- 
tion of points, curves and surfaces. For instance, the curves which bound a surface must form 
a closed loop with the end-point of one curve also being the start-point of the next curve in 
the loop. Similarly, adjacent surfaces must share the mutual curves that lie between them. 
To ensure these conditions are met, I-DEAS uses a concept of associativity. Thus a point will 
be defined not only by its coordinates, but will also be associated with the curves for which it 
is an end-point, and with the surfaces that these curves bound. 
FEM is primarily a mesh generator, however, that has been designed for structural stress 
analysis., Curves outlining the geometry are used to define surfaces known as 'mesh areas' 
and these surfaces are used to define 3D blocks referred to as 'mesh volumes. These mesh 
areas and mesh volumes are then filled with vertices and cells to form a mesh of the 
geometry. 
I-DEAS has a relational database (PEARL) to transfer data between its own modules and 
other software packages. Universal files [50] contain data for the computer model in an I- 
DEAS defined format and are used to transfer data between different software packages. 
During the course of this work, three versions of I-DEAS were used and each successive 
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version had new or improved functionality. Thus some problems encountered when using I- 
DEAS Level IV at the beginning of this work were solved by subsequent releases of the 
software; I-DEAS V and I-DEAS VI. This changed the course of the work, but did not 
prevent a full assessment of the methods available for geometry manipulation, as will be dis- 
cussed further in this chapter. 
The STAR-CD CFD analysis package has two modules; PROSTAR, a Pre/Post-processing 
program and STAR, the CFD solver. Like I-DEAS, PROSTAR pre-processing has modelling 
and mesh generation capabilities, but unlike those in I-DEAS, these are laborious to use for 
all but the simplest models. A mesh is generated in PROSTAR by first specifying each vertex 
in the mesh, listing its position in a 3D coordinate system and its unique label. Each cell'is 
then defined by listing the vertices that lie at its corners in a specific order. PROSTAR has 
the capability to copy, reflect and rotate vertices and cells, which can speed up the mesh gen- 
eration, but even for simple cases, each vertex and cell label and position must be determined 
before the mesh is generated. For complex geometries this becomes a difficult task and for 
typical engine geometries, where meshes of more than 200,000 cells may be required, mesh- 
ing in PROSTAR becomes extremely time consuming. In order to compensate for these lim- 
ited meshing capabilities, PROSTAR can import meshes generated from other commercial 
software packages such as I-DEAS, ANSYS, PATRAN and NASTRAN. 
2.2.2 Hardware used 
At Jaguar's Advanced Engineering Centre, engineers used Computervision CAD worksta- 
tions for CAD drawings, a VAX mainframe computer which could be accessed using a 
number of remote terminals, and a CONVEX which could also be accessed remotely. Thus 
the network used by Jaguar links all the workstations, the VAX and the CONVEX together. 
Engineers at Jaguar used the FEM I-DEAS module for FE stress analysis, but SM was not 
used since it was considered to be too memory intensive to be run over the network and then 
its use would have slowed down the network access speed for all users. 
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In order to minimise'any disruption to operations at Jaguar, the bulk of this work was per- 
formed at Warwick University. The computing facilities installed at Warwick University had 
to be capable of running I-DEAS and STAR-CD. I-DEAS required good graphics capability 
for geometry modelling and for mesh generation and also a large amount of processing power 
and computer memory for the solid modelling operations. In addition, the CFD models to be 
run in STAR-CD were expected to be large and so sufficient disk space would also be 
required to store these models. 
In order to meet these requirements, a Sun 3/80 workstation was selected that had 8Mb Ran- 
dom Access Memory (RAM) and a 200 Mb hard disk. At the beginning of this work, I- 
DEAS Level IV was used, but during the course of the work Levels V and VI were released. 
I-DEAS Level V required another 8Mb RAM to be added to Sun 3/80 due to increased capa- 
bilities. I-DEAS Level VI could not be run on the Sun 3 series of computers and so had to be 
run using a Sun 4 Sparcstation. Such continued upgrading of computing hardware is not 
unusual in industry, and it makes purchasing computers a considerable problem for a com- 
pany since an expensive computer may become obsolete within a few years. 
2.3 CAD Data Creation 
CAD drawings of parts of the engine geometry were created using CV CADDS software by 
engineers at Jaguar. The CAD models were created for CAD/CAM purposes and not 
specifically for analysis, indeed at that time the CAD draughtsmen were not aware of the type 
of information required by analysts. 
Points and curves defining the geometry were created first, and surfaces were then defined 
from these bounding curves. The CAD data consisted of points, curves and surfaces which 
described the intake port and the roof of the cylinder as listed below; 
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surface data in CADDS: ports, roof and valve guides 
curve data in CADDS: ports, roof, valve guide and valve seat 
engineering drawings: valve profile 
dimensions only specified: cylinder 
The surface data from CADDS is shown in Figure 1.1 whilst the curve data is shown in Fig- 
ure 2.1. 
Figure 2.1 CAD curves created in CADDS 
Such a scattered description of the engine geometry is typical of CAD usage in industry and 
is entirely sufficient for CAD/CAM purposes. The geometry required for NC machining is 
produced as surfaces, whilst other components are simply marked in position as line details. 
In order to create computational meshes for numerical analysis techniques such as CFD, how- 
ever, g complete model of the entire geometry is required, defined as a set of 3D surfaces. 
2.4 Transferring Data from CADDS to I-DEAS 
Transferring the geometry data from CADDS to I-DEAS at Jaguar involved a transfer of data 
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between computers as well as between different software packages. This situation frequently 
occurs in industry where a mix of computer types can exist, even within a single company. 
The main problem with this is that operating systems and file formats may vary between 
makes of computers. In addition to this, commercial CAD packages often have different data 
handling and storage techniques and different mathematical descriptions of curves and sur- 
faces from one another. To address this problem, an internationally recognised standard file 
format for transferring graphics data has been established called the Initial Graphics 
Exchange Specification (IGES). Ideally, graphics data written in IGES format can be 
transferred between different computers and between different software packages. In this 
work, the CAD data was written to an IGES file for transfer between software packages and 
stored on a 3/4" cartridge tape for transfer between computers. 
I-DEAS provides different methods for reading an IGES file into its various modules and so 
the best method for Jaguar's purposes had to be identified. The aim of the data transfer was 
to have the CAD data in the FEM module where a mesh of the geometry would be created. 
The IGES file could not be read directly into FEM, but needed to be read through PEARL or 
SM as shown in Figure 2.2. 
IGES 
B 
, 4: 
ý N,, ýA 
PEARL Sm 
ý/ \C (profiles only) 
sm 31 FEM 
D 
Figure 2.2 Routes for reading IGES files into I-DEAS 
Only profiles could be read directly into SM from an IGES file. Since profiles were not 
included in the CAD description of the engine geometry, route A could not be used and so the 
IGES file had to be read into PEARL first of all, taking route B shown in Figure 2.2. 
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Once the CAD data was stored in PEARL, it could be read either directly into FEM for mesh 
generation, route C, or it could first be read into SM, modified, and then read into FEM, 
which is route D in Figure 2.2. 
The CAD data needed some modification before a mesh could be generated from it, however, 
as is described in detail in the Section 2.5 below. This modification could be done in SM or 
FEM depending on which mesh generation methods were to be used and these are described 
later in Section 3. Therefore Sections 2.5 to 2.9 outline creating computer models both in SM 
and in FEM. 
2.5 CADDS Data in I-DEAS 
Ideally, the CADDS data could be used directly in I-DEAS to generate a mesh of the flow 
domain, but some essential differences between CV CADDS and I-DEAS geometry descrip- 
tions prevent this. Associativity as defined in I-DEAS does not exist in CADDS, and so the 
same geometry may be created in different ways in the software packages. For instance, a 
surface created in I-DEAS must have the endpoints of each of its bounding curves lying in the 
corners of that surface. There is no such constraint in CADDS, however, and Figure 2.3 illus- 
trates this, where the surfaces labelled sl to s8 were all created with boundaries lying on only 
part of a common curve labelled C20. 
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Figure 2.3 Eight surfaces created in CADDS using the same curve 
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The CADDS model of the engine geometry contained many such structures that were not 
acceptable to I-DEAS, and so simply adding I-DEAS associativity datasets manually would 
not solve this problem. Indeed, when the CADDS surfaces were read in to SM they did not 
have surface-curve associativity, and so could not be recognised in SM as defining a single 
object. Instead, each surface was treated as a separate solid object. 
Another problem in matching the CADDS data to I-DEAS requirements was that the CADDS 
data had been created for use with NC machining tools. As such, the CADDS surfaces could 
contain slight gaps or overlaps between surfaces within the tolerances acceptable to the 
machine tools. Indeed, for areas of the geometry which would be cut by NC cutting 
machines, the surfaces could overlap greatly without adversely affecting the NC operation. 
The geometry for any analysis such as CFD, on the other hand, requires surfaces that match 
exactly. Furthermore, adjacent surfaces in I-DEAS are required to have boundary curves that 
match up, that is, only having one common curve between them. The CADDS data, however, 
had a number of sets of adjacent surfaces that did not match up in this way. 
In view of these problems, a method 'for modifying the CADDS data or for creating a new 
computer model in I-DEAS had to be found. Three approaches to creating computer models 
were attempted, as illustrated in Figure 2.4 below. 
CADDSDATA 
Surfaces only 
Points and curves only 
Create new surfaces 
Create new solid models 
Replace bounding curves from curves and surfaces 
Figure 2.4 Using CADDS data in I-DEAS 
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From the initial CADDS data the surface data can be extracted and a new set of curves and 
points formed on their boundaries. Alternatively, the CADDS data can merely supply 
geometric dimensions and an entirely new solid model may be generated in I-DEAS. 
Thirdly, the points and curves in the CADDS data can be extracted and new surfaces can be 
created in I-DEAS. 
In the first approach using only the CADDS surfaces, all the points and curves were deleted 
from a model file which contained the CADDS data, leaving only the surfaces. Bounding 
curves were then defined automatically in I-DEAS for every surface. This should have 
created points and curves on the boundaries of these surfaces with all geometric associativi- 
ties included. Unfortunately, this operation did not create the desired set of bounding curves 
in I-DEAS Level IV; although the curves were associated with the surfaces, they rippled 
along the surface edges rather than following them accurately. This option was therefore 
rejected. 
The second option was to use the points and curves of the CADDS data as geometric guides 
and templates for the creation of individual solid models of the components themselves, such 
as the port, roof and so on. The solid models of the components would be joined together in 
I-DEAS SM to create a single model of the geometry. The creation of component solid 
models is described in Section 2.6 and their assembly into a single solid model is described in 
Section 2.7. 
A third option was to use the CADDS points and curves as a guide to creating a new set of 
surfaces in I-DEAS. This method is described in detail in Section 2.8. 
2.6 Component Modelling 
The engine geometry was divided into the following regions; 
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port and valve seat 
pent-roof 
valve and valve guide 
cylinder 
Solid model of these 'components' are described in the following subsections. 
2.6.1 Creating a solid model of the port and valve seat 
The methods explored to create a single solid model of the port are illustrated in Figure 2.5. 
PORT AND VALVE SEAT 
ll--ý 
t 
Primitives Skin Group 
t 
Profiles 
From Curves From Cut Surfaces 
Figure 2.5 Methods for creating a solid port and valve seat 
The geometry of the port was too complicated to be created as a solid object from I-DEAS 
primitives, but could be built up by skinning a set of cross-sectional profiles. The cross- 
sectional profiles of the port therefore had to be defined first of all. 
Profiles could not be generated directly from the original CADDS curves accurately in Level 
IV. Instead, the CADDS surfaces were read into a new model file and slices through these 
surfaces were taken using the 'Boolean_cut' operation in SM. All Boolean operations in I- 
DEAS approximate surfaces as a set of triangular facets. These facets can be operated on as 
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using simple planar geometry techniques. For example, the Boolean_cut operation involves 
finding the intersection points between a set of triangular faces and a user-defined cutting 
plane. For each surface, a profile is fitted through the intersection points found. 
Since, say, four CADDS surfaces defined the port walls at one lengthwise position, four 
profiles were generated where these surfaces intersected the cutting plane. A single profile 
representing the entire cross-section of the port could then be created by joining together 
these individual profiles. This procedure was repeated at a number of positions along the 
length of the port. 
The cross-sectional profile of the valve seat was created in a slightly different manner since 
the valve seat was only modelled in CADDS as a set of curves. However the valve seat was a 
simple shape with rotational symmetry. A profile of the axial cross-section was therefore 
entered as a set of points, and this profile was then rotated about its axis to form a solid model 
of the valve seat. This gave a set of surfaces which could then be cut to create a cross- 
sectional profile in the same way as the rest of the port. 
A distinction must be made here between geometric points and profile points, which are dif- 
ferent entities in I-DEAS. A profile may be defined by listing a set of geometric points in 
order around a closed or open loop. Profile points are then generated in the position of those 
geometric points and labelled pp(l) to pp(max) where max is the number of geometric points 
used to define the profile. The labelling of the profile points therefore depends upon the order 
in which the geometric points defining the profile are selected. 
Once defined, the cross-sectional profiles were listed as a skin group and skinned to create a 
solid model in the following way. Two cross-sectional profiles are considered which lie at 
different positions along the length of the port. The skinning process creates a curve that fol- 
lows the profile between profile points labelled ppI and pp2 on the first profile and creates a 
similar curve on the second profile. Another curve is created that joins the points labelled 
ppl on each profile, and a fourth curve is created by joining the points labelled pp2 on each 
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profile. A Coons patch surface [5 1] is then created from these four curves as shown in Figure 
2.6. A Coons patch surface is defined only from its bounding curves and so can only create a 
surface accurately if that surface curves in at most one direction. 
Profile 1,, 
Coons Patch 
Surface 
Profile 2 pp pp2 
pp4 
pp3 
pp2 
Figure 2.6 Coons patch surface created between two profiles 
Points labelled pp2 and pp3 of the two profiles are then taken and a second surface is created 
as before, and so on around, the profiles. It is clear that skinning requires that all of the 
profiles in the skin group have the same number of points. 
Profiles generated from cut surfaces have points created where each facet of the surface inter- 
sects the cutting plane, and so every cross-sectional profile does not necessarily contain the 
same number of profile points. The cross-sectional profiles created from the port surfaces 
therefore had to be modified to ensure that they all contained the same number of profile 
points. Profiles could not easily be modified in I-DEAS IV, however, so a new set of cross- 
sectional profiles was created using the old cross-sectional profiles as templates. 
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Three profile points in each cross-sectional profile were screen-picked to define a work-plane. 
A work-plane is a 2D working area that can be defined anywhere in the 3D model, and once 
set up, any points and curves generated by screen-picking are created to lie on the work- 
plane. With the work-plane aligned to a cross-sectional profile, geometric points were 
created by screen-picking positions along that profile. A new profile was then created by list- 
ing the newly created geometric points in order. All profiles created in this way contained the 
same number of points. Also, each geometric point was positioned so that it would be 
roughly in line, lengthwise, with the corresponding points on adjacent profiles so that the sur- 
faces created are not twisted. 
Even when the profile points were aligned, however, the port still displayed some faults in I- 
DEAS IV. In the skinning process, the curves fitted between profiles can be straight lines or 
splines. A spline is fitted between the same profile points in a number of profiles, whereas 
straight lines can be used to join two adjacent profiles. If straight lines were used, then the 
surfaces created would not follow the smooth curvature of the port as shown in Figure 2.7 and 
so splines were used in skinning. 
Figure 2.7 Straight lines used in skinning port 
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There is a tight bend in the port as it approaches the valve, however, and the spline curves 
fitted between the profiles gave a rippling effect as can be seen in Figure 2.8. This rippling 
was caused by the spline being fitted through too many profile points. Here a surface created 
from too many profiles lead to distortion around the tight bend in the intake port. By contrast, 
too few profiles in a surface would mean that the correct curvature in the port was not fol- 
lowed. 
Figure 2.8 Too many profiles used for port geometry 
A simplified model of the port was therefore created by using a reduced number of profiles in 
the skin group. This simplified port was created by skinning seven profiles which was a 
compromise in the number of profiles required for accurate detail, and the number of profiles 
to give undistorted surfaces, erring on too few surfaces to ensure that the surface distortion 
was not too greaL The simplified solid port is shown in Figure 2.9 and it could be used to 
create a complete simplified solid model of the geometry, but first the other regions of the 
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geometry had to be modelled. 
Figure 2.9 Simplified solid model of port 
2.6.2 Creating the roof geometry 
The pent-roof of the combustion chamber had been created in CADDS as a set of surfaces. 
Like the port, a solid model of the roof was first created by Boolean cuts of these surfaces to 
form profiles, and by skinning the resultant profiles. Similar problems of surface distortion 
arose, however. Ile techniques used to create a simplified port model were laborious and too 
a long time. 7berefore alternative methods for generating the roof were sought. 
7be geometry of the roof was found to be suitable for creating a solid model of the roof 
directly from primitives, and so a cylinder primitive was created with the height and diameter 
of the roof. This primitive was then cut by two user-defined planes and the appropriate 
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sections were removed. The resultant solid model is shown in Figure 2.10. 
Figure 2.10 Solid model of roof from primitives 
From this solid, convex fillets or 'rounds' as they are referred to in I-DEAS were created 
along the upper surface edges as shown in Figure 2.11. 
Figure 2.11 Filleted edges on solid model of roof 
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I-DEAS IV could only create the intersection of two rounds if their original edges met at 900, 
and so the intersection of the rounds at the top of the cylinder roof could not be done in SM. 
This problem was not resolved in versions V or VI of I-DEAS, and so the filleting was done 
only for the two longest edges of the roof. Even then this solid model had small surfaces near 
the ends of the two fillets, and these were too small for meshing in FEM. 
Thus a simplified solid model of the roof which contained no filleted edges at all was created 
along with an alternative solid model with fillets along its longest edies of the roof. During 
the subsequent mesh generation, both the filleted and simplified models were used with dif- 
ferent mesh generation techniques as will be discussed in chapter 3. 
Finally, since the symmetry of the geometry meant that only half of the roof had to be 
modelled, both of the solid models of the roof were cut in half along the cylinder axis. 
2.6.3 Creating the valve and valve guide geometry 
The geometry of the intake valves and valve guides were supplied as engineering drawings. 
Their computer models had to be created entirely within I-DEAS and added to the geometry 
of the port and roof in order to create a complete computer model. 
The engineering drawings were used to define 2D cross-sectional profiles of the geometries. 
Where tolerances had been specified in the engineering drawings, the middle of the tolerance 
range was chosen. These profiles were created in I-DEAS by entering the coordinates of the 
profile points and creating straight lines between them. The valve fillets were reconstructed 
by a simple fillet command and the 2D valve profile is shown in Figure 2.12. 
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Figure 2.12 Valve profile in 2D 
These profiles were then rotated through 3600 in SM and the path of the rotated profile points 
defined a set of curves in 3D. Surfaces are automatically created from these curves to pro- 
duce a 3D axisymmetric solid model as illustrated in Figure 2.13. The same procedure was 
also used to create a solid model of the valve guides. 
Figure 2.13 Solid model of valve 
2.6.4 Creating the cylinder geometry 
The cylinder itself could be constructed in two ways. Firstly it could be created as a cylinder 
primitive and joined to the solid roof using Boolean operations. This approach proved to be 
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unsuccessful, however, because mis-matches in the facet representations Of the roof and the 
cylinder gave rise to tiny surfaces being created at their intersection. In order to solve this 
problem, the height of the cylinder was simply added to that of the primitive cylinder used to 
create the roof. The roof was then created as described in section 2.6.2 before. 
2.7 Constructing the complete solid model 
Solid models of the port and valve seat, roof and cylinder, valve and valve guide had been 
created, but these models were not joined together. The Boolean-join command in SM was 
therefore used in order to join the port and the roof, and from this the valve and valve guide 
were to be cut, using Boolean operations once more. 
2.7.1 Joining the port to the roof and cylinder 
Boolean operations, using faceted representations of the surfaces to be joined, use tolerance 
values to determine whether two facets intersect or not. Thus if two surfaces touch one 
another in their solid model forrn, their faceted forms may be found to touch only in some 
places and not in others due to the tolerances used. This may produce gaps and create tiny 
internal facets between the two joined solids which could not then be meshed. 
Therefore the solid models of the port and the cylinder had to fully intersect one another 
before they could be joined using the Boolean operations. In order to create such an intersec- 
tion, the simplified port was extended by copying the valve seat profile a distance of 2mm 
along the valve axis to a position within the roof region. This new profile was added to the 
skin group and the simplified solid model of the port was then recreated. The solid port then 
intersected the roof fully and the two could be joined. 
2.7.2 Cutting the valve from the model 
The valve and valve guides are obstacles in the flow and so must be holes in the solid model 
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of the flow domain. Thus the valve and valve guide were aligned with the port and cylinder, 
and cut from the joined solids using Boolean operations. 
The solid objects modelling the valve and valve guide were read from the model file in which 
they were created, into PEARL, and then into the model file containing the port-roof-cylinder 
geometry in SM. Objects read in to a model file retain the same orientation to the coordinate 
axes and origin as those used when they were created. Ibus the valve and valve guide had to 
be moved from their original position to the correct position with respect to the cylinder roof. 
The method used was to displace each object a set distance along its axis of symmetry, then 
to rotate it about two axes into correct alignment, and finally to translate the object by moving 
it's origin to a reference point such that it sits in the correct final position as illustrated in Fig- 
ure 2.14. The coordinates of this reference point were determined in FEM, where the centre- 
line of each valve is displayed, as can be seen in Figure 2.1. The reference point lay at the 
intersection of the centreline and the pent-roof of the combustion chamber, and was found by 
listing the coordinates of that point in I-DEAS. 
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Figure 2.14 Alignment of valve 
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The distance from the reference point to each object along the centreline of the valve was 
obtained from the engineering drawings, and this measurement was then the set displacement 
of the object along its symmetric axis. 
The process was speeded because the valve and valve guide have the same centreline. The 
angle of rotation required was determined directly from the engineering drawings to be 150 
about one axis. The objects then needed a rotation of 900 about another axis to be aligned. 
A valve lift was added given to the valve by displacing it along its centreline. 
In I-DEAS V, a new capability allowed objects to be automatically aligned to any user 
specified face or centreline. Therefore the aligning of the valve and valve guide became a 
much simpler process. Once correctly aligned in SM, the valve and valve guide solid models 
were cut from the port and cylinder model, so creating a valve and valve guide shaped 'hole' 
in the solid model. This completes the port-valve-cylinder solid model. 
2.8 Creating a computer model from curves 
A third option for creating a coherent computer model of the engine geometry from the frag- 
mented CADDS data was identified in Section 2.5. Creating the model would involve modi- 
fying the CADDS curves first and then creating Coons patch surfaces from these curves. It 
was recognised that this option may well take considerably longer than using the solid models 
described in the preceding Sections. The computer model created in this manner will not be a 
solid model, but rather a coherent surface model. This means that the mesh generation 
method must be using mesh volumes, as will be described later in chapter 3. It is sufficient to 
say here that the structure of the surfaces in this model must necessarily be carefully con- 
structed with the mesh generation in mind. 
Once the surface structure has been planned, the method for creating surfaces in I-DEAS is 
very simple. Four curves must be created first, which lie on the surface of the geometry. 
These four curves are screen-picked in turn and a Coons patch surface is generated between 
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them. The nature of the Coons patch surfaces, as described previously in Section 2.6.1, 
means that highly curved regions of the geometry must be divided into a number of indivi- 
dual surfaces. A requirement of I-DEAS is that adjacent surfaces share only one, entire curve 
between them. This restriction means that the structure of the mesh must be planned with 
these considerations in mind also. 
The model created in this work, called model-3, contained a port created from CADDS 
curves and Coons patch surfaces as described above. However the curves describing the roof, 
valve and cylinder were not created based upon CADDS curves but rather they were based 
upon the wireframe geometry derived from the solid models already created. For the roof, this 
wireframe description was simpler than the original CADDS curves whilst for the valve and 
cylinder the CADDS curves did not exist at all. 
2.9 Models created 
Based upon the three options available for creating a model of the geometry from the CADDS 
data, three models were created as illustrated in Table 2.1 below. 
Model Port Valve Roof Cylinder 
Original data CADDS CAD drawings CADDS Specifications 
curves and curves and 
surfaces surfaces 
Model-I Simplified Solid from Simplified Solid 
[solid] solid profiles solid 
Model-2 Simplified Solid from Simplified Solid 
[solid] solid profiles solid + fillets 
Model-3 Curves built Curves from Curves from Curves from 
[wireframe from CADDS solid simplified solid 
geometry solid + fillets 
Table 2.1 Computer models created in I-DEAS 
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Table 2.1 first lists the origin of the data for each of the components in the engine geometry, 
as was mentioned in Section 2.3. Model- I is a solid model created using boolean joining and 
cutting from the solid components as described in Sections 2.6 and 2.7. The simplified port is 
used, see Section 2.6.1, along with a simplified roof described in Section 2.6.2. Figure 2.15 
shows model-1. Model-2 is also a solid model created in the same way as model-1, except 
that a filleted version of the roof was used, as shown in Figure 2.16. Model-3, by contrast, 
was created using curves. Here the port was constructed from CADDS curves, whilst the rest 
of the components were first created as solids and then the underlying wireframe geometry 
was extracted to give a set of curves. The roof of model-3 was created from the filleted ver- 
sion of the solid roof. Each of these models were used to generate meshes, as win be 
described in the following chapter. 
Figure 2.15 Model-1 of port and cylinder geometry 
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Figure 2.16 Model-2 of port and cylinder geometry 
2.10 Implications for Jaguar 
A number of methods of model creation have been examined in this chapter. It is clear that 
there is no simple route from a CADDS description of the engine geometry to a model of the 
geometry that is suitable for meshing. Reffering back to Figure 2.2, route C or D may be used 
depending upon the application. Solid models are fast to generate in SM, following route D, 
and the entire geometry can be modelled in one to two weeks by a skilled I-DEAS user. The 
drawback of solid models is that they cannot always represent the geometry accurately. On 
the other hand, the methods of building points and curves in FEM (route Q is slower, taking 
about three weeks to create an entire model, although the model created can be a better 
representation of the real geometry than the solid models since less simplifications are made. 
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Two options are therefore open to Jaguar, which include; 
1. Retraining the CAD draughtsmen to create models suitable for mesh generation. 
2. Using the I-DEAS package for all aspects of CAD and mesh generation. 
Using I-DEAS throughout the company may not be an acceptable policy, tying the company 
to one CAE package when new developments are continually occurring for CAE applications. 
This could mean that the best CAE packages are not being used for different tasks in the com- 
pany. Retraining a number of draughtsmen to include considerations of analysts would 
technically be a sound move, since it would also benefit the FE structural analysis that is rou- 
tinely done in Jaguar. This option may simply be too costly, however. 
2.11 Summary of modd-generation 
Methods for reading CAD data into I-DEAS and generating solid models in I-DEAS have 
been explored in this chapter. Whilst the IGES data should be read into PEARL initially, 
route B in Figure 2.2, no one route was found to be suitable for all aspects of the geometry. 
Therefore simplifications to the pent-roof and an approximation of the intake port geometry 
have had to be made. Advantage was also taken of a symmetry plane in the geometry, and so 
the solid models only needed to define half of the geometry. The test of these methods 
depended upon their usefulness in generating high quality computational meshes, and so 
judgement of which route was most suitable was not made until meshes were generated. 
Three models were created in order to test the geometry handling methods available in I- 
DEAS. These models must also be assessed for their suitability to be meshed easily. The 
next stage, therefore, is to generate meshes using these models, and this is described in the 
next chapter. 
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3. GENERATING A MESH FOR THE ENGINE 
3.1 Introduction 
The computer models of the engine geometry described in chapter 2 now need to be meshed 
using the I-DEAS FEM module. Whilst FEM does not have a one-step mesh generator for 
creating hexahedral cells, the module does have methods for generating meshes that involve 
some degree of automation. 
The general techniques for mesh generation in FEM are first described in Section 3.2. Sec- 
tion 3.3 outlines the different meshes that were generated using the two methods available in 
I-DEAS. Details of these meshing techniques, as applied to the computer models described 
in chapter 2 are given in Sections 3.5 and 3.6. The quality of the mesh and its influence on 
mesh generation and solution is then discussed, followed by a description of methods for 
modifying the valve lift for a given mesh. A summary of the chapter is then given in Section 
3.9. 
3.2 Mesh Construction in I-DEAS 
Meshes are generated in FEM by dividing the geometry into a set of volumes and then filling 
each volume with vertices and cells. These volumes may be meshed individually using a 
structured mesh, referred to in I-DEAS as a'mapped mesh'. Alternatively, an unstructured or 
'free mesh' may be used in which the number and distribution of cells is not constrained in 
the volume. 
The technique for generating a mesh within the volume involves dcfining a 'mesh area' on 
each face of the volume, then grouping these mesh areas to form a closed 'mesh volume'. 
The size, distribution and number of cells to be generated in the mesh volume is defined by 
the user. From this information, the appropriate vertices and cells are then generated 
automatically in FEM. Quasi-two-dimensional cells, that is, 2D cells distributed over a 
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surface in 3D co-ordinate space, are first generated on the mesh areas. These cells are used as 
the basis for generating the 3D cells within the mesh volumes. When the full 3D mesh. has 
been generated, FEM then deletes the quasi-213 cells. 
Adjacent mesh volumes share a common mesh area to ensure that the mesh is continuous 
across the boundaries between mesh volumes. Thus one mesh is created throughout the 
geometry, built up from a set of individual meshes within the mesh volumes. 
3.2.1 Mesh Areas 
A mesh area is a region defined on a surface upon which quasi-2D cells can be generated. 
The mesh area is created as follows. Curves are selected in turn until a closed loop has been 
defined. These curves form the boundaries of the mesh area. A single FEM command will 
automatically search the geometry for suitable loops of curves and so the user can quickly 
define the required mesh areas. 
If the curves defining the mesh area all lie on one surface, the mesh area and its underlying 
surface are associated. If no such surface is found, a Coons patch surface will be fitted to the 
curves defining the mesh area. Since a Coons patch surface is defined only from its bounding 
curves, it can only create a surface accurately where the surface curves in at most one direc- 
tion. If the required surface curves in two directions, interior points on the surface are needed 
to make the surface definition more accurate, and so one Coons patch is unlikely to produce 
the desired surface. Where the original surface curvature is too great, then, the user should 
divide the surface into a set of smaller Coons patch surfaces. Since these smaller surfaces 
will have less curvature than the original surface, then that larger surface will be described 
more accurately. 
3.2.2 Mesh Volumes 
Mesh volumes are created by defining a set of mesh areas which form the boundaries of a 
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closed volume. Again automatic searches in FEM can speed up this selection process. 
Mapped mesh volumes are limited to six mesh areas, whereas free mesh volumes could be 
made up of a maximum of 50 mesh areas in I-DEAS IV and up to 200 in subsequent releases. 
This means that a complex geometry'may be meshed using fewer free mesh volumes than 
mapped mesh volumes, and consequently free mesh volumes are generally quicker and easier 
to create. 
Mapped mesh volumes can only contain hexahedral cells, whereas the cells in free mesh 
volumes could be tetrahedral or hexahedral in I-DEAS IV. In I-DEAS V, however, free 
meshes were restricted to tetrahedral cells. This reduced functionality in I-DEAS was 
because the hexahedral cells generated automatically in I-DEAS IV were not of good enough 
quality to be reliable for FE stress analysis, which is the usual application for I-DEAS 
meshes. The operation was therefore removed in Level V due to considerations of quality for 
the I-DEAS package as a whole. 
3.2.3 Mesh Checking 
Before the vertices and cells are generated in a mesh volume, some pre-meshing checks 
should be made by the user. If there is excessive mesh area curvature, the mesh generated 
may not follow the geometry closely. Also, the user must check for the existence of any 'free 
boundaries' or 'holes' within the mesh volume, since a free boundary will cause discontinui- 
ties in the mesh if it lies inside a mesh volume. 
Once the mesh checking has shown that an acceptable mesh will be generated, the mesh gen- 
eration itself, that is, the assignment of vertex and cell labels and the placement of vertices, is 
done automaticallY in FEM. 
3.3 Meshes generated 
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The models described in the previous chapter were used to generate three meshes, which are 
listed in Table 3.1. Mesh-I was created from model-I which is a solid model. Free mesh 
volumes were created and meshed using the automatic hexahedral mesh generator in I-DEAS 
IV. Mesh-2 was also created using model-1, but this time tetrahedral cells were automatically 
generated using I-DEAS V. These tetrahedra were then subdivided into hexahedral cells. 
The third mesh, mesh-3, was created from model-3 using mapped mesh areas in which hex- 
ahedral cells were generated. The valve in this mesh was then moved to produce three valve 
lifts. 
Mesh Model Mesh Cells 
volumes 
Mesh- I Model-I Free Hexahedra 
Mesh-2 Model-I Free Tetrahedra 
split into 
hexahedra 
Mesh-3 Model-3 Mapped Hexahedra 
Table 3.1 Meshes generated 
Mesh-I and mesh-2 are described in detail in Section 3.4, and mesh-3 is described in Section 
3.5. A discussion of mesh quality is then given in Section 3.6 and the valve movement used 
for mcsh-3 is described in Section 3.7. 
3.4 Generating the Engine Mesh Using Free Meshes 
Two methods of mesh generation using free mesh volumes were explored for the engine 
geometry, using hexahedral cells in I-DEAS IV and tetrahedral cells converted to hexahedra 
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in I-DEAS V, creating mesh- I and mesh-2 respectively. 
Mesh-1 was a hexahedral free mesh generated in I-DEAS IV using techniques of mesh area 
and mesh volume definition. The whole engine geometry in model-I had too many surfaces 
to create one single free mesh volume and so mesh areas were created inside the geometry to 
divide the solid model into a number of mesh volumes. Having defined the mesh volumes for 
the unstructured hexahedral mesh, the cell size needs to be defined. Free mesh volumes 
require only a global cell size in order to create the mesh. This global cell size may be dif- 
ferent for each mesh volume, however, which gives the user some control over the mesh den- 
sity. 
A coarse mesh was required in the first instance in order to test the mesh using a minimum of 
computer resources and time. A global cell size of 2mm was the maximum that could be suc- 
cessfully generated around the valve, however, due to its small details and high curvature. 
Thus in the roof region, about 20,000 2mm sized cells were generated. A similar number 
were generated throughout the port, although the port was split into two mesh volumes with 
global cell sizes of 4mm and 6mm. The combustion chamber has 40,000 6mm sized cells 
throughout, which gave mesh- I about 80,000 cells over the whole geometry. 
However an algorithmic restriction in STAR-CD v2004 limited the number of faces that 
could be associated with any one vertex in the mesh. Although this restriction was removed 
in the next version of STAR-CD, I-DEAS V had been released by then and no longer sup- 
ported free meshes with hexahedral cells. Thus mesh-I could not be used in this work and 
another method had to be devised in order to generate free meshes using hexahedral cells. 
In I-DEAS V, a one step command could create free mesh areas and free mesh volumes 
directly from a solid object. This facility was used to generate mesh-2, which was a free 
mesh with tetrahedral cells created from model-1. Mesh-2 was a very coarse tetrahedral 
mesh containing only 2321 cells so that the technique of cell subdivision could be tested 
quickly and using little computing resources. Each tetrahedron in mesh-2 was therefore 
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subdivided into four hexahedra using a 'tetra-to-brick' mesh conversion program written by 
the author which is outlined as follows. 
A tetrahedron can be subdivided into four hexahedra by creating new points at the midpoints 
of its edges, centroids of its faces and at the centroid of its volume. These points are then 
joined up to form four new hexahedral cells, as shown in Figure 3.1. 
Figure 3.1 Splitting a tetrahedron into hexahedra 
In the tetra-to-brick program, each tetrahedron is divided in turn. This means that two adja- 
cent tetrahedra will have new vertices generated in the same positions along their mutual 
faces and edges. These duplicate vertices must be merged in order to create a coherent mesh. 
PROSTAR has a fast vertex-merging command and so the hexahedral mesh was written out 
from the program as STAR format vertices and cells, and read in to PROSTAR. After vertex 
merging, the result was a completely unstructured, coarse hexahedral mesh of the flow 
domain containing 9284 cells. 
3.5 Generating the Engine Mesh Using Mapped Mesh Volumes 
In this method of mesh generation, model-3 was used, which was a wireframe geometry as 
is 
described in Section 2.8. As mentioned in that Section, the curves and surfaces created were 
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highly dependent upon the mesh structure. Tbus the details of the mesh structure are 
presented in this Section. The wireframe geometry consisted of points and curves only, 
which were then used to create mesh areas and mesh volumes. 
An important consideration for building the mapped meshes is that each mapped mesh 
volume must be a topological brick, and so holes cannot be readily included into the surface 
of the geometry being meshed. To overcome this restriction, the stem of the valve was cut 
short, so that the valve ended inside the port instead of cutting the port surface, and the valve 
guide was omitted completely as can be seen in Figure 3.2. 
k 
on I 
Figure 3.2 Mesh structure with cut valve stem 
This follows from the work of Luo and Bray [52,53] whose results showed little difference 
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between the in-cylinder flow field and turbulence levels generated by a port with a truncated 
valve stem and a port with a complete valve stem. They concluded that the valve may be 
confidently modelled with a truncated valve stem and so this approach was used in this work 
when generating mapped meshes. 
3.5.1 Building Basic Meshes 
The process of creating mesh areas and mesh volumes in FEM has been described in Section 
3.2. For mapped meshes, the cell size, distribution and quality is strongly linked to the struc- 
ture of the mesh volumes. The creation of mesh volumes must therefore be carefully planned 
throughout the flow domain. Here the geometry has been divided into three regions, the port, 
the valve and the roof and cylinder. 
3.5.2 Creating the Port and Valve Seat Structure 
From the intake manifold, the intake port which is oval in cross-section splits into two 
separate intake ports which have circular cross-sections as illustrated in Figure 3.3. 
Plane ol 
Figure 3.3 Bifurcation of the intake port geometry 
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The engines symmetry plane splits the intake geometry into two and so the geometry to be 
meshed has a D-shaped cross-section which becomes circular downstream, as illustrated in 
Figure 3.4a). 
Mqhnni-rl rrncc-cpe-t; nn 
Bifurcation 
point 
Circular cross-section 
Bifurcation 
approximatcd 
a) Port cross-sections b) Cross-sections blended 
Figure 3.4 Cross-sections on one intake port 
From this Figure, it can be seen that the straight line defining the flat of the 'D' shrinks to a 
single bifurcation point and the cross-section becomes circular. This is not a viable structure 
for a mapped mesh volume in I-DEAS. An approximation to this geometry therefore had to 
be made, as illustrated in Figure 3.4 b). 
Once the geometry had been modified, thirty two mesh volumes were created. As shown in 
Figure 3.2, four sections were created lengthwise along the port and eight mesh volumes were 
created per section. The structure chosen for the mesh volumes accounted for the truncated 
valve lying in the port. 
3.5.3 Creating the Roof and Cylinder Structure 
The wireframe geometry of the roof and cylinder included the longest edges at the top of the 
roof filleted with a 3mm radius fillet as illustrated in Figure 2.11. Since the filleting operation 
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in I-DEAS V could not fillet curves that intersected at angles other than right angles to one 
another, the intersection of the two fillets had to be modelled by hand. This manual filleting 
involved deleting some curves and creating a new set of curves that merged the two fillets 
together smoothly. Four curves were then used to create a Coons patch surface between the 
two fillets, bridging the small gap between them. 
Once the geometry had been modified in FEM, the roof and cylinder geometry required 
further subdivision in order to create a set of mapped mesh volumes. Since the eventual mesh 
was to be continuous, the structure of the mesh volumes in the port and around the valve stem 
had to be incorporated into that of the roof and cylinder and continued past the valve itself 
situated within the roof. 
3.5.4 Meshing the Port, Valve and Cylinder Structures 
Having created the mesh volume structure, the cell distribution must be defined before I- 
DEAS automatically generates the vertices and cells in each mesh volume. Cell size and dis- 
tribution is defined by the number of cells along each curve of a mapped mesh volume. The 
nature of mapped mesh volumes propagates cell densities throughout the mesh. The initial 
cell sizes were therefore selected after examining a region of the geometry in which the mesh 
density was critical. In this case, the critical region lies between the valve and the wall of the 
port. 
Since the wall-functions used in STAR-CD approximate the flow in cells adjacent to mesh 
walls, there must be sufficient cells between the walls to be able to calculate the flow field. 
The sufficient condition depends upon the flow regime and can be determined by using suc- 
cessively finer meshes until the results are independent of the mesh. Typically this means a 
mesh with at least 10 cells between the walls. Since cell densities are propagated throughout 
the mesh very large overall mesh sizes can be obtained by using small cell sizes. Indeed port 
and cylinder meshes generally have around 200,000 cells or more. The computer resources 
were limited in this work, however, and so a coarser mesh density had to be used. Therefore, 
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six cells were placed between the walls of the port and the surface of the valve. This mesh 
density sets the length of one side of a set of cells, and the other cell side lengths were chosen 
to keep the shape of the hexahedral cells as close to a brick shape as possible. Thus mesh-3 
was a mesh of the whole port and cylinder geometry with a truncated valve stem, containing 
around 92,000 hexahedral cells. 
Mesh-3 was generated with a 6mm valve lift and two other valve lift cases of 4mm and 8mm 
were also required for CFD analysis of steady flows in the port and cylinder. New meshes for 
these valve lifts could have been created by creating new models with different valve lifts, but 
this would have taken a long time. An alternative is to distort the existing mesh near the 
intake valve. Before moving the valve is described, however, concepts of mesh distortion and 
mesh quality should be discussed. 
3.6 Mesh Quality 
Throughout the mesh generation process, care must be taken to ensure that the mesh is of 
'good quality'. Mcsh quality includcs the distortion of individual ccils, thcir distribution 
throughout the mesh, and the size of the cells. 
The distortion of a cell is its deviation from an ideal cell shape. In the case of a hexahedral 
cell, the ideal shape is a 'brick', where the longest edge of the brick follows the direction of 
the general flow. Thus all the angles on every face of the ideal cell are 900, and every quadri- 
lateral face is planar. STAR-CD refers to these measures of cell distortion as internal angle 
and face warpage respectively, where face warpage is the angle between two triangles created 
from the four points of a quadrilateral face. A final measure of cell distortion is the aspect 
ratio which is the ratio of the lengths of the sides of the cell. Figure 3.5 illustrates these three 
criteria for measuring cell distortion. 
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cc "ýýv 
internal angle warp angle b/a = aspect ratio 
Figure 3.5 Criteria for measuring cell distortion 
The amount of cell distortion acceptable to a CFD code is determined by the type of discreti- 
sation of the flow domain and the assumptions made by the code in this discretisation, and the 
solution algorithm used, which have been described in Section 1.5.1, and also by the flow 
field itself. STAR-CD is a finite volume code in which flow derivatives are calculated at cell 
faces from the difference of the flow variables at the cell centres. If internal angles are high 
then the derivatives calculated for one face of the cell may correspond to a different part of 
the flow domain, as is demonstrated in Figure 3.6. 
finite volume code flow variables stored 
places first derivatives 
at centre of volume 
on element faces 
first derivatives actually apply 
to flow outside elements 
Figure 3.6 Cell distortion effecting calculation of flow variables 
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Thus excessive cell distortion can result in the flow field being incorrectly calculated. Table 
3.2 shows the recommended maxima for cell distortion for using STAR-CD, although if a cell 
has combinations of cell distortion, then these values may be too high. In practice, however, 
the results are also influenced by the flow field, and in regions where the flow has low gra- 
dients the cell distortion which will still give acceptable results can be much higher. 
Aspect Ratio Internal Angle Warp Angle 
10 
II 
45 degrees 
I 
45 degrees 
Table 3.2 Maximum cell distortion recommended for STAR-CD 
Another indication of mesh quality is the size of the cells and their distribution throughout the 
mesh. Since the flow variables are assumed to be constant over each cell, flow features that 
are smaller than this mesh size cannot be determined. Therefore an ideal mesh is one for 
which the solution is 'grid independent', that is, a smaller mesh size would not change the 
solution over the flow domain. For many engineering flows, however, a grid independent 
solution would require an excessively large number of cells which would take too long to 
analyse, and so the cost would be prohibitive in industry. Therefore meshes are sized to pick 
up the salient flow features without needing to calculate every last flow detail. 
The quality of the mesh, therefore must be considered with respect to the physics of the flow 
itself, the CFD solver user, the computational resources available and the amount of detail 
required in the solution. This is still then dependent upon the experience and judgement of 
the CFD analyst. Automatic mesh refinement or 'adaptive meshing' are being researched, for 
example Dannelogue and Tanguy [54], Moulkalled and Acharya [551, and Evans et al [561. 
In these techniques, a coarse mesh is first analysed and then refined locally where the results 
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show rapid changes in the flow variables. The solution is then found for this new mesh and 
the solution-adaption loop is continued until an acceptable solution is reached. Such a tool is 
already available in a recently released commercial finite volume code, RAMPANT [571, 
which uses a mesh with only tetrahedral cells. 
3.7 Moving The Valve 
Two methods for moving the position of the valve were attempted, both of which were based 
on mesh-3 with a 6mm valve lift. The first technique moved vertex positions around the 
valve using user-defined groups whilst the second technique moved the vertices automati- 
cally. 
3.7.1 Moving the Valve Manually 
The valve in the original mesh is modelled by a gap or hole inside the mesh. Using PROS- 
TAR, the vertices lying on the valve were grouped and written to an external file listing the 
vertex labels and 3D co-ordinates. This file was then an input for a program written by the 
author which displaced the vertices by a set distance and wrote them to another external file 
in the STAR-CD fonnat. To move the vertices along the valve axis required co-ordinate dis- 
placements of 
dr =A cosO 
dy --0 
(3.2) 
dz =A sinO (3.3) 
where A is the displacement along the valve axis, and 0 is the angle at which the valve 
lies to 
the z-axis in the xz-plane in degrees. For this geometry, 0= 150. 
There are limits on the distance that a vertex may be displaced within a mesh, 
however. A 
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vertex must not be moved to a position where it passes through a cell wall as shown in Figure 
3.7, a condition which STAR-CD refers to as a negative volume, 
4 
3 
--------- -- 7 8 
2 
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node I moves 
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Figure 3.7 Negative volume 
The limit of vertex movement is determined by the size of the cells that are attached to this 
vertex. In this case, a limit of 0.3mm displacement was found for increasing the valve lift, 
and 0.15mm for decreasing the valve lift. The new vertex coordinates were read into PROS- 
TAR and Figure 3.8 illustrates the vertex layers that are displaced. 
Layer 
xI 
I 
Figure 3.8 Layers of vertices to be moved 
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For example, layer I in Figure 3.8 lies on the surface of the valve, and this layer is first 
moved by 0.3mm. Next the cells attached to these vertices are listed and all their constituent 
vertices are stored in a new vertex group. This vertex group consists of layers I and 2 in Fig- 
ure 3.8. 
This larger vertex group is then displaced by 0.3mm in the same way as before. Note that the 
vertices within the group are all moved by the same amount, and so their positions relative to 
each other are unchanged. Subsequent vertex displacements are made in the same way, 
finding all the cells attached to the previous vertex group, and forming a new group from the 
vertices in the associated cells.: 
When applied to the actual mesh, this technique gave a total valve displacement of 1.5mm 
and hence a valve lift of 7.5mm. The valve could not be displaced further, however, because 
any further layers of cells selected would have contained vertices that lay on the surface of 
the mesh and the actual surface of the mesh would be distorted if these vertices were moved. 
The same procedure was used to move the valve to a smaller valve lift in the mesh. Starting 
from a 6mm valve lift in mesh-3, each successive vertex group was moved 0.15mm, giving a 
total displacement of 0.75mm, and so creating a mesh with a 5.25mm valve lift. It must be 
noted that the meshes for the 7.5mm and 5.25mm valve lift cases represent the maximum dis- 
tortion that the cells around the valve could accommodate, and larger and smaller valve lifts 
could not be obtained using this method for moving the valve within the mesh. For both 
these cases, a few vertices had to be moved by hand when they created cells that were highly 
distorted, with internal angles from 1.40 up to 178.40. Although these cells were not actually 
negative volumes, the distortion was still so great that STAR could not determine if they were 
negative volumes or not. 
If a smaller valve displacement had been applied to the vertices, less distortion would have 
occurred, and no manual 'tweaking' of the mesh would have been necessary. If a mesh was 
required for a valve lift outside the 5.25mm - 7.5mm range using this method, however, then 
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a new mesh would have to be built from I-DEAS. 
3.7.2 Moving the Valve Automatically 
Another, more automatic method of moving the valve from a 6mm valve lift was also 
attempted. This method moves the valve and its surrounding vertices automatically. The 
method takes each vertex in the mesh in turn, and finds the nearest vertex that lies on the 
outer surface of the mesh, and the nearest vertex that lies on the surface of the valve. The 
chosen vertex is then moved along a vector which is the path of the valve, moving a distance 
proportional to its relative distance to the non-moving surface and valve surface vertices just 
found, according to the following equation; 
X, 
e,,, =Xld+[d2l(d I+d2)] *R (3.4) 
where 
X,, Id old x, y, z co-ordinates 
Xnew new x, y, z co-ordinates 
R movement vector of valve 
d, distance to nearest valve vertex 
d2 distance to nearest wall vertex 
Thus a vertex lying on the valve surface will move the whole distance of the valve lift, whilst 
a vertex on the wall of the mesh will not move at all. All the other vertices move in way a 
sympathetic to this. Figure 3.9 shows examples of vertices moved using this valve-moving 
algorithm. 
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Figure 3.9 Vertices moved using automatic valve moving algorithm 
In Figure 3.9, vertex P1 lies inside the mesh with its distance to the nearest valve vertex, dl 
and its distance to the nearest wall vertex, d2. Vertex P2 lies on the valve, so that dI=0. 
Thus the vertex moves the full extent of R. Vertex P3 lies on the wall and so d2 =0 which 
means that P3 does not move. 
Three files were written in PROSTAR which contained, respectively, the vertices on the valve 
surface, the vertices on the walls of the mesh, and all the vertices in the mesh excluding the 
vertices on the walls. The program read in these three files and calculated the movement for 
each valve, and wrote out a new file containing all the vertices in the mesh with their new 
co-ordinates. This file was read into PROSTAR where the original mesh was stored, and the 
new vertex positions overwrote the old vertex positions as they were read in. 
Using this automatic method for moving the valve, slightly greater valve lifts were achieved, 
although some cell distortion did occur. Thus some of the most distorted cells had to altered 
by hand in PROSTAR to improve the quality of the mesh until each mesh would be accept- 
able by STAR for analysis. 
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A new mesh, mesh-4, was created in the course work in order to make the mesh more 
representative of the experimental rig, as will be described in more detail in Section 4.4.3. 
This new mesh was rebuilt in I-DEAS based upon model-3 with a 6mm valve lift, but was 
designed for valve movement from the start. Using the automatic vertex-moving program, 
meshes with valve lifts of 4mm and 8mm were created from mesh-4. Figure 3.10 shows the 
cell distortion of the 4mm, 6mm and 8mm valve lift meshes that was eventually acceptable to 
STAR for the analysis runs. 
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Figure 3.10 Cell distortion for 4mm, 6mm and 8mm valve lift cases for mesh4 
3.8 Quality of the meshes used in this work .I 
The quality of the meshes generated in this work varied considerably, and had a significant 
influence upon which meshes were suitable for CFD analysis. 
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As mentioned in Section 3.4, the automatic hexahedral mesh generation used for mesh- I was 
removed from later versions of I-DEAS, effectively making that technique obsolete 
Mesh-2 contained cells created by splitting tetrahedral cells into hexahedra. This produced 
cells with internal angles greater than 179.30. Mesh-3 contained cells of better quality than 
mesh-2. Indeed the mesh quality in mapped meshes is determined by the mesh structure 
used, and so the mesh quality depends upon the skill and experience of the user as well as the 
geometry to be meshed. Mesh-4 had slightly better cell quality than mesh-3, and the cell dis- 
tortion values for the three valve lift cases of mesh-4 are shown in Figure 3.10. Whilst the 
maximum internal angle shown is high, the most distorted cells lay in regions of the cylinder 
with small flow gradients, and high internal angles were not found in the same cells that had 
high cell face warpage. Figure 3.10 also shows that the cell distortion was more sensitive to 
warp angle for which the maximum was 1290 than for internal angle, for which the maximum 
was 1750. 
Both manual and automatic methods for moving the valves had produced some highly dis- 
torted cells near the valves, with internal angles from 1.40 to 178.40. Manual movement of 
individual vertices reduced these angles and the cell quality for each valve lift in mesh-4 is 
given in Figure 3.10. The cells near the valve had to be of better quality than the 'worst 
cases' acceptable to STAR-CD because these cells lay in the jet flow region of the geometry 
where the gradients of flow variables are high. 
Thus mesh-2, mesh-3 and mesh-4 were suitable for running using STAR-CD, but the quality 
of the results that they produced must be ascertained before any recommendations could be 
made to Jaguar. 
3.9 Summary of Mesh Generation 
In conclusion, different methods for creating meshes for the engine geometry were explored. 
The mapped mesh volumes proved to be most suitable for this work, even though the user 
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effort was greater than that using free mesh volumes. Techniques for modifying the'6mm 
valve lift mesh to obtain meshes with different valve lifts were also examined, and a vertex 
moving program was written to do so quickly and effectively. The automatic valve moving 
program was faster and easier to use than its manual counterpart, but both methods required 
some modifications by the user to remove excessively distorted cells. 
The next step in the CID process is to perform CFD analysis using mesh-2, mesh-3 and 
mesh-4. If the meshes are suitable for running at their default 6mm valve lift, then alternative 
valve lifts will also be studied. These results will also be compared to experimental data, 
which will be explored in the following chapter. 
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4.0 CFD ANALYSIS 
4.1 Introduction 
Once the meshes have been generated, the next step is to define the complete computational 
model and then run the CFD analysis code. The computational model includes the mesh, 
material properties of the fluid such as density and viscosity, and a definition of the various 
boundary regions of the geometry. Flow conditions are then specified for these boundary 
regions, called the boundary conditions, along with the flow conditions that will be applied to 
the cells inside the mesh at the start of the calculations, which are called the initial conditions. 
The computational model is then completed by defining the other numerical parameters 
relevant to the CFD code being used and to the flow being analysed. 
In order to establish a suitable mesh generation method for CFD in engine design, the meshes 
described in Chapter 3 were imported into STAR-CD. Computational models were defined 
for mesh-2, mesh-3 and mesh4 and the analysis performed. The results of these analyses 
were then compared to experimental LDV measurements taken at Imperial College, London. 
This will establish whether the meshes are of sufficient quality to produce results that corre- 
late well with the experimental data. 
The capabilities and limitations of STAR-CD for creating computational models and for per- 
fom-ling the actual CFD analysis runs are described in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 then outlines 
how the computational models are completed for steady flows. The analysis runs performed 
for steady flows are described in Section 4.4 along with the comparison of the results 
obtained to experimental data. A discussion of these comparisons follows in Section 4.5. 
The creation of the computational model for transient flows is described in Section 4.6 and 
2D transient simulations are described in Section 4.7. The implications of using CFD in 
engine design by Jaguar are discussed in Section 4.8, and finally a summary of this Chapter is 
presented in Section 4.9. 
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4.2 STAR-CD capabilities for model creation 
STAR-CD has been described generally in Section 2.2.1. but IICIV IIIC Use 01 till', COCIC Is 
described in detail for creating the COMPLitational model and performing the ilCtUal 
4.2.1 Boundaries 
Boundary regions are defined on cell faces by the User III STAR-CD. Any face,, on (lic sur- 
face of the mesh which are not explicitly defined will he treated as a wall bounclarý. III nianý 
CFD codes including STAR-CD a special set of' equations called wall functions, which are 
applied to wall boundaries in turbulent flows. These equations are used because near-A'all 
flows for viscous fluids have different behaviour from the bulk flow, specifically, the fluid 1.11 
stationary at the wall, called a 'no-slip' condition. As a I-CS1.111, a hil! h ShCar 'hOLIndary LIýVr' 
exists near the walls where the fluid velocity changes rapidly 1'1'0111 thC WýIll to 111C hUlk 1lokk ()I 
free-stream. 
Since velocities change greatly over this short distance from the wall, a %cry fine mc,, h \kould 
be required next to the wall in order to capture the Ilow details. as shown in Fioure 4.1. 
velocity profile 
a) Fine niesh required without wall-functions 
wall 
b) Coarser inesh may be used with wall-flinctions 
Figure 4.1 Meshes required for calculating near-isall flo%% s 
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The wall-function numerically approximates the flow changes through the boundary layer, 
however, and so the mesh does not have to be finer near the walls. This significantly reduces 
the number of cells needed to mesh a complex geometry which in turn reduces the amount of 
resources required to perform the analysis. Hence CFD becomes a more viable tool for a 
number of industrial applications. 
STAR-CD uses a wall-function [58] defined for any cell that lies next to a wall as follows; 
F++: 5 + 
+YY 
ylý 
(4.1) U =ý I 
-ln(Ey+) Y+ , ý. Ym+ IC 
+ Tw - wall shear stress where u- (u - UW) / UC -114 1/2 Y11L Y+ - PCIL k 
u- tangential fluid velocity 
ic, E- empirical coefficients UW - wall velocity 
U'r _ (TW / pý/2 
One obvious disadvantage to using wall-functions is that they are an approximation to the 
near-wall flow. The boundary layer is not identical for all flows, nor does it even remain uni- 
form throughout one flow domain. In reality, the boundary layer changes in its size, its flow 
regime, whether laminar or turbulent, and its composition of differing flow patterns such as 
shear layers. If the user accepts the approximations of the wall-functions, care must still be 
taken with the mesh size at the walls. Wall-functions in finite volume codes are applied only 
to those cells which lie on the walls of the mesh. This means that these cells must contain the 
entire boundary layer approximation. If the wall cells are too large, then the logarithmic velo- 
city profile will be applied to too great a region of the flow field. Also, if the cells are too 
small, then the actual boundary layer may lie partially outside the cells with the wall-function 
approximations. Ideafly; the wall cells will contain the entire boundary layer, but this is often 
difficult to achieve because the boundary layer thickness changes according to the geometry 
of the flow domain and sometimes changes in time- too. 
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4.2.2 Solution algorithms 
To solve the discretised flow equations throughout the mesh, STAR-CD offers two solution 
algorithms based upon the PISO [59] and the SIMPLE [33] algorithms. Both solution algo- 
rithms were developed for structured, hexahedral meshes with no cell distortion. STAR-CD 
uses modified versions of these algorithms such that unstructured meshes and some cell dis- 
tortion can be accommodated. Generally, the STAR-CD version of the SIMPLE algorithm 
can accept more cell distortion than the modified PISO algorithm. 
The PISO algorithm includes the time derivative in its calculations, and so can be used to 
solve both steady and transient flows, whereas the SIMPLE algorithm, as implemented by 
STAR-CD, deletes the time-varying derivatives from its calculations and so is only used for 
solving steady flows. Both solution algorithms use a predictor-corrector strategy for solving 
the discretised flow equations, where the flow equations are temporarily decoupled from each 
other so that they can be solved sequentially. In this technique, an initial field of variables is 
assumed, the predictor stage, and then the decoupled flow equations are solved giving new 
values of the flow variables. These new values are then used to modify the predictor values 
in the corrector stage. 
The PISO algorithm as formulated for STAR-CD has more than one corrector stage. and 
these calculations are repeated until an internal measure of minimum error has been satisfied 
[58]. For steady flows the PISO algorithm uses a large time-step, St, in order to accelerate 
convergence, but if this time-step is too large then numerical instabilities may occur in the 
calculation which prevent a solution from being reached. In order to address the problem of 
numerical instabilities, a method of 'under-relaxation' may be used. For this, the value of a 
variable, is modified to be the weighted mean of the previous value, a,, Id, and the 
newly predicted one, where the under-relaxation factor, o) is the weighting 
factor for 
this calculation, as shown in Equation 4.2. 
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(Xnew --2CO(Xcalc +0 -CO)(Xold 
(4.2) 
The SIMPLE algorithm is similar to the PISO algorithm, except that the former uses only one 
corrector stage. Again under-relaxation is employed to reduce numerical instabilities in the 
calculations. The computational model therefore includes an under-relaxation factor for each 
variable being solved for. 
4.2.3 Convergence criteria 
The flow calculations may converge to a solution, diverge or even oscillate between two 
stable conditions. The user can judge whether the analysis is converging by monitoring the 
'residuals' that are reported for each iteration during calculation. 
In STAR-CD, the momentum equations are linearised in the predictor stage to the form; 
Ax=b (4.3) 
where the vector x is solved for using a matrix of operators A and a vector of known values, 
b. These equations are then solved iteratively in the corrector stage to produce a new value of 
the vector variables, x. Since the flow equations are non-linear, A is a function of x. Thus the 
updated values of x will produce a new matrix of operators A' and the residual error, r, is 
given by 
r =b -Ax (4.4) 
Equations of the form of (4.3) are then again solved iteratively with the new values until r 
becomes smaller than a preset limit. For transient flows, STAR-CD uses a minimum internal 
measure of error but for steady flows the user must define the required residual limit- If the 
calculation converges, the residual error becomes smaller but if it diverges the residual errors 
will continue to grow. By monitoring the residuals reported for each iteration, the user can 
determine whether the calculations are converging to a solution or not. Often a diverging 
flow can be detected within ten iterations using STAR-CD and the analysis can 
be stopped 
and corrected without wasting a long run time. 
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As a further aid to judging convergence, STAR prints out the values of the flow variables at a 
monitoring location within the mesh at each iteration. The monitoring location is a cell 
selected by the user, and ideally this cell lies in a region of rapidly changing flow. When the 
calculations are near to convergence, the values of the flow variables will be changing very 
slowly, if at all, from one iteration to the next. 
4.2.4 Cell distortion 
There are a number of cell types supported by STAR-CD but the basic cell for the finite 
volume formulation is an hexahedral cell. Figure 4.2 shows a hexahedron with its eight ver- 
tices labelled. It can be seen from this Figure that vertices may be collapsed onto one another 
to produce other types of cells, such as a pyramidal pentahedron, a triangular prism and a 
tetrahedron. 
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512 
Tringular prism Tetrahedron 
Figure 4.2 Cells created by collapsing a hexahedron 
Collapsed cells are already distorted from the ideal hexahedral cell shape. It is therefore 
more likely that such cells will be of poorer quality than the neighbouring 
hexahedral cells. 
Consequently, care must be taken to ensure that collapsed cells do not lie in regions of rapid 
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variations in the flow variables, where problems of poor cell quality can be significant. Also 
the positioning of collapsed faces, that is, triangles, on the surface of the mesh must be 
avoided if at all possible, since the wall-functions arc applied to these cells based upon qua- 
drilateral faces. In view of these possible problems with the positioning and quality of col- 
lapsed cells, only hexahedral cells have been used in this work. 
The computational models for the various meshes generated should be defined with con- 
sideration to STAR-CD's capabilities as outlined in this Section. 
4.3 Creating the computational model for steady flows 
The flow conditions to be added to the computational model were for the engine running at 
1000 rpm. Experimental benchmarks for the CFD analysis were performed at Imperial Col- 
lege using a blowing rig which had air flowing through the port, past the valve at both 4mm 
and 8mm valve lifts, and out through the bottom of the cylinder. The piston is not included in 
this setup. As the air pressure is kept constant at the inlet and at the outlet, it is assumed that 
there is a steady flow through the port and cylinder geometry. The boundaries of the engine 
geometry were therefore defined in Table 4.1 below. 
Boundary Boundary condition Where applied 
Inlet Constant velocity of 19.7 m/s Port intake, velocity vector normal to 
the plane of the intake 
Outlet Constant static pressure of 1.0135 Pa Bottom of cylinder 
SYmmetry Zero accelaeration and mass flow 
across boundary 
Plane of symmetry 
Table 4.1 Boundary regions applied to engine geometry 
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One velocity is set as an initial condition for the whole flow field. Since the in-cylinder flow 
is so complicated, any single initial flow condition will be arbitrary since it will be consider- 
ably different from the solution. Nevertheless, the port flow upstream of the valve has a 
definite bulk flow velocity and so the initial condition for the whole flow field was set to; 
u= -10 ni/s 
v=O. l ni/s 
w=O. l nvs 
where u, v, w respectively are vectors along the x, y and z co-ordinate axes of the global co- 
ordinate system. This gives the initial flow a bulk motion along the port and non-zero velocity 
in the other coordinate directions. 
Other flow parameters defined in the computational model include which variables are 
solved. Velocity and pressure are always solved for, but others may be specified as constant 
throughout the domain if they are not to be solved. Thus if viscosity is not to be included, 
then a constant 'effective turbulent viscosity' is defined by the user, or a laminar viscosity 
defined if the flow is laminar. If viscosity is to be solved for, then the type of turbulence 
model needs to be specified. The 'k - c' turbulence model used is generally based upon an 
initial value of the turbulence intensity, 1, of 0.01 
I=Ulu--0.01 
where u= turbulent component of velocity, U= inlet velocity 
(4.5) 
This initial assumption that the turbulent component of velocity is 10% of the free stream. 
velocity is common for in-cylinder flow fields [58]. Values for k and e are then calculated 
according to the k-e model as follows 
k =u 2/2 (4.6) 
, =(C 
3/4 3/2)/7. Ek (4.7) A 
where 
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Cg = empirical coefficient (usually 0.009) 
1= characteristic length 
Using a characteristic length of 2.513-3 m, which is approximately one tenth of the diameter 
of the port, equations 4.5 to 4.7 gave ; 
k=1.08(mls)2 
E= 74.62 J/M 3S. 
Density can also be specified as a constant or it can be solved for using isobaric or ideal gas 
equations [58] and the latter is given in Equation 4.8 
p=pl(RT(milMi)) (4.8) 
where 
p= density 
p= pressure 
R= Universal gas constant 
T= temperature 
mi = mass fraction of a constituent with molecular weight Mi 
Other numerical parameters required in the computational model include; 
i) residual-limits: usually LOE-4, as recommended in the STAR-CD manuals [58]. 
ii) under-relaxation factors (see equation 4.2): 
velocity: 0.4 
pressure: 0.05 
k and F,: 0.03 
viscosity: 0.95 
density: 0.95 
These are parameters to aid convergence and reflect the sensitivity of each variable. Hence 
viscosity and density are fairly stable and are given large under-relaxation factors, whereas k 
and F_ are generally more difficult to converge and so are given small under-relaxation factors. 
iii) number of iterations to run: 300 initially, but a solution run could be restarted from a pre- 
vious calculation. 
4.4 Steady flow engine simulations 
Steady flow runs were performed for mesh-2 and mesh-3. The results from these analyses are 
presented in this Section. Guided by the comparisons to experimental data, a new mesh, 
mesh-4 was created by extending the length of the cylinder in mesh-3 and by modifying the 
valve structure and position. Further analysis runs were then made and the results are also 
described in tfiis Section, but first the general approach used for obtaining these solutions is 
outlined below. 
4.4.1 Running the steady flow simulations 
The initial conditions in the computational model differed greatly from the actual flow field 
since the latter were not known before the analysis began. Due to this large difference and to 
the complexity of the flow being simulated, the solver could not calculate the solution when 
velocity, turbulent viscosity and density are solved together from these initial conditions. 
Ideally, better initial conditions should be specified but it is also possible to use another 
approach in order to obtain a solution. 
Potential flow calculations, that is, for a fluid flow having constant density, zero viscosity and 
zero vorticity, can be used to determine an initial flow field. In such conditions, no-slip con- 
ditions are not applied to the walls and flow separation will not occur. Indeed this method for 
obtaining initial flow conditions is used in other commercial CFD codes such as PHEONICS. 
Unfortunately, STAR-CD v2.1 does not have this capability and so yet another approach must 
be attempted. 
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First analysis runs were made solving only for velocity and pressure. A constant value for the 
density of air at room temperature and pressure, 0.981 kg1M 3 was used, along with a constant 
effective turbulent viscosity of 2.56E-3 M2/S which is recommended for engine flows by 
Computational Dynamics [60]. These flow conditions were run for about 300 iterations after 
which, the flow fleld had improved and the velocity variables could be seen to be stabilising. 
The solution was judged to be stabilising when the residuals had dropped down from an ini- 
tial value of around LOE3 by four orders of magnitude and when the variables at the monitor- 
ing location were changing very slowly, say on every third iteration when measured to four 
signiflcant figures. 
The constant effective viscosity term was then replaced with solving for viscosity using the k 
-e turbulence model. The analysis run was then resumed from the previous solution 
obtained. Restarting the run, however introduces perturbations in the values of the residuals, 
and so the run must be continued until the residuals became substantially lower than their ini- 
tial values once more. 
At this point, the constant density term was replaced by the density solver using an ideal gas 
model. Since a cold flow was being analysed, the temperature, T. was set to a constant 293 K 
for its inclusion in the ideal gas equation. This completed the set of flow variables to be 
solved for, and the code was then run until convergence was judged to have occurred, that is, 
when the residuals were less than LOE-4, again as recommended by Computational Dynam- 
ics [58]. Thus the final results obtained were for steady, turbulent, compressible, cold flow 
though the port and cylinder at a range of valve lifts. 
Using the above approaches and parameters, the various meshes generated were run to deter- 
mine which would give the best results. Typical run times on Jaguar's CONVEX mainframe 
computer were 120 cpu hours, that is, dedicated computer time. Since the CONVEX is 
heavily used at Jaguar, analysis jobs share the computing time and so the time from submit- 
ting the job to obtaining the results can easily run to one week. 
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4.4.2 Running mesh-2 
A computational model was created for mesh-2, that is, the hexahedral mesh generated from a 
tetrahedral mesh described in Section 3.4. The analysis run for this mesh proved unsuccess- 
ful, however, and the solution diverged after five iterations. When the results for the fourth 
iteration were viewed, extremely 4igh velocities were shown forjust a few cells which turned 
out to be the most distorted cells in the mesh. 
A check of the original tetrahedral mesh showed some tetrahedra had internal angles of 
179.30 and so hexahedra created from these tetrahedra would be even more distorted. Thus a 
clean-up of the tetrahedral cells was attempted before the mesh was divided into hexahedra in 
the following way. 
Some excessively distorted tetrahedra on the inlet boundary could be deleted without any 
significant change to the geometry of the mesh at the inlet itself. Other distorted tetrahedra 
were improved by moving vertex positions to give better shaped cells. A new mesh of hex- 
ahedra was created from this modified tetrahedral mesh, but this mesh also failcd to run in 
STAR-CD. Once again excessive velocities were calculated for the most distorted cells in the 
mesh, which had internal angles of 178.80. The tetrahedral mesh generated using I-DEAS V 
was concluded to be unsuitable for this approach since the resulting hexahedral mesh needed 
too much cleaning-up before it could be run using STAR-CD. That is, whilst the method of 
generating such a mesh is initially very quick and easy, the mesh simply cannot be used by 
STAR-CD 
Interestingly, mesh-2 was successfully run using another CFD code called FIDAP [6 1 ]. This 
code is based upon the 'finite element' formulation and the latter is described by Reddy [621. 
The drawback of this commercial finite element code is that it takes significantly more time 
and computing resources to run than STAR-CD for the same mesh. This is the main reason 
why such commercial finite element codes were not selected for this engine work, 
despite 
such codes being more tolerant of cell distortion as was demonstrated. 
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4.4.3 Running mesh-3 
Two valve lifts for mesh-3 were run as steady flow cases, at the 6mm and 7.5mm valve lifts, 
since these were the first meshes to be created from model-3. When comparing the results to 
experiment, however, it was found that the valve lifts had been measured in different ways in 
the computational model and experiment which meant that mesh-3 actually had valve lifts 
1.2mm smaller than the corresponding experiments. Thus the previously taken CFD valve 
lifts of 6mm and 7.5mm were actually 4.8mm and 6.3mm respectively. 
The results obtained from the 6.3mm valve lift case were compared to the experimental 
results for an 8mm valve lift. This is obviously a large difference in the valve lifts, 1.7mm in 
fact, but Figure 4.3 shows that the swirl number changes on a steady curve between these 
valve lifts without switching from positive to negative values. 
0.6 
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D. 0 
Figure 4.3 Swirl number for mesh-3 
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A change of sign for the swirl number is symptomatic of a change in the flow structure [26]. 
Since the sign of the swirl number does not change between the 6.3mm and 8mm valve lifts, 
it is assumed that the general in-cylinder flow structure is similar for both valve lifts. In view 
of this, the general trends between the two sets of results can be compared. 
This comparison showed a fair correlation between the flow fields at the top of the cylinder, 
but at the bottom of the cylinder the results were distinctly different and a vortex is seen near 
the bottom of the cylinder in the CFD predictions. The same vortex structure was also seen 
for the 4.8mm valve lift predictions which is shown in Figure 4.4 but no such feature was 
found in the experiments. 
Figure 4.4 Vortex in cylinder at 4.8mm valve lift for mesh-3 
These differences in flow structure can be attributed to two factors, the length of the cylinders 
and the boundary conditions for the CFD run. Firstly, the engine stroke was 0.12m and so 
mesh-3 was created with a cylinder 0.12m in length. In the experimental rig, however, the 
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cylinder was extended by 0.4m to ensure that the steady in-cylinder flow measured was not 
influenced by end-effects of the cylinder. This meant that there was a difference between the 
experimental and computational geometries, and so no detailed comparison of these results 
would be valid. 
The second factor was a pressure ýoundary conoition that had been defined at the bottom of 
the cylinder in the CFD simulation. A pressure boundary imposes constant static pressure on 
the flow across the boundary region, and so an accelerating flow would not be properly 
modelled here. Indeed, this artificial pressure constraint created the strong vortex predicted at 
the bottom of the cylinder which were not seen in the experiments. 
4.4.4 Creating and running mesh-4 
On the basis of the results described above, a new mesh, mesh4, was created. The methods 
used to create mesh-3, as described in Section 3.5, were repeated to obtain mesh4, which had 
an extended cylinder and valve lifts matching the experimental rig. The near-valve area was 
also redesigned slightly to allow three valve lifts of 4mm, 6mm and 8mm using the automatic 
vertex-moving program. The meshes thereby followed the 'experimental geometry closely. 
These meshes were then run using STAR-CD with the flow parameters and techniques 
described earlier in Section 4.4.1. 
In order to compare to experiment, CFD predictions of velocity were obtained by interpolat- 
ing the velocity data in the mesh cells within which the measurement points lie. These LDV 
measurements were made in three planes parallel to the piston head at 7.5mm, 40mm and 
85mm below the position of the piston at TDC. CFD and LDV results are compared by iso- 
lating the components of the flow velocity along these measuring planes in a number of direc- 
tions which are defined in Figure 4.5. In this Figure, the measuring planes are parallel to the 
x-y coordinate plane and the cylinder's symmetry plane is the x-z coordinate plane. 
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In-cylinder flow in the x-y plane is referred to as swirl. In this work the swirl is further broken 
down into components in the y-direction, normal to the symmetry plane, and the x-dircction, 
parallel to the symmetry plane, as shown in Figures 4.5a and 4.5b respectively. The flow in 
the y-z plane is referred to here as the cross-tumble and is illustrated in Figure 4.5c. This flow 
direction is normal to both the measuring plane and the symmetry plane. The flow in the sym- 
metry plane itself is called the tumble and is illustrated in Figure 4.5d. 
Since there are three measuring planes and four components of velocity at each plane, then 
for each valve lift there are twelve sets of velocity comparisons. Figure 4.6 over-leaf shows a 
graphical comparison between experimental and CFD results for each of the four components 
of velocity at each measuring plane. Note that the rig measurements were taken across the 
entire diameter of the cyLinder, whereas the CFD results are only available for one half of the 
cylinder since a symmetric flow field was assumed. In order for a complete comparison to be 
made between CFD and LDV results, the CFD results are reflected about the symmetry plane 
for cross-tumble and for swirl in the x-direction. These comparisons are presented in the fol- 
lowing subsections for the 4mm and 8mm valve lift cases respectively. 
4.4.4.1 4mm valve lift case 
First considering the swirl in the y-direction, as shown in Figure 4.6a. At each of the measur- 
ing planes the CFD results give near-zero flow across the symmetry plane. This is because a 
boundary condition of zero-mass flow had been imposed across the symmetry plane based 
upon the assumption that the symmetric geometry would create a symmetric flow field within 
the cylinder, as described in Section 1.2.2. However the LDV measurements showed a 
significant flow across the symmetry plane at the 7.5mm measuring plane, particularly on the 
opposite side of the cylinder from the intake valves. This indicates that the assumption of a 
symmetric flow field was invalid for the 4mm valve lift case, at least near the valve. At the 
40mm. and 85mm, measuring planes, a good correlation was found where both CFD and 
experimental results show near-zero flow across the symmetry plane. 
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The swirl comparisons for the x-direction shown in Figure 4.6b show a good correlation 
between CFD and experiment at the 7.5mm measuring plane. Here a strong jet exits the 
intake port and the flow is close to symmetrical. Further down the cylinder, at the 40mm and 
85mm measuring planes, this correlation deteriorates. CFD predicts a gradually diminishing 
jet flow down the cylinder, whereas LDV results indicate that a jet flow exists at 40mm and 
85mm measuring planes but in the opposite direction to the jet measured at the 7.5mm 
measuring plane. 
Considering the comparisons for cross-tumble shown in Figure 4.6c, the CFD and LDV 
results correlate fairly well at both the 7.5mm and 40mm measuring planes. Indeed both 
predictions and measurements show near-symmetric flow field along the cylinder axis in this 
plane. For the 7.5mm measuring plane, Figure 4.6c shows a strong jet down the centre of the 
cylinder (positive velocity) where the flow past the two valves combines. 
Recirculation beneath the inlet valves is also indicated by the two regions of negative velocity 
either side of the jet. Both the trends and velocity magnitudes of the flow are well predicted 
by CFD, however the positions of the velocity peaks are slightly offset between the CFD and 
LDV results. Whereas the CFD results show the flow to be symmetric about the symmetry 
plane, the LDV results show that the jet flow is to one side of the symmetry plane. At the 
85mm measuring plane the LDV results show a distinct jet along the cylinder axis which is 
not predicted by the CFD analysis for cross-tumble. 
The in-cylinder flow is dominated by the tumble, as can be seen from Figure 4.6d, where the 
velocity is greatest, reaching a maximum at the 7.5mm measuring plane below the intake 
valve. The general trends in the flow at each of the measuring planes correspond for the CFD 
and LDV results, but the LDV results show a peak velocity closer to the wall. than is predicted 
by CFD. At the 40mm measuring plane, the correspondence between the two sets of results 
for tumble is quite good. Both results show strong flows near the walls both beneath the valve 
and on the opposite side of the cylinder. The flow at the centre of the cylinder is close to zero, 
and LDV results show a slight negative velocity indicating a recirculation of the flow. The 
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correlation at the 85mm measuring plane is that both sets of results show strong flow down 
the cylinder at the walls. However the CFD results predict a near wall velocity opposite the 
intake valves that is lower than the LDV measurements and CFD also predicts a near wall 
flow beneath the intake valves that is stronger than the LDV measurements. At the ccntre of 
the cylinder in this measuring plane, a difference of up to 7m/s can be seen between the CFD 
and LDV results. 
In summary for the 4mm valve lift, the comparison of results have shown some good correla- 
tions and some poor correlations. No one measuring plane or flow direction showed con- 
sistently good or bad CFD results. Neither did regions of similar flow structure such as strong 
jets give consistently good or bad results. However, at velocities greater than I Orn/s CFD has 
predicted the flow trends reasonably well. 
4.4.4.2 8mm valve lift case 
All velocity comparisons for the 8mm valve lift case can be seen in Figure 4.7 over-leaf. The 
flow across the symmetry plane, that is the swirl in the y-direction as shown in Figure 4.7a, 
was close to zero for both CFD and experiments, at each of the three measuring planes. Thus 
the assumption that the flow field is symmetric, as mentioned in Section 1.2.2. may. be valid 
for the 8mm valve lift case. 
The correlation between CFD and experiment was not close for swirl in the x-direction, Fig- 
ure 4.7b. Here the CFD results predict a symmetric flow field whereas the LDV results 
showed some asymmetry in the flow parallel to the symmetry plane, particularly at the 40mm 
measuring plane. At the 7.5mm measuring plane, LDV results show a distinct jet between the 
intake valves towards the opposite wall of the cylinder. Whilst this jet is predicted by CFD, 
the predicted magnitude is significantly less than that measured. Both CFD and LDV results 
show the same trends of a distinct jet flow back towards the wall beneath the intake valves at 
the 85mm measuring plane. Quantitatively, the CFD results tend to 'flatten' this peak as the 
jet and the near-wall flow (negative velocity) is under-predictcd. 
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Marked differences between CFD and experiment can be seen in Figure 4.7c for the cross- 
tumble at the 7.5mm measuring plane, where the LDV results show a stronger jet flow down 
the cylinder axis than that predicted by CFD. However the general flow trends of a jet flow 
down the cylinder between the valves and recirculating regions beneath the valves are 
predicted by CFD. At the 40mm and 85mm measuring planes this jet is not as strong, and the 
CFD and LDV results match more closely. 
At the 40mm measuring plane the correlation for tumble is quite good, although CFD under- 
predicts the strong near wall flow opposite the valves as Can be seen in Figure 4.7d. By con- 
trast, at the 7.5mm measuring plane the CFD and LDV results are very different. Whilst both 
results show a velocity maximum beneath the intake valves, the magnitude of this velocity is 
significantly under-predicted by CFD. At the Centre of the cylinder the results disagree 
greatly but the magnitude of the near-wall flow velocity opposite the intake valves correlates 
fairly well. The general flow trends are predicted fairly well at the 85mm measuring plane 
but CFD gives a near constant under-prediction of the velocity of about 5m/s. 
As for the 4mm valve lift case, there was no one measuring plane, flow direction or flow 
structure that was consistently good or bad. So it cannot be said, for example, that the CFD 
predictions are generally good but fail to predict a certain feature. Only one trend is notice- 
able in these comparisons in that where CFD does not correlate well with experiment, the 
CFD results tend to under-predict velocity magnitudes. This is a 'damping' effect where 
peaks in flow velocity are flattened. 
The conclusion then is that a complex three dimensional flow structure exists in the cylinder 
that is not fully described in detail by measurements along two axes at three measuring 
planes. Inqeed a better validation for general flow structures may be obtained using flow 
visualisation techniques. This could show whether the overall flow structures predicted 
in the 
cylinder are also seen experimentally. If this is the case, then details of where the CFD per- 
forms poorly can be identified for further study. 
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4.5 Discussion of Comparisons 
4.5.1 Quality of results 
An overall view of the comparison of results between the CFD and LDV experimental data 
showed some good correlation and some poor. correlations. There are a number of reasons 
why the correlation is not better, however, and these factors are discussed here. 
One obvious reason why the CFD results and the experimental results do not match exactly is 
the turbulence model used in the CFD code. STAR-CD uses the k-e model of turbulence 
which contains empirical constants derived from experiments that do not necessarily apply to 
engine flows. In addition, the k-c model is known to be unsuitable for highly swirling and 
separated flows as it tends to over-predict viscosity. This is because the model assumes a 
high Reynolds number turbulent flow, whereas near-wall flow separation is associated with a 
low Reynolds number. This is a possible reason for the general under-prediction of jet flow 
peak velocities seen in the comparisons. 
Another factor in the modelling of the flow geometry is the coarseness of the mesh. Typical 
mesh sizes for engine flows such as those analysed here are about 200,000 cells. But the 
mesh used for this flow analysis had only around 100,000 cells, and so the results can be 
expected to be poorly predicted with regards to the quantitative results achieved. 
A further consideration is the assumed symmetry of the flow, mentioned in Section 1.2.2. 
Experimental measurements shown in Figures 4.6a and 4.7a indicate that the flow was not 
symmetric for all measuring planes and valve lifts. Within an actual engine, variations 
between the two intake ports and valves which lie within acceptable manufacturing tolerances 
may be sufficient to produce a different mass flow through each intake port. Thus even 
modelling the entire 3D geometry may not resolve this question, since the mesh will be ident- 
ical each side of the symmetry plane. This problem may be partially avoided, however, if the 
mass flow through each intake port, after the bifurcation, was measured. These mass flow 
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rates could then be used as boundary conditions for analysis. Even so, differences in the 
valve mechanisms, such as cam profiles, can give rise to slightly different valve lifts and this 
change in geometry may also have a substantial effect upon the flow field. 
4.5.2 Discussion of the flow field 
Figures 4.8,4.9 and 4.10 show the predicted flow structure down the cylinder for the 4mm, 
6mm and 8mm valve lift meshes respectively. The 4mm valve lift case shows a series of vor- 
tices along the cylinder, whereas the 6mm and 8mm valve lift cases show no such vortices, 
only flow parallel to the cylinder axis., This suggests that for this port-valve-cylinder 
geometry it is mainly the energy injected into the flow at a small valve lift that creates swir- 
ling flow structures along the length of the cylinder, since very little swirling flow can be seen 
to be generated at a large valve lift. 
These CFD results could also suggest that in the real engine a tumble motion may be created 
in the combustion chamber at small valve lifts but this tumbling motion may not be enhanced 
at higher valve lifts by the port, valve and roof geometry. Of course, this is a steady flow 
study at fixed valve lifts and the real transient flow can only be properly determined through a 
transient study of the geometry. 
A dominant flow feature of all of these valve lift cases is the the strong air-flow directly down 
the cylinder walls opposite the intake valves, as can be seen in Figures 4.8 to 4.10, and in 
detail in Figure 4.11. The trends can prove valuable to engine designers, since, for example, 
a strong flow down the cylinder walls might cause fuel to condense on the walls and leak 
from the bottom of the cylinder. By examining the flow structure predicted by CFD, see Fig- 
ure 4.11, it may be suggested that the angle of the port needs to be altered or that the shape of 
the valve should be changed. Indeed, a further simulation with these alterations to the 
geometry may well show that this flow feature has disappeared. 
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Figure 4.8 Vortices down cylinder at 4mm valve lift 
7.7 
- --------- 
Figure 4.9 No vortices down cylinder at 6mm valve lift 
Figure 4.10 No vortices down cylinder at 8mm valve lift 
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Figure 4.11 In-cyiinder vortices near the valve 
4.6 Creating the computational model for transient flows 
A brief assessment of STAR-CD capabilities for transient flow analysis of engines was also 
included in this study. In analysing transient flows, some flow specifications are different 
from the steady flow case. Mesh generation is done in the same way as before, but the PISO 
algorithm is used to solve the discretised flow equations for transient flow and so, as men- 
tioned previously in Section 4.2.2, any mesh generated for transient flow must be of a better 
quality than a comparable mesh used for steady flow. 
Boundary conditions are applied in the same way as for the steady flow, but further options 
are available. New sets of boundary conditions can be imposed at any time during the tran- 
sient flow analysis run through 'load-steps'. These define the boundary conditions and the 
number and size of the time-steps over which the boundary conditions are imposed. Options 
for altering the mesh itself during a transient run also exist. These include a moving mesh, 
where vertices in the mesh can move with time, provided that the cells which are defined by 
these vertices are not corrupted, creating excessive distortion or negative volumes. Other 
features for moving meshes include deletion or addition of layers of cells within the mesh, the 
deletion or addition of a whole section of the mesh and the complete rcdcfinition of all the 
vertices in the mesh, provided that the cell connectivities are not changed. 
The initial conditions and the setting of the variables are the same for both steady and tran- 
sient flow, but for transient flows time-steps control the solution rather than the under- 
relaxation factors that are needed for steady flows. Thus if the flow is under-going some 
rapid changes with time, then a smaller time-step is needed to capture these changes effec- 
tively. Similarly, a number of very small time-steps are often needed at the beginning of the 
transient flow, to ensure that the initial conditions are corrected to the actual transient results 
in a small time-span. In any event, a time-step that is too large will often cause numerical 
instabilities leading to divergence. 
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4.7 Transient Flow Simulations 
The solution of transient flow is straightforward, as has been described in Section 4.2.2, but 
the mesh of the port and cylinder during the engine cycle is much more complex than that 
used for steady flow analysis since it must continually change during the cycle to reflect the 
changing geometry. In this Section, methods for obtaining transient flow solutions for the 
moving piston and valve are discussed, along with some simple examples of the application 
of these techniques. 
4.7.1 Piston movement 
To simulate piston movement, the cells at the bottom of the cylinder must be moved up and 
down. In between each time-step in the transient solution, the coordinates of the vertices are 
altered so that they stretch the cells near the bottom of the mesh, effectively moving the lower 
boundary. The movement of the mesh can therefore be linked-in to the piston speed at vari- 
ous crank angles using the 'NEWXYZ' subroutine provided as user-coding in STAR-CD. 
This subroutine takes the current coordinates of all the vertices in the mesh and modifies them 
according to a mathematical description written into the subroutine by the user. NEWXYZ 
then returns these new coordinates to STAR for use in the flow calculations at that time-step. 
There are, however, limits to the amount of distortion of the cells that is acceptable in STAR, 
in particular, the aspect ratio which is altered at each time-step for those cells being stretched 
or compressed. Thus for a fine mesh in the cylinder, which is usually required for engine 
flow studies, some cells must be deleted from or added to the mesh as the piston moves in 
order to avoid excessive aspect ratios. 
The method for moving meshes is to list the cells to be added or deleted at which specific 
time-step in the transient solution in a user input file, 'file2'. Thus cells may be stretched for 
a few time steps using the NEWXYZ subroutine, and when further stretching would result in 
over-distorted cells, a new layer of cells can be added, and over the next few time-steps this 
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added layer is also stretched. The process continues until the maximum extension of the 
mesh is reached, and then the whole process is reversed, deleting and compressing cells using 
the same subroutines. 
The current form of cell addition and deletion in the file27 is by operating on layers of cells 
and so a block structured mesh must be used in. the region of mesh moving. This method is 
therefore only used easily for modelling the piston movement where the cylinder geometry is 
simple. Modelling the valve movement is a much more complex process and other methods 
must be used. 
4.7.2 Valve movement 
Two methods are presented here to achieve the full valve movement in an unstructured mesh 
during a transient flow case. Firstly, the automatic vertex moving algorithm used to generate 
the 4mm and 8mm valve lift steady flow cases, as described in Section 3.7.2, could be written 
into the NEWXYZ subroutine in ufile. f. But this could distort some cells too much, as was 
seen when running the steady flow cases. The other alternative, then, is to create new meshes 
for a series of valve lifts. This would again be achieved by using the automatic vertex- 
moving algorithm, but the resulting meshes could be checked first and possibly modified to 
ensure acceptable cell distortion. A new mesh can be input into the transient solution at any 
time during its running using file27, provided the cell connectivities remain the same. That 
is, the new mesh must have the same number of vertices and cells, and the same cell 
definitions as the old mesh it replaces. 
Valve closure cannot be achieved simply by moving the vertices closer together near the 
valve seat, or by deleting the cells in that region. This is because the valve closure/opening is 
a sudden change in the geometry of the flow field being considered and not one which can be 
approximated by compressing cells. In STAR-CD a specific method is used, called 'block 
deletion' and 'block addition', which disconnects or reconnects two regions of flow. Thus the 
block deleted cells will simply be removed from the calculation, and entered in to the 
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calculations again with block addition. Very small time steps must be used around the time 
when a block deletion or block addition is performed, to ensure that the very rapid changes in 
the flow field to not destabilise the solution. 
4.7.3 Two-dimensional transient simulations 
A simple 2D model was created to illustrate the cell stretching and compressing, and the cell 
addition and deletion capabilities of STAR-CD. The mesh is one cell thick, and so effec- 
tively 2D for STAR-CD's purposes, and all of the cells are the same size. A pressure boun- 
dary condition has been defined at the inlet, and a wall boundary condition assigned to the 
lower faces. The movement of the bottom wall downwards will draw in air through the inlet, 
very crudely simulating a descending piston. Figure 4.12 shows results for cells stretched by 
the NEWXYZ subroutine written for this simple case. 
stretched 
elements 
Figure 4.12 Cells stretched in 2D 
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The same 2D test case was then run again, but in this case cells were deleted as the mesh con- 
tracted, and added again when the mesh was stretched. This proved that the moving mesh 
capabilities in STAR-CD were suitable for simulating a moving piston in 2D. 
4.7.4 IMree-dimensional transient simulations 
A coarse mesh, mesh-5, containing 2200 cells was tested for 3D transient flows to establish 
the mesh moving applications of STAR-CD. The mesh was first tested for viability by run- 
ning it as a steady flow case. Mcsh-5 was initially created with the boundary faces represent- 
ing the piston head set at the piston's central position in the cylinder, as shown in Figure 4.13. 
Figure 4.13 Mesh-5 with piston head in middle of piston stroke 
The NEWXYZ subroutine was modified to stretch the cells according to the piston's move- 
ment through the induction and compression strokes. In the first instance, the cells were 
stretched from this central position to BDC and then compressed almost to TDC. 7be cell 
faces at the top of the inlet port were defined as a pressure boundary for the intake stroke, 
which was then changed to a wall boundary for the compression stroke. 
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Valve movement was not attempted for this mesh and so the valve was fixed at a lift of 6mm 
for this case. This meant that the air could flow back into the port during the compression 
stroke, and so this transient case is only a demonstration of STAR-CD mesh moving capabili- 
ties for the piston in 3D and not a realistic engine simulation. 
Figures 4.14 to 4.17 over-leaf show a selection of results at different time steps for the tran- 
sient run at a cross-section parallel to the symmetry plane and passing through the centre of 
the valve. The very first time-step before the proper flow field can be established is shown in 
Figure 4.14, and illustrates the effect of the descending piston. Figure 4.15 shows BDC 
where a tumbling motion can be seen in the cylinder. The piston ascending is shown in Fig- 
ure 4.16, and the tumbling motion remaining in the cylinder can clearly be seen. In a realistic 
simulation, the valve would be closed at this point, and so the flow back up into the port 
which can be seen in Figure 4.16 would not occur. Finally, Figure 4.17 shows the piston near 
to TDC at the point where the cells have been compressed to the limit, and it is at this stage 
that cells would have to be deleted in layers to move the piston boundary to TDC. 
I 
Mesh-5 had cells that were large enough to withstand stretching to BDC and compressing to 
TDC. For a finer mesh, which would be required for a proper transient simulation of the port 
and cylinder flow, the cells would become too distorted with such a large degree of stretching 
and compression, and so cell layer deletion and addition would be required. 
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Figure 4.14 Transient analysis - piston descending Figure 4.15 Transient analysis - piston at BDC 
Figure 4.16 Transient analysis - piston ascending Figure 4.17 Transient analysis - piston nearing TDC 
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4.8 Using CFD in Jaguar's engine design 
The results presented in this Chapter have shown that the some of the CFD predictions using 
Mesh4 for steady flows correlate quite well with experimental results. These fair results 
were found even with the disadvantages of using a relatively coarse mesh and an assumption 
of a symmetric in-cylinder flow field, which proved to be incorrect for the 4mm valve lift 
case. 
Indeed, a flow related geometry fault could be seen from the CFD plots, which indicates that 
CFD may be a useful tool in the engine design process at Jaguar. The work presented in 
Chapters 2 and 3 highlights an optimum method for obtaining CFD meshes from Jaguar's 
current CAD system. In determining this optimum, the mesh quality has seen to be crucial. 
For example mesh-2 was much faster to generate than mesh-3 or mesh4, but the cell quality 
was poor. Indeed CID runs could only be satisfactorily performed using mesh-3 or mesh4, 
and these took longer to create. The relative timescales for mesh generation are shown in 
Table 4.2. 
Mesh Time to generate Comments 
Mesh- 1 5 days Mesh functionalty removed from I-DEAS 
Mesh-2 6 days Poor quality cells generated. Mesh does not run 
Mesh-3 15 days Cell quality ok. Model does not match experimental rig 
Mesh-4 15 days Cell quality ok. Model matches experimental rig 
Mesh runs ok in STAR-CD 
Table 4.2 Mesh creation times 
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As was seen in this Chapter, only mesh-3 and mesh-4 produced meshes of sufficient cell qual- 
ity to be run in STAR-CD. Thus the method of generating meshes by manually creating 
mapped mesh volumes on CADDS curves and those generated using solid modelling is 
recommended to Jaguar. In generating mesh-3 and mesh-4, solid modelling proved to be 
valuable for generating the parts of geometry. This approach is in fact a combination of routes 
C and D which are shown in Figure 2.2. If solid modelling had not been used to generate the 
valve, roof and cylinder, that is route C only in Figure 2.2, it is anticipated that the time to 
create a mesh could have been increased by one week. 
In summary, the author has determined a method for generating meshes using the I-DEAS 
software which is currently used by Jaguar. The technique produces a set of meshes with 
differing valve lifts within three weeks. These meshes are suitable for running using STAR- 
CD and have shown to give some fair correlations to experimental data, even using a coarser 
mesh than would normally be used for such analyses. The author anticipates that a better 
correlation would be achieved using a finer mesh, although some discrepancy between experi- 
mental and predicted results would be expected for areas of highly swirling or separated flow. 
This is due to the k- e turbulence model, as discussed in Section 4.5.1, and its effects would 
be most significant in the separated flow region beneath the valve. 
4.8.1 Recommendations to Jaguar 
The recommendation to use the most manual of mesh generation techniques examined has 
implications on the way in which CFD may be integrated into Jaguar's engine design. The 
options open to Jaguar were discussed in Section 2.10. The recommendation here is to retrain 
the CAD draughtsmen to create computer models suitable for all aspects of computer model- 
ling, which includes CFD and FE structural analysis. This will minimise the amount of repeti- 
tion when creating a computer model. It will also make CFD analysis more accessible to the 
engine developers, since the skills required are less specialised. 
Both I-DEAS and STAR-CD have proved to be suitable for the CFD analysis, although less 
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useful than was originally anticipated. Since the computer software market is continually 
changing, however, it is strongly recommended that regular software assessments are made. 
This will ensure that Jaguar uses the tools most suitable to the CFD analysis required. For 
example, this Chapter has presented the first steps in transient engine flow analysis in which 
STAR-CD was entirely appropriate. If a further extension includes, say, combustion model- 
ling, another code survey should be done to find the most suitable code for this work. 
4.9 Summary of CFD simulations 
In this Chapter computational models of a number of different meshes have been run using 
STAR-CD. Of these, only the mesh generated using mapped mesh areas as described in 
Chapter 3 were suitable. An initial comparison between CFD results for the latter showed 
large differences. Subsequent remeshing, including extending the cylinder to match the 
experimental geometry rather than the actual engine geometry gave much improved correla- 
tions. Differences still occurred in the benchmarking, but the general flow trends were well 
predicted using CFD given the coarseness of the mesh. 
Thus for steady flows, using meshes generated in I-DEAS from mapped mesh areas, STAR- 
CD produced results sufficient to enable engine designers to modify and improve the engine 
in question. The timescales for analysing a engine geometry using the recommended method 
of mapped mesh volumes was about four weeks in total, three weeks to create the mesh and 
one week to perform the analysis. This is just acceptable to Jaguar, but if a computer dedi- 
cated to CFD analysis was installed at Jaguar, rather than using the existing multi-user CON- 
VEX, then the analysis time could be reduced by one third. 
The timescales for the entire mesh generation and analysis for three valve lifts using the 
methods proposed in this thesis are at most twelve weeks, which is less than the time required 
to generate a single mesh using STAR-CD's pre-processor alone. 
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Further examýination of STAR-CD capabilities was made for transient flow analysis, in partic- 
ular, modelling the moving piston. Moving the valve for a transient analysis was defined in a 
computer program written by the author. This transient study was made for a 2D case, but the 
results obtained from 2D give some confidence that a 3D transient analysis can be performed 
using STAR-CD. Indeed, the first step towards this was presented here by demonstrating a 
3D transient simulation at a fixed valve lift with a moving piston. 
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5. AUTOMATIC MESH GENERATION 
5.1 Introduction 
As has been seen in Chapter 4, the mesh most suitable for CFD analysis. mesh-4, was created 
using mesh generation techniques that took the longest time and the most user-skill. Clearly 
there is a need for a fast and easy method of mesh generation for such CFD applications. The 
availability of fast automatic mesh generators which produce good quality meshes that arc 
appropriate to the flow situation would significantly increase both the use of CFD and its use- 
fulness within industry. 
The solution algorithm used in the CFD code dictates which cells types can be used in a 
mesh. Thus the selection of a method for generating the mesh largely depends upon what 
types of cells may be used. Generally, tetrahedra are easier to generate than hcxahedra for all 
but the simplest of shapes, primarily because the tetrahedra cell faces are triangles each of 
which defines a plane. Mathematically, this makes tetrahedral mesh generation a simpler pro- 
cess as distinct from quadrilateral faces in which the corner points do not necessarily lie in the 
same plane. Although CFD solution algorithms such as SIMPLE and PISO were initially 
developed for use with hexahedral cells, commercial solvers are now available for use with 
fully tetrahedral meshes, such as the finite volume code RAMPANT and the finite element 
code FIDAP. STAR-CD accepts hexahedral, prismatic, pyramidal and hcxahedral cells and 
combinations of these. Since a suitable solver can usually be found to use a mesh with a mix 
of cell types, we are free to select the most suitable methods of mesh generation available. 
This Section therefore describes types of mesh generation methods commonly used and the 
degree of automation which can be expected with each technique. Section 5.2 outlines each 
of these types of mesh generator and describes how these techniques may be combined to 
create meshes of complex geometries and how they are used within current commercial 
software. Common problems facing methods of automatic mesh generation are discussed in 
Section 5.3, and commercial automatic mesh generators are outlined in Section 5.4. Finally, 
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Section 5.5 gives a summary of the Chapter. 
5.2 Mesh generation and automation 
Techniques for generating meshes can broadly be grouped into seven different categories as 
described by George [63]. These groups are .- 
1. explicit mesh definition 
2. mapping functions 
3. solution of PDEs 
4. deformation or modification of a simple mesh 
5. composition of meshes obtained by functions (mapping or PDEs) 
6. derivations from boundary data cell by cell 
7. composition of meshes obtained by any of the above methods 
These methods are briefly described in the following subsections, but methods 2 and 3 will be 
considered together as mapping functions and methods 5 and 7 will be considered together as 
compositions of other meshes. These groupings merely link together similar mesh generation 
methods for simplicity. The subsections below also detail which cells can be generated using 
each technique, along with a broad description of how automated each technique may 
become. It must be noted, however, that this is not an exhaustive treatment of every mesh 
generation method devised, merely an overview of some of the most common methods used. 
5.2.1 Explicit mesh definition 
The most basic of the mesh generation techniques is explicit mesh definition. First a set of 
vertices are 'created at certain positions within the flow domain. Each vertex is assigned a 
unique label and the vertices are usually numbered sequentially. Individual cells are then 
defined by listing the vertices at each corner of the cell as illustrated in Figure 5.1 for a 2D 
case. 
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5678 Cell Vertices 
231 1265 
-40 2 2376 12343 3487 
Figure 5.1 Simple mesh generated explicitly 
This method is most suited to quadrilateral cells in 2D and hexahedral cells in 3D, since lines 
and planes in the mesh are easy to visualise and to plan out. Tetrahedral cells are particularly 
unsuited to this method, not because the technique cannot be used, but simply because natural 
planes in the structure of a group of adjacent tetrahedra do not necessarily exist. This means 
that the meshes are very difficult to visualise and to plan. 
Using local coordinate systems and different coordinate systems such as Cartesian and polar, 
a mesh can be built up in sections. This reduces the effort in creating a mesh explicitly. 
Further techniques to speed up mesh generation use patterns and groups of vertices and cells 
which are then copied, rotated and reflected to different sections of the flow domain. These 
techniques make this method straight-forward for regu! ar and simple geometries, as demon- 
strated by Cook [64] and by Gordan and Hall [65]. Such generation of groups of vertices and 
cells is about as far as explicit mesh generation can be automated. For large and complex 
meshes this method becomes unwieldy and impractical, and so other methods of mesh gcn- 
eration must be used. 
5.2.2 Mapping Functions 
A mesh of a simple geometry can be generated explicitly as described in Section 5.2.1. This 
mesh can then be mapped onto a more complex geometry using any number of mapping func- 
tions. The simplest mapping is direct one-to-one mapping, where boundaries in the simple 
geometry correspond directly and proportionally to the boundaries in the complex geometry. 
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Internal vertices are then mapped to the geometry by interpolation from the boundary ver- 
tices, as illustrated simply in Figure 5.2. One example of this method is documented by 
Zienkiewicz and Phillips [66]. 
Figure 5.2 Mapping a mesh onto a more complex geometry 
Another common use of mapping is projecting a 2D planar mesh onto a curved surface. This 
approach cannot work where the geometry curves through 1800, however, since the cells on 
the 2D plane could not be mapped onto a surface normal to it. This limitation therefore 
makes the method unsuitable as a general purpose technique [67]. 
The mapping functions used depend upon the geometries involved, but the user can define 
any mapping function that is suitable. Further developments include the definition of map- 
ping functions by solving PDEs for a mesh parameter such as cell density, or even flow vari- 
ables from a previous CFD solution. One common example of this is called 'smoothing' 
where the cell quality defined by internal angles is used to determine new vertex positions. 
Mapping can be used for any 2D or 3D cell type, since it is only the vertices which are 
transformed by the mapping function whilst the cell connectivity remains the same. The 
resultant cell quality must be monitored, however, because the mapping often distorts the cell 
shape. Mapping a mesh from a simple geometry to a more complex one is done numerically, 
and so the user is less directly involved in the generation of the final mesh than they would be 
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if the mesh were explicitly defined. The user must still generate the initial mesh, however, 
and decide upon a suitable mapping function or mesh parameter to use. Mapping functions 
can therefore be used effectively in a number of real engineering situations, but may still 
require significant user input. 
5.2.3 Mesh modification 
A simple mesh with quadrilateral or hexahedral cells is first generated using any simple tech- 
nique such as explicit mesh generation, mapping functions or interpolation as described 
above. The mesh modification technique is then used, as illustrated in Figure 5.3 below. 
Delete cells outside boundary Fit nodes to boundary 
Figure 5.3 Stages in mesh modification 
The boundaries of the flow domain lie entirely within this simple mesh, defined as a set of 
curves or surfaces. Each cell is tested and if it lies wholly outside of the domain, then that 
cell is deleted from the mesh. This leaves cells either within or crossing the boundaries of the 
flow domain. The cells crossing the boundaries are then modified to fit the boundaries either 
by moving appropriate vertices or by splitting the cells. 
Y 
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Boundary lies inside initial mesh 
A variant of this process is called quadtree in 2D or octree in 3D as described by Yerry and 
Shephard [68]. In 2D, a single quadrilateral is generated which contains the entire flow 
domain, and the latter is described by a set of contour points and edges, see Figure 5.4(a). 
The quadrilateral cell is split into four smaller quadrilaterals and each of these new cells is 
then tested to determine which contour points it contains. Where a cell contains a contour 
edge, it is divided into four more cells. This process continues until no cells exist that contain 
more than one contour point. This is illustrated in Figure 5.4(b). 
BOUNDARY 
a) Single cell surrounds boundary 
c) Nodes fitted to boundary 
b) Cell subdivided 
d) Triangular mesh generated 
Figure 5.4 The quadtree m; thod 
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As before, any cells lying outside the domain are removed from the mesh and the cells lying 
along the boundaries are split of have their vertices moved onto the boundary, Figure 5.4(c). 
Since the cell faces no longer match one to one, each cell is split into triangles so that the 
resultant mesh has matching faces, as shown in Figure 5.4(d). Finally the cell quality can be 
improved by smoothing the mesh. 
These cells in the quadtree mesh are listed in an hierarchical tree structure to identify both 
them and their parent cells, as illustrated in Figure 5.5. 
Cell A is split 
into four cells 
B, C. D, E 
Cell E is split 
into four cells 
F, G, H, I 
Cell F is split 
into four cells 
A 
c 
E 
c 
F IG 
c 
+ c; 
IH I 
0 
A 
D 
Cell A is successively subdivided Tree structure records subdivisions 
Figure 5.5 Tree structure for quadtree method 
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This mesh generation method can have a large degree of automation. The user must generate 
the initial mesh for mesh modification, but this can be done simply by enclosing the domain 
in a mesh generated using interpolation. Rules for splitting the cells must be devised, but 
once programmed into a computer, they can be used without further intervention by the user. 
The boundaries must of course be specified in a way that all. ows the use of an automatic 
method for determining whether points lie inside or outside of the domain. Indeed, the boun- 
dary definition is critical to quadtree and octree meshing because vertices that are too close 
together can lead to an excessive number of cells generated. 
5.2.4 Mesh derivation from boundaries 
There are two main methods for deriving meshes cell by cell from boundaries, and these are 
the advancing front method, described by Peraire et al [691 and the Delaunay method as out- 
lined by Baker [70]. Both these methods are highly suitable for generating triangular meshes 
in 2D and tetrahedral meshes in 3D. For clarity, the description of both methods is done for 
the 2D case in the following subsections. 
5.2.4.1 Advancing front method 
The boundary of the domain is discretised into lines in 2D. Each of these 'boundary cells' 
forms the base for a new cell which extends into the domain. Cells are created by linking a 
boundary cell to a vertex which lies inside the domain. This vertex can be found from a set of 
points pre-positioned in the domain or alternatively the vertex can be generated at an 
appropriate position with respect to the boundary cell. In each case, the vertex is selected 
according to proscribed rules based upon cell quality. This technique is illustrated in Figure 
5.6. 
III 
Nodes added 
New front Polygon to be filled 
Figure 5.6 Advancing front technique 
It can be seen in this Figure that a front of cell faces advances across the flow domain, each 
time forming a polygon that must be filled with cells in order to complete the mesh. Whilst 
the polygon cannot always be subdivided into a set of quadrilaterals, it can always be filled by 
a set of triangular cells, and so this method is ideally suited to triangles and to tetrahedra in 
3D. 
Again this is essentially an automatic technique, but the definition and discretisation of the 
boundaries and the point placement within the domain (where appropriate) may well be a 
significant task for the user. 
5.2.4.2 Delaunay method 
This method consists of successively subdividing a one cell mesh by inserting new points one 
at a time and locally rcfining the mesh near the point. For the 2D case, a set of points in a 
plane are to have a mesh of triangular cells fitted between them. First a large triangle is 
created that completely encloses all the points. The points are incorporated into the mesh one 
by one and new triangles are formed in the following way; 
Every triangle has a unique 'circumcircle', that is, a circle which passes through each of its 
corner points. The circumcircle is found for every triangle in the mesh, see Figure 5.7, and if 
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Boundary is a front 
the inserted point lies within a triangle's circumcircle then that triangle is deleted as shown in 
Figure 5.8 
Circumcircles,. - -- 
Insencd point 
Figure 5.7 Circumcircles which enclose inserted point 
Once all the relevant triangles in the mesh have been deleted, a polygon then surrounds the 
inserted point. 
ygon created 
deleting triangles 
Figure 5.8 Deleted triangles leave polygon 
The inserted point is joined to each vertex in the polygon creating a new set of triangles, as 
shown in Figure 5.9. 
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Three triangles deleted 
Figure 5.9 New triangles created 
After each point has been inserted, the mesh fills the larger triangular region without any 
gaps, and so the final mesh achieved mesh will also fill the entire region without any gaps. 
The process is repeated until all the points have been inserted. Once all the points have been 
inserted, any triangles connected to the vertices of the original, single triangle will be deleted. 
This leaves a mesh of triangles fitted through the set of points. 
One major problem with the basic Delaunay method has been the inability to proscribe the 
surface boundaries with cells rather than points. Thus the mesh generated will not necessarily 
conform to the boundaries of the flow domain, as illustrated in Figure 5.10. 
Boundary of flow domain 'ju, u 
Nodes for meshing 
Cells do not 
follow boundary 
/ INt- 
Delaunay mesh 
Cells cut 
boundary 
Figure 5.10 Delaunay mesh mis-aligned with boundary of the flow domain 
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Five triangles created 
Maksymiuk and Merriam [71] propose a method for 'pruning' those tetrahedra which do not 
follow the boundary, although this is not a robust method for all surfaces, whereas George et 
al [72] report a method for edge-swapping to improve surface discrepancies. 
This method has good scope for automation since the rules of finding the correct circum- 
spheres, deleting them and inserting the new point can be programmed into a computer. How- 
ever point placement within the flow domain may still require a lot of user effort. 
5.2.5 Combination methods of mesh generation 
Different methods of mesh generation may be combined to create more powerful techniques. 
One such method is the 'multi-block' method in which the flow domain is divided into a set 
of sub-domains. These sub-domains are of simpler topology than the entire domain in which 
meshes can be generated more easily. Indeed, different topologies of these sub-domains can 
be meshed in different ways, and a set of rules can determine which topology the sub-domain 
is and therefore what method of mesh generation is to be used. In I-DEAS, the sub-domains, 
called mesh volumes, are created manually by the user. Mesh generation within the mesh 
volumes is wholly user defined using interpolation for hexahedra in mapped mesh volumes. 
Multi-block methods can be further automated by medial-surface subdivision [731 where 
points are placed on the surface of the domain and a Delaunay mesh is generated using only 
these points. This tetrahedral mesh then enables the domain to be divided into sub-domains 
according to a set of predefined rules. If the sub-domains have one of a number of topologies 
defined in the mesh generation program, each of which has a predefined method of mesh gcn- 
eration, then the complete mesh can be generated. This method will generate meshes with 
either tetrahedral or hexahedral cells. 
Another combination of methods is the use of octree meshes to generate a set of vertex points 
within the domain. This vertex set can then be used with both the advancing front method, as 
described by Jin and Tanner [74], and with Delaunay methods. In such cases, the knowledge 
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of neighbouring cells and vertices can significantly speed up the meshing by reducing the 
searching of every boundary cell or circurnsphere in the mesh. 
5.3 Problems in automatic mesh generation 
The mesh generators described in Section 5.2 may have their individual problems and limita- 
tions, some of which can be circumvented. They all share some common problems, however, 
since to be fully automatic the mesh generators must take into account both the description of 
the geometry defining the flow domain and the physics of the flow field itself. 
5.3.1 Description of the domain 
CAD data has great potential for use with automatic mesh generation in a CAE environment. 
Complications may arise, however, if fully automatic mesh generation is required, that is, if 
no user input is necessary. 
For example, mapping functions may require a mathematical description of a surface, but 
often engineering surfaces are not or cannot be described mathematically. Instead, CAD sur- 
faces may consist of a set of facets or patches. Whilst vertices may be mapped onto these 
facets using projection techniques, more complex mathematical mapping functions cannot 
use these surfaces. 
CAD data is often produced to replace detail engineering drawings or to direct NC cutting 
machinery. Complete drawings will contain details such as bolt holes and the bolt, say. Such 
tiny details may be insignificant to the flow field and so unnecessary in CFD calculations. 
Indeed, fine details can often cause problems when using automatic mesh generators since an 
excessively fine mesh may be generated around the small feature, increasing the number of 
cells required. This small detail may also cause a breakdown of the mesh generator itself by 
the creation of cells which may have vertices closer than the required point coincidence toler- 
ance. 
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CAD drawings for NC machinery do not have to be as rigourously defined as the geometry 
used for CFD. CAD surfaces may overlap one another, or two surfaces may adjoin another 
surface along the same curve. Whilst this is no problem for machines cutting one surface at a 
time, a mesh generator trying to create a coherent mesh requires the domain to be completely 
closed with no gaps or overlaps between surfaces. 
5.3.2 Local Mesh Refinement 
CFD has a requirement for a mesh to be fine enough to capture the salient features of a flow at 
a scale where the results are independent of further mesh refinement. Grid independence, as 
it is called, is not always a viable goal in industry since the analysis would take too long, 
require too much compýting power and hence cost too much. 
One work around for this problem is to use adaptive meshing techniques as described in Sec- 
tion 3.6. Adaptive meshing itself could be automated by programming a computer with CFD 
experience and create an 'expert system' to determine what the mesh density should be. If 
the mesh were automatically refined also, then an automatic mesh generator could work in 
conjunction with the solver. 
This approach would significantly reduce the amount of user input. It is a trial and error 
approach to mesh generation, however, which depends upon many analysis runs to create an 
acceptable mesh before the run producing the eventual results is performed. This could con- 
ceivably take longer to analyse a given flow condition than a single mesh generated by an 
experienced CFD analyst. 
5.4 Commercial automatic mesh generators 
There are currently a number of automatic mesh generators available commercially. These 
software packages use CAD data as the basis for creating the geometry. A problem shared by 
all commercial mesh generators is the lack of an effective, industry-standard 
CAD data 
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interpreter which would allow a CFD mesh to be built immediately without first having to 
modify the CAD data. 
Some general CAE packages such as I-DEAS and PATRAN have automatic meshing capabil- 
ities. In I-DEAS users create their own mesh volumes and define the number, type and distri- 
bution of cells in each mesh volume. More automatic is I-DEAS' single mcsh-from-object 
command but the geometry first has to be created as a solid model within I-DEAS, which lim- 
its the CAD interface unless solid modelling is used in all the CAE applications for that 
geometry. The mesh is then automatically generated from the solid creating quasi-21) cells 
on the surface initially, and then creating tetrahedral cells throughout the solid. 
Another commercial mesh generator is the Tgrid module in RAMPANT which uses the 
Delaunay method to generate a tetrahedral mesh. Whilst good quality cells may be achieved, 
the boundaries must have a very good quality triangular mesh which can often require quite a 
lot of user intervention in the mesh generation itself. The triangular cells can either be gen- 
erated by RAMPANT's own surface mesh generator, or by using other software packages 
such as I-DEAS, PATRAN or ICEM-CFD. 
Full integration of CAD data into an automatic mesh generator has yet to be achieved and so 
a fully automatic mesh generator useful to someone inexperienced in CFD is still not avail- 
able. 
5.5 Summary of chapter 5 
In this Chapter, different types of mesh generation were examined, particularly with respect 
to creating a fully automatic mesh generator which has no user input. Common problems for 
all the methods used are firstly the inability to use CAD data directly as it has been created for 
other CAE applications. Secondly, the mesh must be rcfined according to the flow condi- 
tions. Whilst an experienced CFD analyst may create a mesh that will produce good results 
first time around, automatic mesh generators must use successive solution runs and adaptive 
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meshing in order to produce a mcsh which will give good results. 
Commercial mesh generators were examined, but no current mesh generator could be 
described as fully automatic. The next chapter describes the author's own, novel approach to 
speeding up the use of existing mesh generators in an automatic way. 
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6. MESH CONSTRUCTION: THEORY 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes a novel method of mesh generation designed and programmed by the 
author. The method automatically, builds up an unstructured mesh of a complex geometry 
from meshes of simpler geometries. This 'mesh construction' program includes linking one 
arbitrary mesh to another and also cutting one mesh from another. 
Section 6.2 outlines the philosophy behind mesh construction and Section 6.3 gives an over- 
view of the techniques used. Each of the stages in mesh construction is presented in Sections 
6.4 to 6.7 in terms of joining two meshes together. A similar approach is used for cutting one 
mesh from another, as described in Section 6.8. A discussion in Section 6.9 puts the mesh 
construction theory in the context of other similar and current work. A summary of this 
chapter is then given in Section 6.10. 
6.2 Philosophy 
A complex geometry can often be broken down into elementary shapes such as cylinders and 
blocks. These shapes are generally quick and easy to mesh using unsophisticated mesh gen- 
eration techniques such as explicit generation and mapping. In light of this, the author has 
devised a novel method for automatically constructing one coherent mesh of a complex 
geometry from meshes of simpler shapes. The aim was to make mesh generation easier and 
less time consuming for the user. 
The simple meshes used in mesh construction could be stored to form a whole library of 
meshes, ready to be linked in any fashion to form a mesh of a complex geometry. This 
method of mesh construction could also reflect the manufacture of the required geometry, 
since meshes could be generated defining the flow region through individual components. 
Each component mesh need only be generated once and stored in the library. This will make 
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systematic analysis of new concepts easy to perform, comparing the new component against 
existing ones. 
Another advantage of mesh construction is that meshes with different global cell sizes can be 
linked. This reduces the overall size of the mesh required for the analysis by restricting the 
finest mesh to regions where it is most needed. Such variations in local cell size are more 
difficult to achieve with structured meshes, for example, where a localised high mesh density 
may be propagated throughout the entire mesh. Also, when engineers modify the geometry in 
a local area, a new simple mesh of this region could be generated and relinked into the rest of 
the mesh without having to remesh the entire complex geometry, which is the case for 'one 
step' automatic mesh generators. 
6.3 Overview of mesh construction 
Mesh construction can be divided into four stages; 
1. cell deletion 
2. shell construction 
3. cell creation within the shell 
4. mesh assembly 
In this process, groups of cells and vertices are created and manipulated. Figure 6.1 is a 2D 
illustration of the process which shows each stage in the process along with the groups of 
cells and/or vertices that are used in each stage. The suffixed numbers refer to the original 
meshes used, either MESHI or MESH2. The groups shown in Figure 6.1 will be referred to 
throughout this chapter and may consist of cells, the vertices attached to them, or both. 
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MESHI 
MESH2 
Overlapping meshes 
TETRAS 
Stage 3. Cell creation within the shell 
Mesh2 
Delete2 
ol ol 
REST2 
Stage 4. Mesh assembly 
Figure 6.1 Outline of mesh construction 
SHELL 
Stage 2. Shell construction 
The two original meshes considered are MESHI and MESH2. Firstly, groups of cells, 
Delete I and Delete2, are removed from MESH I and MESH2 respectively in the region where 
these meshes overlap. In the second stage, a closed shell of cell faces, 'SHELL', is created 
from the surface of the deleted elements. Next a mesh of tetrahedral cells, TETRAS, is gcn- 
erated within SHELL. All the cells are then assembled into one mesh in the fourth stage, and 
the tetrahedral cells are blended into the two original meshes. 
Sections 6.4 to 6.7 will now describe each of these stages in detail. 
RESTI 
Meshl 
bei-6te I 
Delete2 
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6.4 Cell deletion 
This first stage in mesh construction involves finding those cells from MES111 and MES112 
which overlap one another. It is important that meshes to be linked together actually overlap 
one another rather than merely touch. This is due to considerations of point coincidence toler- 
ance similar to those discussed in Section 2.7.1 for the facets used in the Boolean operations. 
The search for overlapping cells involves testing each vertex in MESH I against each vertex 
in MESH2. The number of computations that this requires is proportional to the square of the 
number of vertices involved. In order to make mesh construction faster, it is therefore hclpful 
to reduce the number of cells considered by first defining a 'working region'. This working 
region contains a subset of MESH I and MESH2 in the region where these meshes overlap. A 
search of the cells in the working region is then made to determine which cells in the two 
meshes overlap. These two procedures are described in the following sub-sections. 
6.4.1 Defining a working region 
The working region may be defined either by the user or by an automatic search routine. 
User selection of the working region is done by simply entering the maximum and minimum 
coordinates of the region of mesh overlap, with a little allowance for cells -lying just outside 
this region. It is often a simple task to visually determine the extent of the working region 
and so it can be a quick method of assessment. Where it is difficult or more complex to define 
the working region by eye automatic selection can be used. 
Automatic selection of the working region can be done by considering MESH I and MES112 
in turn. A search is made of every vertex in each mesh to find the maximum and minimum 
coordinate values in the Cartesian coordinate system for that mesh. An overlap region can be 
defined as the volume enclosed by the overlapping limits of both meshes, as shown in 2D in 
Figure 6.2. The working region, however, needs to include the cells immediately next to the 
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overlap region in order to properly blend the tetrahedral mesh to the rest of the mesh in stage 
4. The volume enclosed by the overlap region must therefore be increased to create a suitable 
working region. The overlap region is increased by expanding the maxima and minima by 
about 2 cell lengths, found for each Mesh by averaging the lengths of cells inside the overlap 
area. These new coordinate limits then define the working region. 
MESH2 
Limits of MESFtUes ------- 
***r",,,, *': I 
MESHI overlap region 
working region 
Figure 6.2 Working region using automatic search 
This automatic search can give a cruder approximation of the region of mesh overlap than 
one determined by inspection, but further refinements to this search routine could 
significantly increase the computational time and effort needed to dcfine the working region. 
If the meshes are not very large, say, less than 50,000 cells, the use of a working region will 
not have any significant effect upon the running times for mesh construction, and so the 
working region can be manually set to include both entire meshes. Alternatively, 
if a high- 
powered computer is used it may not be necessary to define a working region at all. 
Once the working region has been determined, a search is done on the coordinates of each 
vertex in MESH I and MESH2. Referring to Figure 6.1, cells whose vertices all 
lic inside the 
working region are listed in Meshl and Mesh2 accordingly. The remaining cells arc 
listed in 
REST I and REST2. 
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6.4.2 Selection of overlapping cells 
The cells which overlap between the two original meshes are subsets of Mesh I and Mesh2. 
All the vertices in Mesh2 are tested to see if they lie within a 'search-distance' of the vertices 
in Mesh I. This search-distance must be supplied by the user and its influence is described in 
chapter 7 when test cases for mesh construction ptre_ presented. 
Basically, any vertices in Mesh2 that fie within the search-distance of the vertices in Mesh I 
are listed in Delete2. Cells in Mesh2 that contain any of the vertices in Delete2 are also writ- 
ten to Delete2. The same process is performed to find the vertices in Mesh I which lie within 
the search-distance of the vertices in Mesh2. These vertices and their associated cells are then 
listed in Delete I. 
6.5 Shell construction 
Before the void between Mesh I and Mesh2 can be filled with tetrahedral cells in stage 3 of 
mesh construction, the boundary faces of the void must be defined. 
Boundary faces of a group of cells can be found by first listing the faces for every cell in that 
group. Faces that are shared by two adjacent cells will be listed twice; once for each of the 
adjacent cells. This means that every face which lies inside a group of cells will be listed 
twice. It follows that any face listed only once will only have one associated cell and hence 
lie on the surface of the cell group. Hence the boundary faces of any group of cells can be 
found in this manner. 
This technique is used to find the boundary faces of Delete I and Delete2, and these boundary 
faces are then written to Facesi or Faces2 as appropriate. Any quadrilateral faces are subdi- 
vided into two triangles along their shortest diagonal, which ensures the best shaped triangles 
are formed for any given quadrilateral. The new triangles replace their parent quadrilateral 
face in the Faces sets which therefore form two closed shells of triangular faces. In order to 
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link the two meshes together, these two shells must be merged. 
Each face in Facesl is tested against every face in Faces2. If two faces intersect, they will be 
subdivided by the intersection points found. The new triangles are written to Facesl or 
Faces2 as appropriate, replacing their parent triangles. The process continues until no new 
intersections are found. Thus the two Faces sets are linked together along a mutual line of 
intersection. This process can be illustrated in Figure 6.3 for a 2D case. Now the two shells 
are completely interlinked and they can be split into two different sets of faces; those lying on 
the outside of the entire set of faces, and those lying inside. By deleting the internal faces, a 
linked set of external faces is left. 
Faces I 
Intersections 
Extemal faces 
. I. 
Faces2 Intemal faces SHELL 
Figure 6.3 Constructing a shell from intersections In 2D 
When this process is applied to 3D, each face in Faces I must be tested against every facc in 
Faces2. For each pair of faces tested, the intersection will occur where the edges of one face 
intersect the other face. Calculating the intersection of two faces is done here in two steps. 
First the intersection of the edge of one face with the plane of the other face is found, if 
indeed it exists at all. Since the vertices of a triangular face define a plane, the cdge-plane 
intersection is mathematically the intersection of a line segment and a plane, as described in 
Appendix A. 1. 
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If this edge-plane intersection occurs, it must then be determined whether the point of inter- 
section lies within the triangular face itself. To do this, the triangle and the intersection point 
are transformed into a 2D coordinate system in the plane of the triangle, as described in 
Appendix A. 2. In this 2D coordinate system, the transformed point, now cal led P 1, is joined 
to the midpoint of the triangle's sides to create three lines which are labelled Ll, L2 and L3 in 
Figure 6.4. 
B 
Intersections Point PI 
L2 
LI 
ZD 
a) Point PI lies outside ABC 
E 
DF 
b) Point PI lies inside DEF 
Figure 6.4 Point lying outside or inside a triangle 
Intersections between lines LI, L2 and U and the sides of the triangle can be found 
mathematically as the intersection of two line segments, described in Appendix A. 3. As 
shown in Figure 6.4a, if any line-side intersections are found in 2D, then PI lies outside the 
triangle, and hence the intersection point of the edge and the face in 3D also lies outside that 
face. If no line-side intersections are found in 2D, however, then the intersection point lies 
within the face, as is shown in Figure 6.4b. 
In this program, the lines Ll, L2 and L3 were joined to the midpoints of the triangle edges for 
convenience in calculations. But it is important that the endpoints of LI, L2 and L3 lie on the 
triangle's edges rather than their apexes. This is because this gives a unique set of results in 
the line-side intersection test. Figure 6.5 illustrates what would happen if the apexes of the tri- 
angle were used instead. Here there are no line-side intersections both when the point lies 
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inside the triangle ABC and when the point lies outside the triangle. 
PI 
L2 
%U % 
cB 
PI lies outside triangle 
No line-side intersections 
A 
PI 
CB 
PI lies inside triangle 
No line-side intersections 
Figure 6.5 Lines to apexes give non-unique solution 
So far, we have shown how to find the intersection point between one edge of a face and 
another face. In order to find the complete intersection between two triangular faces, each 
edge of one triangle must be tested against the other triangle. As can be seen in Figure 6.6, 
for any two triangles there can be zero, one or two intersections. 
a) No intersection b) Intersecting edges 
Intersection points 
#A 
c) Intersection points d) Intersection points lie on 
lie within triangle A edges of triangles A and B 
Figure 6.6 Intersecting triangles 
After the edges of one triangle, triangle A, have been tested against the face of the other 
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triangle, B, the triangles may need to be swapped around and the edges of triangle B tested 
against the face of triangle A. This will ensure that all possible intersection have been found. 
The occasions when such a swap is necessary are presented in Table 6.1. 
No. of 
intersections Status Further action found 
2 Complete face intersection: Figure 6.5c None 
I The faces straddle each other: Figure 6.5d Swap triangles A and B so that the edges 
of triangle A are tested against the 
plane of triangle B 
I Edges intersect: Figure 6.5b None 
0 The edges do not intersect the faces of Swap triangles A and B as above. 
triangle A: Figure 6.5a 
Table 6.1 Options when intersections have been found 
Once the face-face intersection points have been found, these faces must be subdivided into 
smaller triangular faces. This subdivision depends on the position of the intersection points 
for each triangle, that is, whether the intersection points lie inside the triangle, on an edge, or 
at an apex, as follows; 
1. An intersection point at the apex of a triangle does not divide that triangle. 
2. An intersection point at an edge divides the triangle into two triangles. 
3. Where two intersection points lie inside a triangle, the first point inserted divides the 
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triangle into three smaller triangles by creating edges between the point and the triangle 
apexes. The second intersection point is then inserted into the triangles using a 2D Delaunay 
mesh generation method which has been outlined in Section 5.2. 
Figure 6.7 shows some of subdivisions that may be made. Where a choice occurs between 
subdividing a quadrilateral along one of its two 
' 
diagonals, the shorter diagonal is always 
chosen, which creates the best quality triangles. 
Lines of intersection between the triangles 
Figure 6.7 Subdividing intersecting triangles 
When all of the intersecting faces in Facesl and Faces2 have been subdivided, the outer shell 
of faces is listed, as was illustrated in 2D in Figure 6.3. Since Faces I and Faces2 overlap one 
another, there are some faces in Facesl that lie inside the shell of Faces2 and vice versa. A 
test for vertices lying inside a shell of faces is described in Appendix AA This test is used to 
determine which faces lie on the outside of the combined set of faces. These are listed in 
SHELL, as shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.3. SHELL is therefore a closed set of triangular faces 
which bound the void between the two initial meshes, MESH I and MES112. 
The SHELL faces which contain the vertices created at the intcrscction of the two NIES11cs 
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will lie on the surface of the Final mesh and do not adjoin any existing cells in the REST or 
Mesh cell sets. As can be seen from Figure 6.8, the surface faces are usually of poor quality 
due to the inclusion of the intersection vertices. 
Figure 6.8 Large numbers of poor quality cells at the intersection 
These poor quality surface faces will produce poor quality tetrahedral cells within SHELL 
and so the faces should be refined before the tetrahedral mesh is generated. The surface 
refinement can be done using 2D edge-swapping and vertex-merging techniques which are 
described below. 
The edge-swapping routine tests each edge of the triangular faces in SHELL that have been 
subdivided. Every edge in this set of faces splits two adjacent triangles along one diagonal of 
the quadrilateral that they define. A quadrilateral has two possible diagonals, and the best 
quality triangles are produced if the quadrilateral is split along its shortest diagonal. A check 
is therefore made to see if the existing edge is the shortest diagonal for the quadrilateral, if it 
is not, then the two triangular faces are deleted and replaced with the better quality faces 
defined by the shorter diagonal. 
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Since the triangular faces each lie in a plane, it is valid to treat them as 2D, but the quadrila- 
teral defined by two adjacent triangles does not necessarily have all its endpoints in the same 
plane. Thus the above edge-swapping has only been performed when the angle between the 
two planes is less than 150. For greater angles, the surface of the mesh is altered too much. 
Angles greater than this are more likely to be caused by the geometry of the intersecting sur- 
faces as opposed to approximations in the surface by the facets. 
Vertex-merging is done where two points along the line of intersection lie too close to one 
another. These points are found by assessing the distance between two adjacent vertices 
which lie along the intersection. Where this distance is less than a user defined limit the two 
vertices are merged. The triangular faces which share this deleted edge are themselves 
deleted from SHELL. After surface refining, SHELL consists of a closed set of good quality 
triangular faces, ready for creating the tetrahedral mesh. 
6.6 Cell creation within SHELL 
A tetrahedral mesh is to be generated within SHELL without cell edges crossing the faces and 
without gaps or overlapping in the mesh. Two methods have been explored for this purpose, a 
Delaunay based tetrahedrisation method and the author's novel 'Meshstar' method. 
6.6.1 Three-dimensional Delatmay method 
The Delaunay method has been described previously in Section 5.2.4.2 for the 2D case. In 
3D, the technique is essentially the same. A set of points which lie inside SHELL must be 
generated first of all. Ideally, the points will be distributed evenly throughout SHELL such 
that the best quality mesh will be created for that volume. It was noted, however, that a set of 
points already existed within SHELL which were those vertices listed in Delete I and Delcte2. 
The two sets of vertices were written to a single point-insertion list which could then be used 
by the Delaunay method to generate a tetrahedral mcsh throughout SHELL A point 
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coincidence check was first made, and the tolerance for this check was the shortest edge 
length of the cells in Deletel and Delete2. This ensured that the vertex spacing for the 
tetrahedral mesh was not smaller than that of the finer mesh and should therefore produce 
cells with a similar edge length to the original meshes. 
One problem in the 3D case is that some tetrahedra created have zero volume or are long thin 
of slivers", which are discussed by Cavendish et al [75]. Zero volume tetrahedra occur when 
an inserted point lies on the same plane as a triangular face on the insertion polyhedron. This 
will cause discrepancies in the mesh and a CFD solution will not be possible. Slivers are pro- 
duced in a similar fashion, if the inserted point lies too close to the plane of a triangular face. 
This creates a tetrahedron with a very large circurnsphere, which will cause the Delaunay 
method to break down, as shown in 2D in Figure 6.9. 
Inserted point 
Sliver is included 
in set of triangles 
to be deleted 
Verv laiee circumcircle 
Polygon of-cells to be deleted 
Figure 6.9 Breakdown of Delaunay method due to sliver 
This Figure shows how a sliver can be included in the list of cells to be deleted, which will 
lead to two insertion polygons being created. When the inserted point is linked to the vertices 
of both polygons, the cells linked to the sliver will cross other cells in the mesh. Both zero- 
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volume tetrahedra and slivers can be avoided by checking the planes of the triangular faces 
within the insertion polyhedron. If the inserted point lies too close to this plane then it should 
be moved normal to the plane by a small distance. This should move the point far enough 
away from that plane so that slivers or zero-volume cells will not be generated. Since this 
coordinate adjustment may move the point outside of the insertion polyhedron originally cal- 
culated, a new insertion polyhedron must be found for the new point coordinates. 
In the mesh construction procedure, the initial, large tetrahedron is defined using the limits of 
the working region. The cube defined by those limits are scaled up by 30%, which guarantees 
that all of the vertices within the working region lie inside a tetrahedron defined from the 
edges of that cube. 
One aspect of Delaunay meshing is that the mesh generated will not necessarily match the 
boundary faces, as mentioned previously in Section 5.2.4.2. If the original cells in MESIII 
and MESH2 are of good quality, then the faces of SHELL will generally match the triangles 
created from the vertices in SHELL by the Delaunay method. If the original cells are badly 
distorted the mis-match of faces cannot readily be corrected. 
In order to make mesh construction robust for any type of original mesh another method of 
tetrahedral mesh generation was considered. In this work, the Meshstar method was 
developed to ensure that a coherent tetrahedral mesh which matched the faces in SHELL was 
created from the very start of the mesh generation. 
6.6.2 Meshstar tetrahedral mesh generator 
The Meshstar tetrahedral mesh generator starts off with the closed set of triangular faces, 
SHELL, and a new central vertex is created inside SHELL. Each face in SHELL is then 
linked up to this new central vertex, which creates a mesh of tetrahedral cells that match the 
boundary faces of SHELL exactly. Typically, these tetrahedral cells are very distorted and so 
a two-stage mesh refining process of 3D edge-swapping and vertex-insertion is used until an 
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acceptable level of cell distortion is reached. These three processes, central vertex definition, 
edge-swapping and vertex-insertion are outlined in the following subsections. 
6.6.2.1 Central vertex placement 
The central vertex is defined as the. average coordinate position of all the vertices in SHELL. 
The tetrahedral mesh will then be generated inside SHELL by construction each triangular 
face up to the central vertex. The central vertex can be badly placed, however, where the 
edges of the tetrahedral cells cross the SHELL faces. This face-crossing is tested for by 
finding the intersection of the plane of each SHELL face with the edges of each tetrahedral 
cell, as described in Section 6.5. If no faces are crossed, then the averaged vertex position 
can be used for the central vertex. If not, then the central vertex must be moved. 
A variety of central vertex moving algorithms could be developed. For example, the surface 
face of the cell whose edge crosses other surface faces could be used to guide the movement 
of the central vertex. During the course of this work, however, it emerged that the search- 
distance influenced how many cells were deleted from the meshes, and hence the number of 
faces in SHELL. Crossed faces occurred where the surfaces of the overlapping meshes curved 
near the overlap, and if too many cells in this curving mesh were selected then crossed faces 
were inevitable. If the search-distance were reduced, however, fewer cells in the curving 
mesh would be selected, and so crossed faces were eliminated, as shown in Figure 6.10. In 
this figure, a larger search distance creates cell group 1, which produces cells crossing the 
SHELL faces. A smaller search-distance produces cell group 2, which can be seen to lie 
entirely with in SHELL faces. 
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Limits of cell group I 
................................ 
........... 
.......... 
/ 
................ 
Limit of cell group 2 
................................ 
Boundaries of overlapping meshes Boundaries crossed Boundaries not crossed 
Figure 6.10 Search distance influencing tetrahedral mesh 
This was a working solution to the problem and a deeper investigation of such crossed faces 
is recommended at a later date. 
6.6.2.2 Edge-swapping 
The swapping of edges described for 2D cases in Section 6.5 can be extended to the 3D 
tetrahedra created inside SHELL. In 3D, the best proportions for a tetrahedron are equilateral 
triangles on each face. An appropriate edge to be swapped is one that is the longest edge of 
all the tetrahedra that it is attached to. This longest edge must lie within the mesh and not on 
the surface of the mesh, because the surface of the mesh must not be changed during the 
tetrahedral mesh refining. Otherwise the surface faces will not be properly blended to the rest 
of the meshes in stage 4 of mesh construction. The edge lies within the mesh and can be 
swapped if the following relations are true; 
number of vertices in tetrahedra set =n 
number of edges in tetrahedra set = 3n +I 
If it is a valid edge for swapping, this longest edge forms a 'polar axis' through the set of 
tetrahedra. The vertices in the tetrahedra set that are not attached to the polar axis form an 
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4equatorial' loop of edges as shown in Figure 6.11. 
Polar vertex a 
Longest edge 
of set of five 
tetrahedra 
'polar axis' 
t 
Equatorial vertices 
Three tetrahedra 
to polar vertex 
Faces created 
across equatorial 
vertices 
Tbree tetrahedra 
Polar vertex 
V 
to polar vertex 
a) Longest edge is swappable b) Better quality tetrahedra 
Figure 6.11 Edge-swapping in tetrahedra 
The tetrahedra set is deleted from the mesh leaving a polyhedron of triangular edges sur- 
rounding a void. The vertices in this polyhedron are used to create a new set of tetrahedra to 
fill the void. First the edges between the equatorial vertices are considered, as is illustrated in 
Figure 6.12 below. It must be noted that although this Figure is shown in 2D, the actual set of 
vertices lie in 3D coordinate space, and not necessarily all in the same plane. 
C 
Smallest angle 
C 
New trniangle 
C 
IB3 
DEBDrEB 
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GGIG 
a) Find smallest angle b) Create edge subtending angle c) All edges created 
Figure 6.12 Creating edges between equatorial vertices 
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First the angle between each pair of adjacent edges if found by projecting the edges into 2D 
on the plane that their three points define (see Appendix A. 2) and by then using trigonometric 
cosine functions. The smallest angle is found, as shown in Figure 6.12a) where the angle at 
point E is smallest. For the smallest angle found, a new edge is created, thus forming a new 
triangle as shown in Figure 6.2 1 b). 
This new edge is added to the list of edges and the old edges of the triangle are deleted from 
the list. The process continues until a quadrilateral remains, and then the last edge created is 
the shortest diagonal of that quadrilateral. Figure 6.12c) shows the complete mesh fitted 
between a set of equatorial vertices. This technique is similar to the advancing front method, 
except that only the original boundary vertices are used to create the triangles, and no new 
vertices are created. 
Once the equatorial vertices have a mesh of triangles fitted between them, these triangles are 
connected to the polar vertices, so forming a new set of tetrahedra. Where there were n 
tetrahedra in the original tetrahedra set, this method of 'edge-swapping' produces (2n - 4) 
new tetrahedra. Thus for tetrahedra sets of more than five cells, this method increases the 
number of cells as well as improving cell quality. 
6.6.2.3 Vertex insertion 
The mesh is also refined by inserting new vertices in areas of high cell distortion. The most 
distorted cell in the tetrahedral mesh is defined here as the cell containing the smallest inter- 
nal angle in a face. Any cell attached to this deleted cell is itself deleted, leaving a void in the 
mesh surrounded by a set of triangular faces. A new vertex is placed at the centre of the 
volume bounded by the triangles in the position of the averaged coordinates of the vertices. 
A new set of tetrahedra are created by linking the vertex of this polyhedron to the new vertex. 
If any cell edges cross the faces of the polyhedron, the cell adjoining this polyhedron face is 
deleted, increasing the volume of the void, creating a larger polyhedron. This process contin- 
ues until a coherent mesh can be formed from the inserted vertex. 
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6.7 Mesh assembly 
The entire mesh is assembled from the following vertex and cell sets; REST, Mesh and 
TETRAS. The final mesh is written out with sequentially labelled vertices and cells without 
any gaps. The mesh can then be used for CFD analysis or it can be linked to another mesh to 
build up a mesh of a more complex geometry. In order to produce a single, coherent linked 
mesh, the SHELL faces must match those in mesh I and mesh2. That is, a set of vertices are 
common to SHELL and mesh I or mesh2, and the faces defined by these vertices must match. 
Any quadrilateral faces in the Faces sets were subdivided into triangles before they were 
included in SHELL. Mesh blending must therefore occur where the triangular faces in 
SHELL adjoin their parent quadrilateral faces in mesh I and mesh2. 
The first step in blending the faces is to find all the cells in mesh I and mesh2 that are adjacent 
to the original cells in Delete I or Delete2. The quadrilateral faces in these adjacent cells are 
divided into triangular faces and their parent cells are divided into tetrahedral and pentahedral 
cells. Indeed the cells used in mesh construction are solid linear hexahedra, pentahedra, 
wedges and tetrahedra. The following describes how different cell types may be subdivided 
along a quadrilateral face. 
Pyramidal cell 
The quadrilateral face of the pyramidal cell is split into two triangular faces. This will 
form two tetrahedra as shown in Figure 6.13. 
Quadrilateral face 
divided into two 
triangles 
'A 
Figure 6.13 Subdivision of pentahedral (pyramidal) cell 
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Hexahedral cell 
A new vertex can be created to the centre of a hexahedron. By joining each vertex in the 
hexahedron to this new vertex, five pyramidal cells and two tetrahedral cells will be 
created. Figure 6.14 shows a hexahedral cell divided at the central vertex. 
Two triangles from 
quadrilateral face 
Figure 6.14 Subdivision of hexahedral cell 
Wedge-shaped cell 
The wedge cell has two triangular faces and three quadrilateral faces. If the triangular 
face is a boundary face, it requires no mesh blending. If a quadrilateral face lies on the 
boundary then it is divided into two triangles and a new vertex is placed at the centre of 
the cell. This creates two pyramids from the other two quadrilateral faces, two tetrahedra 
from the wedge's triangular faces and two tetrahedra from the split quadrilateral face. 
Figure 6.15 shows a wedge-shaped cell divided into tetrahedra and pyramids in this way. 
Quadrilateral face divided 
into two triangles 
Figure 6.15 Subdivision of wedge-shaped cell 
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6.8 Mesh cutting 
Similar techniques to those used for mesh linking are used when one mesh is to be cut 
from another. Once again any type of cell can be used in either mesh. In addition, the 
mesh that cuts the other may be a shell mesh instead of a 3D mesh of solid cells. This 
gives the user the freedom to use any cell type that is appropriate. 
The four stages of mesh construction described in Section 6.3 are used, except that an 
extra operation is added, which is illustrated in Figure 6.16. 
Tetras created Intersections with Tetras within 
inside SHELL cutting mesh found cutting mesh deleted 
Figure 6.16 Mesh cutting process 
After a mesh has been created within SHELL, stage 3 of mesh construction, the surface 
of the cutting mesh is then used to split the tetrahedra along that surface. First the edges 
of the tetrahedra are tested against the faces of the cutting shell. If an intersection point 
is found, then the tetrahedra that contain this edge are all subdivided by the intersection 
point. Next the edges of the cutting shell are tested against the faces of the now-modified 
tetrahedral mesh. Again the tetrahedra are subdivided where an intersection point is 
found. This defines a new surface within the tetrahedral mesh. Any cells which lie inside 
the cutting mesh are then deleted. The surface of the tetra mesh is now refined to remove 
highly distorted triangles and the tetrahedra are refined as before to give better quality 
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cells. The assembly of the tetrahedral mesh into the original mesh then proceeds in stage 
4 as before, with the exception that no cells in the cutting mesh are included in the final 
mesh. 
6.9 Mesh construction in context 
Whilst the mesh construction program is unique, there are two programs with some 
aspects in common with mesh construction that have been developed in parallel. 
The first is a mesh fitting code developed at the Aircraft Research Association (ARA) 
[76] based upon a 2D pilot study by Weatherill [77]. This code is concerned solely with 
external flow situations. In these cases a mesh ranges from the surface of the body to a 
distant boundary. In particular, the ARA code has been developed for aircraft studies. 
Topologically, an aircraft body and its wings do not form a complex geometry and can 
be meshed readily using basic mesh generation techniques. Additional features to the 
aircraft such as missiles, engine nacelles and under-carriages pose greater problems in 
mesh generation, however. ARA's code therefore takes a simple mesh of the aircraft 
body and wings and remeshes locally around the additional features required. 
The technique is to define a block of cells in the regions of the feature and delete them. 
Pentahedral pyramids are then created inside the resultant gap in the mesh on the newly 
exposed quadrilateral surfaces. Points are then placed with the region of the deleted cclls 
and on the surface of the feature that will be added. Delaunay methods are then used to 
generate a tetrahedral mesh fitted through these points. 
This is very similar to the original design of the mesh construction program for joining 
two meshes, except that mesh construction also calculates the intersection of the sur- 
faces of the meshes. Surface intersection is unnecessary for the external flow meshes 
used for aircraft and so it is not an aspect of the ARA code. 
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In addition, the original external flow mesh used by ARA is generally a mesh of good 
quality, hexahedral cells. The mesh construction code does not assume good quality 
cells in the initial mesh, and indeed when poor quality cells were used for the original 
meshes, the Delaunay mesh generation failed, as described in Section 6.6.1. This is why 
the mesh construction program now uses an initial tetrahedral mesh to fill shells which is 
then refined, as was outlined in section 6.6.2. 
A second product similar to mesh construction is the mesh generator for the commercial 
CFD code PAM-FLUID [78]. In this code, a mesh of hexahedral cells may be cut by a 
shell of quadrilateral cells. The technique finds all the hexahedral cells that lie inside the 
shell and those cells that cross its boundary. These hexahedra are deleted and the ver- 
tices on the newly exposed cell faces are projected onto the surfaces defined by the shell. 
Local smoothing is then performed p improve the quality of the now-distorted cells. 1n 
using this product, the user should be careful to give the original mesh a high cell den- 
sity in the cutting region so that the surface can be well defined and so that the hexahe- 
dra suffer as little distortion as possible. 
Although these two products have some aspects in common with the author's mesh con- 
struction program, neither can be used for both joining and cutting meshes, including 
surface intersections. The mesh construction program offers a very flexible approach to 
creating meshes which could significantly reduce the time and effort required to gen- 
erate a mesh for a complex geometry. It is not intended to be a sole mesh generator, 
however, rather it will complement other mesh generators making them more effective 
tools for complex geometries. Indeed, for simple geometries the user may well find more 
basic mesh generators to be the most appropriate tools. 
The skill required to mesh a complex geometry is also reduced using mesh construction 
since the program requires very little user input. In particular, mesh density in the region 
of the mesh overlap is automatically set to be slightly finer than the original meshes 
used. Indeed, when considering the physics of fluid flow, changes in the flow variables 
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are significant where the geometry of the flow regime changes. For CFD analysis, this is 
the very region that should have smaller cells in order to capture the flow changes. 
The mesh construction program uses tetrahedral cells and unless the original meshes had 
only tetrahedral cells, then the resultant mesh will have a mixture of cell types. STAR- 
CD supports the range of mixed cell types used in the program, but it may produce poor 
results if collapsed cells, that is, non-hexahedral cells, are used in regions with high 
flow gradients. Unfortunately this is precisely the region where mesh construction 
places tetrahedral cells and so the program may not be used confidently in conjunction 
with STAR-CD. 
ARA encountered the same problem with flow solvers and so is developing its own CFD 
solver called SAUNA [79] which uses a mixture of cell types in any region of the flow. 
Another commercial CID code which can use mixed cell types is Fluent-Unstructured 
[80]. This code was developed using formulations from the RAMPANT CFD code, 
which uses all tetrahedral cells. There is therefore no problem applying tetrahedral cells 
at changes in the geometry of the flow regime with this code. Indeed the developers of 
Fluent-Unstructured believe that this mixing of cell types will be a common trend in 
future commercial CFD codes, simply because it does allow a greater freedom in mesh 
generation [8 1 ]. 
6.10 Summary of chapter 6 
A novel method for constructing complex meshes from meshes of simpler geometries 
has been presented. This is a 3D linking or cutting of any two meshes that are formed 
into a single coherent mesh using tetrahedral cells. The method requires the user to do 
the easiest forms of mesh generation on simple geometries using the most convenient 
mesh generation techniques and cell types. The program then automatically performs the 
difficult part of the process which is creating a single mesh of the complex geometry. 
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7. MESH CONSTRUCTION: APPLICATION 
7.1 Introduction 
The ideas and techniques for mesh construction outlined in chapter 6 were written into a com- 
puter program by the author. In this chapter, she use of the program is described and the 
program's application to some test cases is presented. Section 7.2 outlines the scope of the 
program and section 7.3 describes the data structures used. User inputs to the program are dis- 
cussed in section 7.4 and section 7.5 describes the output from the program. Four test cases 
are then described in detail in section 7.6. Possible future developments and enhancements to 
the program are discussed in section 7.7 and a general discussion of the program is given in 
section 7.8. 
7.2 Program scope 
The mesh construction program was designed to make the linking or cutting of two existing 
meshes a simple operation. The user should have as little input as possible and restrictions on 
how the original meshes are generated should be minimised. If these aims are achieved then 
the program will be flexible and useful for generating meshes in a variety of flow situations. 
In order for the user to use any technique or tool to generate the initial meshes, the program 
was designed with its own internal data structure for the meshes. The only 
information 
required from the initial meshes is vertex labels and positions in a 3D 
Cartesian coordinate 
system together with cell labels and connectivities. This data can generally 
be written out 
from the original mesh generators as ASCII files. The format of these 
data files is pro- 
grammed into a file translation subroutine written by the author and this 
is run at the begin- 
ning of the mesh construction program. Currently, the translator is set to read 
data in Univer- 
sal file format, whether written by I-DEAS or STAR-CD. In addition, the user may use any 
cell type in the original meshes chosen from a set of types listed in Table 
7.1. 
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Cell type Dimension I Vertex numbering 
Triangle 2D 12330000 
Quadrilateral 2D 12340000 
Hexahedron 3D 12345678 
Tetrahedron 3D 12334444 
Pyramidal pentahedron 3D 12345555 
Prismatic wedge 3D 12334566 
Table 7.1 Cell types and numbering 
Indeed the initial meshes used in mesh construction can also contain a mixture of cell types. 
As was seen in chapter 6, the mesh construction program uses the cell face data and so any 
other cell type may be included into the program easily provided that the cell faces are either 
triangular or quadrilateral. 
Further benefits to the user would be achieved if the program is both easy and fast to use. In 
the design of the program, the user has very little input into the program, making it very easy 
to use, and these inputs will be discussed in the next section. However, computing speed and 
algorithmic efficiency have not been addressed in this version of the program. Improvements 
in speed and efficiency are likely to be the most important developments of the program in 
the future. 
Mesh construction uses SI units throughout, and all vertex coordinates read into the program 
must be in SI units. To make the program more flexible a subroutine could be written which 
converted any units to SL which would be an addition useful for industrial use of the pro- 
gram. The other assumption made in the program is that vertex and cell labels are sequential 
and start at one. This is a simple thing to ensure when using I-DEAS or STAR-CD, but again 
a conversion subroutine could be written which would make the mesh construction program 
more robust for use in industry. Hence even fewer restrictions would be placed upon the 
generation of the original meshes. 
7.3 Data structure 
The mesh construction program operates upon sets of vertices and cells. The vertex coordi- 
nates are stored as a set of three real numbers in an array. Thus NODE(X, 3) defines an array 
with X vertices, each with three real coordinates. The vertex label is also X so that a vertex is 
always called and referred to by its label. Where sets of vertices are grouped, they are stored 
as lists of vertex labels. 
The cell connectivities are stored in an array CELLS(X, 8) for all cells. Again the cell label, 
X, is also its position in the CELLS array and so the cell connectivity is called directly by the 
cell label. The eight array spaces for each cell are filled by the vertex labels for each vertex 
that defines the cell. Whilst a hexahedral cell contains eight vertices, other cells such as pen- 
tahedra and tetrahedra do not. Non-hexahedral cells are listed so that the cell type is evident 
by filling the excess array spaces with zeroes, as was shown in Table 7.1. 
In remeshing, the cell labels and connectivities are continually changing as cells are replaced 
and new vertices created. In order to find those cells which need refining, the relation between 
cells and edges and vertices and edges needs to be determined. For example. in edge- 
swapping, the program needs to find all the tetrahedra which share a given edge. One method 
is to search all the tetrahedral cells every time an edge is considered for swapping. Even on a 
moderately small mesh these continual searches would be very computing intensive and take 
a long time. As an alternative, remeshing has another data structure in addition to the cell 
labels and connectivities. For example, a tetrahedron is listed with not only the four vertices 
which define that cell, but also the edges and vertices associated with that tetrahedron, as 
illustrated in Figure 7. L 
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Tetrahedra VVVVEEEEEE 
Edges VV No TTTT.......... T 
Vertices La No EEEE...... E 
KEY: V Vertex label 
E Edgelabel 
T Tetrahedron label 
No Number of items that follow 
La Label of vertex/edge 
Figure 7.1 Data structures for mesh construction 
As is also shown in Figure 7.1, an edge is listed as the two vertices that define it and the 
labels of all tetrahedra which contain that edge. In remeshing, the number of tetrahedra asso- 
ciated with an edge varies as cells are deleted and replaced by refined cells. Thus the number 
of tetrahedra associated with an edge at any one time in the running of the program is listed in 
the third column of the edges array. This is then followed by the labels of each of these cells. 
Similarly the vertex-edge data is stored as vertex labels, the number of edges which contain 
that vertex, followed by the labels of these edges. These lists of cells, edges and vertices are 
updated as each cell refinement occurs in remeshing. 
In addition, the edges are listed with the lowest vertex label first so that searches for matching 
edges can be made efficiently. 
7.3.1 Array size 
From Figure 7.1, it can be seen that whilst the array defining the tetrahedra has a constant 10 
columns, the arrays defining edges and vertices can have a large number of columns since a 
new column is added to the array as each item is found. This can cause some problems with 
the initial specification of array sizes in FORTRAN 77, the programming language in which 
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the mesh construction program was written. In this language, the size of all arrays must be 
specified before the program is compiled and executed. However, each intersection between 
two triangular faces creates two new vertices and up to seven new edges, each of which must 
be added to the appropriate arrays. Thus the array size required for a given application 
depends upon the number of triangular faces that intersect between the two meshes, and as a 
consequence the array size is highly problem dependent. 
In order for the program to be able to cope with meshes with a large number of cells, these 
arrays must be set with a high number of columns initially, even though this is not required 
for many of the smaller cases run. The same is true for the number of rows in the arrays 
which define tetrahedra as well as edges and vertices. That is, the array size must be set to a 
very high number of rows initially so that the program can be used for meshes with a large 
number of cells. 
The problem with using very large arrays for all applications is that when the program is 
compiled, the computer allocates memory for each array defined. Thus a large amount of 
memory is reserved for large arrays, even if only a small part of the array is actually used by 
the program. This is not an efficient way to use a computer since it ties up large amounts of 
memory and this may restrict the other processes that run on the computer. It can also mean 
that the program can be used only on computers with a large amount of memory, making the 
program less portable and therefore less useful generally. 
This problem could be tackled in a number of ways. Firstly, the general array size is defined 
as a 'parameter' value at the beginning of the program. This means that a new value can be 
specified by the user editing one number in a program and it will be extended to all the 
appropriate array sizes. Effectively, a new 'size' of program is used for every run and resiz- 
ing the program would be easy. However, it is not good practice for users to edit the source 
code in the everyday running of the program since a simple mistake can corrupt the code and 
stop it working. In addition, the user would have to know what array size to enter, which is 
not easily determined before the program is run. 
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A second solution to the array size problem would be to have a number of versions of the pro- 
gram installed on the computer at the same time. Each of, say, three versions would have a 
different array size parameter and they could be used for small, medium or large problems. 
But this approach also has some drawbacks. First of all the program consists of over 5000 
lines of code. So three versions of the program along with the executable files which are 
created when the code is compiled. can take up. a lot of computer disc space even before the 
initial meshes and the solution meshes are stored. Once again this is not an efficient use of 
computing resources. In addition, the user would still need to know which version to use, and 
this will not always be an obvious choice. 
A third solution is to rewrite the program in another language. Both FORTRAN 90 and C 
programming languages can use a 'variable array size' which means that the array sizes can 
be defined dynamically as the program is being run. This is a very effective use of computing 
resources since the arrays are automatically sized according to the particular application. 
However a complete rewrite of the program would be a significant task and has not been done 
in the course of this work. 
7.4 User Input 
The 'front end' of the mesh construction program is an interactive menu. The program 
requests certain information from the user and sets up the subroutines accordingly. The infor- 
mation is requested as follows: - 
1. Enter the name of mesh 1. 
2. Is this a shell mesh? (y or n) 
3. Does mesh I cut mesh 2? (y or n) 
4. Enter the name of mesh 2. 
5. Enter the search distance for vertices. 
6. Enter point coincidence tolerance. 
7. Enter min, max of volume surrounding overlap region; 
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Enter co-ordinates X min, X max 
Enter co-ordinates Y min, Y max 
a) Overlapping meshes 
Enter co-ordinates Z min, Z max 
8. Enter minimum acceptable internal cell angle. 
Each of these eight inputs are discussed in the following subsections, although the first four 
inputs will be considered together. 
7.4.1 Mesh labels input 
The program first asks for the name of mesh 1. If the two original meshes are to be joined, it 
makes no difference which mesh is entered first. For mesh cutting, however, the program 
assumes that mesh I cuts mesh 2. This is important since the result of cutting mesh 2 from 
mesh I will be a completely different geometry, as illustrated in Figure 7.2. 
Mesh I 
Mesh2 I 
b) Mesh I cuts mesh 2 c) Mesh 2 cuts mesh I 
Figure 7.2 Effects of cutting mesh definition 
For mesh cutting, the program enquires whether mesh I is a shell mesh. If it is not, then the 
surface shell cells are obtained as described in section 6.5. Next, the program requests the 
filename of mesh 2. For questions I and 4, if the filename entered is not found in the same 
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directory as the program, an error message is reported and the user is asked to asked re-enter 
the filename. Indeed, at any stage in the mesh construction program, the user may exit the 
program by pressing the "control" and "c" keys simultaneously. Whenever such a forced exit 
occurs the program stops immediately, with no recovery of intermediate stages. 
Once again, it must be stressed that the two meshes should actually overlap one another rather 
than simply touch, for the reasons outlined in section 6.4. The mesh construction program 
was originally intended for operations on meshes with 3D cells, but mesh cutting can also use 
a cutting mesh consisting of shell cells. Due to the nature of the program, two meshes with 
shell cells can also be joined to create a single mesh either filled with 3D cells, or simply with 
shell cells. This makes it possible to create complex tetrahedral meshes from simple groups of 
shell cells, although this would probably not be the most effective use of the program. 
7.4.2 Search distance input 
The search distance was described in section 6.4.2 and is the distance between vertices in 
each mesh within which they can be considered to overlap. The cells found in this search will 
then be deleted from their respected meshes. The user can estimate the search distance by 
examining the cells in the overlap region visually in the mesh generation pre-processor, 
which for this work was either I-DEAS or STAR-CD. 
As a general guide, the search distance should be a little greater than the largest cell side in 
the overlap regions. If the search distance is less than a cell side it is possible for a cell to be 
missed out in the search entirely. The program includes another 'layer' of cells extending 
away from the overlap region in order to smooth the concave 'gap' that remains when these 
cells are deleted. However, too small a search distance may lead to the deleted cells being too 
close to the actual overlap to allow good quality'tetrahedral cells to be created. This is partic- 
ularly true for mesh cutting where the surface of the cutting mesh extends into the overlap 
region. 
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If the search distance is large then a large number of cells are used in the calculations, which 
slows down the program. Also the curvature of the mesh surfaces near the overlap may be 
corrupted as described in section 6.6.2. L The search distance technique is not the only 
method for determining which cells overlap, however. One alternative is to find the surface 
faces of each in turn and find those vertices from the other mesh that lie inside this shell. All 
cells associated with these vertices will be considered to lie in the overlap region. This tech- 
nique is already used in other parts of the mesh construction program and could prove suit- 
able. This would then further reduce the inputs required from the user and hence make the 
program more automatic. 
7.4.3 Point coincidence tolerance input 
The maximum distance between the two vertices within which they may be considered coin- 
cident is called is called the point coincidence tolerance. It is a very important feature of any 
mesh generator since computers may calculate extremely small distance between points that 
the user has intended to be coincident. This tolerance has been used freely within the mesh 
construction program for the following purposes; 
Coincident points at face intersections 
Points lying in a plane 
Points lying inside or outside a shell 
Point coincident with a line endpoint 
Whilst the use of one global tolerance value has helped to minimise user input, it has also 
made the relation between each function very complex. Obviously the tolerance should be 
much less than the smallest cell side length in either mesh. Since the tolerance is also used to 
determine whether a point lies in a plane or not, much smaller tolerance values should be 
used. 
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7.4.4 Working region input 
The extent of the working region is discussed in detail in section 6.4.1. The user must supply 
co-ordinates for a cube that surrounds the overlap region between the two initial meshes. 
These are entered as co-ordinate minima and maxima along each of the co-ordinate axes. 
The only constraint is that the working region is sufficiently large that it fully encloses the 
overlap region. If the working region is significantly larger than the overlap region, it will 
merely increase the number of cells considered by the program. This will not cause any 
errors, indeed the working region can completely enclose both meshes, but it defeats the 
object of having a working region in the first place if it is too large. 
7.4.5 Internal angle input 
The user may also select a minimum internal angle for the cells refined both on the surface 
intersection and within the tetrahedral mesh. If this angle is too small then poor quality cells 
may result. If the angle is large, however, the mesh created at the intersection may be so 
coarse the some of the surface detail is lost. 
When running the program, if the user finds that this angle is inappropriate, then they can re- 
run the program with a different value. Indeed this iterative approach should be used for the 
search distance, point coincidence tolerance and minimum internal angle. The effects of each 
of these user inputs will be explored further for test cases described in section 7.6. 
7.5 Program Output 
Just as the program could read meshes described by various formats, so too can the final 
linked mesh written out using different formats for use with other software. Currently, the 
STAR-CD cell and vertex lists are written as input files 14 and 15 respectively. These can be 
read into PROSTAR using the CREAD and VREAD commands. 
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The mesh construction program also provides other details in its output report, which include 
the number of cells and vertices in the meshes. However cell quality data must be obtained by 
the user in the CFD software package used 
7.6 Applications 
Four test cases are described and the sensitivity Of the mesh construction program to input 
variables is explored. The program itself was divided into two computer programs in order to 
make programming faster and easier. The first program calculates the surface intersection of 
the two meshes and inserts the central vertex. Thus the mesh is complete with original cells, 
blending cells and initial tetrahedra. The second program finds the new surface if one mesh is 
cut from another, and also remeshes the internal tetrahedra to improve cell quality. Thus the 
first two test cases will illustrate the mesh linking in the first program, the third and fourth test 
cases will illustrate the operation of the second program which are mesh cutting and internal 
mesh refinement respectively. 
7.6.1 Joining cylindrical hexahedral meshes 
The first test case involves joining together two cylinders whose meshes have only hexahedral 
celIs, as shown in Figure 7.3. 
Figure 7.3 Overlapping initial meshes for test case I 
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The narrower cylinder mesh has 192 cells and the wider cylinder mesh has 168 cells. A typi- 
cal cell side length for both meshes was 7.513-02m. The actual units of measurement used are 
irrelevant for the mesh construction process, and so from here Sl units will be assumed to 
apply throughout. 
A number of mesh construction runs were performed using these meshes and different user 
inputs. The first user input explored was the point-coincidence tolerance, ranging from LOE- 
12 to LOE-03. The results of this are outlined in Table 7.2 below. 
Tolerance Result 
LOE- 12 Error message, program stopped 
1.013-09 Program ran OK 
1.013-06 Program ran OK 
1.013-05 Program ran for 2 days, stopped by user 
I. OE-03 Program ran for 2 days, stopped by user 
Table 7.2 Point coincidence tolerance for test case 1 
From Table 7.2 it is clear that a point coincidence tolerance ranging between LOE-09 and 
1.013-06 allows good results to be obtained for the mesh construction program. Tolerances of 
LOE-03 and 1.013-05 are about 1% of the average cell side length and were found to be too 
large. For these tolerances, the mesh construction program ran for over 48 hours without 
finishing and had to be stopped by the author. 
When the tolerance is too large, problems occur when the program determines whether points 
lie in a plane or not. Points not actually lying in the plane can be classed by the program as 
lying in the plane when the tolerance is too large. Thus incorrect intersections between faces 
may occur which then significantly increases the number of new faces created. Eventually the 
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array space allocated for the new faces is exceeded and the program overwrites array space 
and so continually searches the new and old faces without ending. Checks can be pro- 
grammed so that the run is automatically stopped when an array size is exceeded. These 
checks should be included in future versions of this program since this would make the pro- 
gram easier to use. 
A tolerance of LOE-12, about LOE-09% of the average cell side length, was found to be too 
small. In this case, the program stopped with an error message "Division by zero" where what 
should have been coincident points were considered to be separate points by the program with 
very small distances between them. 
Using a constant tolerangg of LOE-09, the influence of the search distance was explored next. 
Since the meshes in this test case were small, the working region was set to include both 
meshes entirely so that the effects of varying the search distance could be seen clearly. Fig- 
ure 7.4 overleaf shows plots for a range of search distances from 2.8E-0 I to 0.1 E-02. 
The search distances 2.8E-01 and 2. OE-01 both encompass the all of the meshes used. Thus 
all the hexahedra are converted to tetrahedra as is shown in Figure 7.4a. Search distances of 
LOE-01 and TOE-02 give a suitable region for the mesh linking with successively smaller 
numbers of cells considered as shown in Figures 7.4b and 7.4c respectively. Below these 
search distances, and indeed below the average cell side length, problems occur. At a search 
distance of ME-02, not all of the cells in mesh I which lie at the centre of the overlap region 
of mesh2 are found by this search, as is illustrated by the edge plot in Figure 7.4d. 
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a All cells are tetrahedra 
b Smaller search distance 
c Smallest acceptable search distance d Search distance too small 
Figure 7.4 Resultant meshes for test case I 
In Figure 7.4d, the outline of some hexahedral cells can be seen in between the two meshes 
which should have been linked by a coherent mesh of tetrahedral cells. These are cells from 
the original meshes which lie inside the overlap. However in this case the search distance is 
too small and so some vertices are not found using this technique, as is illustrated in Figure 
7.5. 
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Vertices of meqh 1 
h distance 
I not found 
Figure 7.5 Search distance too small for large initial mesh overlap 
Thus cells at the very centre of this overlap are not considered to lie between the two meshes 
which produces this incorrect result. For smaller search distances again, such as 1.013-02, the 
mesh construction program simply does not finish. This test case showed that the search dis- 
tance should be at least half of the maximum distance between the surface vertices. 
The run times for the mesh linking of these two meshes with suitable point coincident toler- 
ances and search distances ranges from 2 to 6 minutes actual time, or 0.2 to 0.3 seconds cpu 
time. Whilst this is a good run time for user interaction in a mesh construction process, the 
quality of the cells created must also be examined. 
The triangular faces of tetrahedral cells which lie on the surface are very important to the 
final cell quality of the new mesh. This is because no matter how good the internal angles of 
the tetrahedral cells are made during mesh refinement, their surface faces will not be altered 
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Vertices of mesh 2 
in remeshing and so the surface face quality will always be the limit of refinement possible. 
For example, if a surface triangle has a minimum internal angle of 20 then the tetrahedral cell 
containing this face cannot be refined so as to make this angle greater than 20 in remeshing. 
Table 7.3 shows the maximum and minimum internal angles for the surface faces of the 
tetrahedra created with the user inputs outlined above. Since the cell quality of the original 
meshes is entirely dependent upon. the user, only the tetrahedra created in the mesh construe- 
tion process are considered for refinement. 
Tolerance Search distance Min. angle Max. angle 
LOE-09 0.20 6.1 0 163 
1.013-09 0.10 0 6.1 162 
LOE-09 0.07 0 6.1 0 162 
LOE-06 
1 
0.07 
1 
0 6.1 
1 
0 158 
Table 7.3 Surface face quality for test case 1 
In Table 7.3 it can be seen that varying the search distance whilst keeping the tolerance at 
LOE-09 has no effect upon the minimum internal angle and very little effect upon the max- 
imum internal angle. However changing the point coincidence tolerance to 1.013-06 and keep- 
ing the search distance at 0.07 has a definite effect upon the maximum internal angle. This 
demonstrates that the point coincidence tolerance affects the surface cell quality, as can be 
seen in Figure 7.6 
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Figure 7.6 Different tolerances produce different surface refinements 
The reason for this small effect of tolerance upon surface cell quality is a subroutine which 
merges adjacent vertices along the intersection once the entire intersection between the two 
initial meshes has been determined. The subroutine detects vertices lying within a distance of 
(100 x tolerance) from one another and merges any that are found. The author selected the 
multiplying factor of 100 based upon the test cases presented in this chapter. A smaller multi- 
plying factor would produce surface angles that are too small whereas a larger factor would 
produce larger and hence better quality surface angles, but the surface definition along the 
intersection could be lost. To demonstrate the influence of this subroutine, Figure 6.8 showed 
the resultant mesh from a run using a point coincidence tolerance of LOE-06 and a search dis- 
tance of 0.07, but where the vertex merging subroutine has been omitted. The large number of 
poor quality cells along the intersection can easily be seen in this Figure. 
The best quality mesh obtained in this test case, as was indicated by Table 7.3, was obtained 
using a point coincidence tolerance of 1.013-06 and a search distance of 0.07, and of course 
including the vertex merging subroutine. The surface of this mesh cane be seen in Figure 7.7. 
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Figure 7.7 Best resultant mesh from test case 1 
7.6.2 Joining two brick-shaped hexahedral meshes 
Test case two is the joining of two block meshes made up of hexahedral cells which can be 
seen in Figure 7.8. 
Figure 7.8 Overlapping initial meshes for test case 2 
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Mesh I consists of 128 cells with an average cell side length of 0.11, and mesh2 contains 640 
cells with an average cell side length of 0.17. As for the previous test case, the effects of the 
various user inputs are explored. The first to be considered is the point coincidence tolerance. 
Tolerance values ranged from LOE-12 to LOE-03 as shown in Table 7.4. 
Tolerance Result 
LOE- 12 Error message, program stopped 
LOE-09 Program ran OK 
LOE-06 Program ran OK 
LOE-04 Program ran for 2 days, stopped by user 
LOE-03 Program ran for 2 days, stopped by user 
Table 7.4 Point coincidence tolerance for test case 2 
This table shows that tolerance values of 1.013-03 and LOE-04 were too large, and once again 
the program ran for 2 days without finishing. Suitable tolerance values were LOE-06 and 
LOE-09, whereas a tolerance of LOE-12 was too small and the program reported an error and 
stopped. A tolerance of LOE-06 was therefore used for the subsequent user input tests. 
The next input examined is the search distance which ranged from 1.0 to 3. OE-02. A search 
distance of 1.0 resulted in cells which crossed the surface of the original meshes, as was dis- 
cussed in section 6.6.2.1. This occurred because mesh I enters mesh2 at an angle and if too 
many cells are considered then the central vertex is placed too far from the actual intersection 
of the meshes. This problem is illustrated for this case in Figure 7.9. 
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Figure 7.9 Central vertex not at the centre of the overlap region 
Search distances of 0.3 and 0.1 were both suitable for this test case and the joined meshes are 
illustrated in Figures 7.10a and 7.10b respectively. Finally a search distance of 3.013-02 was 
attempted, but the program ran for 2 days without finishing. 
Figure 7.10 Test case 2 for two search distances 
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Having determined the suitable user inputs for this test case, the quality of the tetrahedral 
cells created is shown in Table 7.5. 
Tolerance Searchdistance -Min. angle Max. angle 
1.013-09 0.01 3.7 154 
1.013-06 0.01 0 7.8 0 151 
Table 7.5 Surface cell quality for test case 2 
One potential source of problems for this test case test case are the sharp comers at the inter- 
section. Here the comers may be removed when the surface mesh at the intersection is 
created. Figure 7.11 illustrates how a set of vertices may have two possible surface triangles 
fitted through them. 
Edge not followed Edge followed correctly 
Figure 7.11 Two ways of meshing a set of corner points 
New triangles are created at the intersection between two meshes. If the only selection cri- 
terion for these triangles is the internal angle then the corners will inevitably be cut. In order 
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to preserve the surface at comers, a second criterion was included such that the new triangles 
created after an intersection point has been found must lie in the plane of the original triangu- 
lar face. Since the question of whether a point lies inside or outside of a plane has a 'toler- 
ance' to it, that is, it depends on rounding off numbers, then a planar tolerance of 150 was 
chosen. That is, the new triangle is acceptable only if its centre lies a maximum of 150 out of 
the plane of the original triangular face. Although this angle is arbitrary, it does ensure that 
sharp comers are not cut. 
The run times for this mesh construction was 0.1 second cpu and under 2 minutes of interac- 
tive time. Once again this is an acceptable time for interactive users. 
7.6.3 Cutting triangles from hexahedra 
For test case 3, a cylinder described by 252 triangles on its surface is cut from a block meshed 
by 512 hexahedral cells. These initial meshes are shown in Figure 7.12. 
Figure 7.12 Initial meshes for mesh cutting test case 
In the first stage of the mesh cutting process, the intersection of the two meshes was found. 
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Since the cutting mesh will not feature in the final mesh, then it is deleted from the mesh at 
this stage. The cutting mesh is stored separately, however, so that the surface of the cut mesh 
may be calculated. The remaining mesh therefore has intersection points linking to the central 
vertex, effectively creating a new surface. Figure 7.13 shows the surface and the edges of this 
stage of mesh cutting. 
Figure 7.13 Edges of mesh after intersection is found 
The next stage is handled in the second program. In this, the actual surface mesh is found and 
then the surface faces are refined. The surface mesh is found by finding the intersection of all 
the tetrahedral cells with the faces of the cutting mesh, as was described in section 6.8. Fig- 
ure 7.14 illustrates the mesh cross-section obtained from this procedure. 
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Figure 7.14 Cross-section of cut mesh 
The next step is surface refinement which is a two stage process. Firstly all surface vertices 
that lie within a set distance are merged. In order to preserve the edges of the cutting mesh, 
merged vertices take on the label and position of the intersection vertices wherever appropri- 
ate. The second stage is a search for small internal angles on the surface of the mesh. The 
angles used are specified by the user, whereas the merge distance is set within the program to 
be I% of the range of surface edge lengths found. 
Variations in both the merge distance and the user-input minimum angle were explored for 
this test case, and the results are presented in Table 7.6 below. 
Merge angle Merge distance Min. angle Max. angle 
5. d 2.0% 1.3 0 170 0 
lo. d 2.0% 1.9 0 170 0 
15. d 2.0% 2.00 170 0 
30. d 2.0% 1.3 0 170 0 
lo. d 5.0% I. d 171 0 
10.00 10.0% 1.60 171 
" 
Table 7.6 Variations for cut surface refinement 
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It can be seen from Table 7.6 that the variables for surface refinement have little effect upon 
the extreme angles of the surface faces. However, plots of the cells at the surface shown in 
Figure 7.15 shows that the surface cell quality is significantly influenced by these variables. 
Figure 7.15 Altering surface cell quality 
This suggests that whilst most of the surface faces are reflned according to the variables input 
by the user, some highly distorted cells are not reflned. 
There are two possible explanations for these results. Firstly, when the cell refinement 
occurs, the quality of the newly created cells are not considered. In this case, the refinement 
would have to be continued iteratively until no further cell refinement was required. This 
iterative refinement was attempted, but the same highly distorted cells existed after the extra 
refinement. The other explanation for these results is constraints upon the refinement subrou- 
tines. For example, cells with vertices lying on the original intersection line are not refined in 
order to preserve the mesh-mesh intersection. If these cells were refined, then the good qual- 
ity intersection may be lost. A further examination of the refinement of these cells is recom- 
mended for further study. 
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7.6.4 Internal cell refinement 
The fourth test case features two meshes which are more representative of industrial applica- 
tions. Mesh I represents an engine intake port and contains 2640 cells. Mesh 2 represents a 
flat roof combustion chamber and contains 16800 cells. The two initial meshes are shown in 
Figure 7.16. 
Figure 7.16 Initial overlapping meshes for test case 4 
The average cell side length for these meshes was 1.0 and a point coincidence tolerance of 
LOE-04 was found to be suitable. Test case 2 has already demonstrated that a search distance 
of the same order of magnitude as the cell side length may be suitable. In addition, the curva- 
ture of mesh I had to be accounted for, as section 6.6.2.1 explains, too large a search distance 
could create crossed faces. Thus a search distance of 1.1 was used which is a little larger than 
the cell side length. With the above variables, the. mesh linking in the first mesh construction 
program took 855 seconds cpu, approximately 20 minutes run time. The surface of the resul- 
tant mesh is shown in Figure 7.17. 
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Figure 7.17 Surface of joined mesh 
The second mesh construction program remeshed the internal tetrahedra of the join region. 
However additional tetrahedra were also included in the mesh to blend the all tetrahedral 
mesh to the rest of the joined meshes. Therefore these blending tetrahedra were ignored and 
only those linked to the central vertex were considered. This program took 880 seconds cpu, 
which was approximately 20 minutes run time. 
As described in Sections 6.6.2.2 and 6.6.2.3, the remeshing consisted of edge swapping and 
vertex insertion. To illustrate the effects of each. of these processes, Figure 7.18 shows the 
internal angle of each face in the mesh graphically. Since the surface faces are not changed in 
remeshing, they are not included in these graphs. This means that Figure 7.18 shows the 
internal angles of the triangular faces inside the mesh only. 
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Figure 7.18 Internal angles of triangular faces in remeshing 
--Without remashing 
--*-Edge swapping 
--l-l-Venex Insertion 
Figure 7.18 shows that some mesh refinement is achieved by vertex insertion and edge swap- 
ping. However some of the internal angles remain very small. This is probably because the 
edge swapping routine will omit a group of cells of their newly created faces between the 
equatorial nodes lie in the same plane as existing faces between these nodes. This situation is 
illustrated in Figure 7.19. 
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Figure 7.19 Cell groups omitted by edge swapping process 
d 
In Figure 7.19, four faces containing the vertices a, b, c, d, e are linked to the central vertex p, 
and vertices a, b, d, e lie in the same plane. The check for smallest equatorial angle finds angle 
subtended at vertex a to be the smallest. Thus a new triangular face should be created using 
the equatorial vertices a, b, d. However this internal face would in fact lie in the plane of ver- 
tices a, b, d, e and so it would directly overlap the external faces a, b, e and a, d, e. The edge 
swapping subroutine recognises this situation and so does not perform the edge swapping for 
these faces. 
If the edge swapping process can be improved then remeshing will certainly be very success- 
ful. However alternative mesh generation techniques may also be used. For example, the 
advancing front method will also create a tetrahedral mesh inside a shell of triangular faces. 
Both techniques would have to be compared to determine which method is faster, uses the 
least computing resources and produces the best quality cells. 
7.7 Additional case 
In addition to the four test cases run, one further examples was attempted. These examples 
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explored mesh construction, in particular, mesh cutting, for more industrially relevant situa- 
tions, which is a simple aerodynamics research model, the Ahmed model, in a wind tunnel. 
A simple mesh of the Ahmed model, shown in Figure 7.20, is cut from a block mesh with the 
dimensions of a model scale wind tunnel. 
Figure 7.20 Simple surface mesh of Ahmed model 
The surface intersections took 5 10 seconds cpu, about 12 minutes run time. The surface mesh 
quality was good with internal angles ranging from 110 to 1710. The results of this surface 
intersection are shown in Figure 7.2 1. 
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Figure 7.1 Surface intersection for Ahmed mesh in wind tunnel mesh 
This Figure shows that the surface intersection works very well however problems arose at 
the inner edges of the mesh near the surface of the Ahmed model, which were not defined 
clearly. This suggests that the mesh cutting procedure needs further development before it is 
robust enough for a range of mesh cutting situations 
7.8 Future program developments 
The scope of the mesh construction program and its application have been discussed in this 
chapter, and possible future developments have been mentioned. In order to make the pro- 
gram robust for industrial use and even for commercial exploitation, the following develop- 
ments are recommended by the author; 
1. Rewrite the program with computational efficiency and speed in mind. This would include 
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both faster search algorithms and variable array dimensions which can now be used with the 
FORTRAN 90 programming language. 
2. Use the automatic inside/outside tests already installed in the program to perform the 
search for overlapping cells. This means that the user will not have to specify a search- 
distance, which would make the program more fullY automatic. 
3. Systematically study the influences of the point coincidence tolerance for every subroutine 
in which it is used. This will produce more concrete guidelines for the user, and may even 
lead to an automatic selection of the tolerance. 
4. Expand the file translator to read and write a range of data formats from the most popular 
propriety mesh generation codes. Also, remove the requirement to have the vertices and cells 
labelled from 1. 
5. Examine possibilities for further refining the surface of cut cells along the intersection. 
6. Explore other methods of internal cell refinement for the tetrahedral cells in order to obtain 
an optimum mesh quality quickly. This may include using another tetrahedral mesh genera- 
tion technique, such as the advancing front method. 
7. Improve the flexibility of the mesh cutting part of the program, particularly to account for 
sharp comers on the surface of the cutting mesh. 
7.9 Summary of chapter 7 
The mesh construction program is both flexible and easy to use. It is a novel technique which 
can significantly increase the speed and ease of mesh generation for complex geometries 
when used in conjunction with other mesh generation tools. CFD solvers which can use 
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meshes of mixed cell types have recently become available and so the mesh construction has 
practical applications to many aspects of CFD analysis. 
A number of test cases were performed examining the influence of input variables on the 
quality of mesh produced. The surface intersection part of the program was shown to be 
robust for a number of test cases, however the internal mesh refinement and cutting opera- 
tions work only for limited cases. Therefore substantial development is still be required 
before the program may be used with confidence in an industrial setting. 
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS 
8.1 Introduction 
The work presented in this thesis is discussed and summarised in this chapter. First a sum- 
mary of the model creation and mesh generation processes is given in Section 8.2. A discus- 
sion of the integration of these methods into the engine design process at Jaguar then follows 
in Section 8.3. Here recommendations are about this integration into current working prac- 
tices. Section 8.4 summarises the mesh generation problems for using CFD in engine design, 
along with a discussion of the author's own mesh construction technique. Finally, the scope 
for future developments is discussed in Section 8.5. 
8.2 Times to build and solve 
One objective for this work was to determine a quick and easy method for creating CFD 
models using I-DEAS and STAR-CD software. The initial prospects looked promising since 
I-DEAS supported both solid modelling capability for rapid model creation as well as an 
automatic hexahedral mesh generator. Problem arose, however, when STAR-CD vl. 4 could 
not accept the I-DEAS generated mesh and then SDRC withdrew the automatic hexahedral 
mesh generator in I-DEAS V due to quality concerns. Thus alternative methods for creating 
the CFD model had to be used. 
Using CAD data supplied by Jaguar, three computer models were created in I-DEAS using 
solid models either for part or for all of the model. These models were then meshed in a 
number of ways, using either the I-DEAS automatic tetrahedral mesh generator or I-DEAS 
mapped mesh volumes. The best quality and therefore most suitable mesh was found to be 
that created from mapped mesh volumes. The computer model for this mesh was created 
using CADDS curves for the port, but the rest of the model was built from the wireframe 
geometry derived from solid models of the roof, valves and cylinder defined and created in 
the FEM module. 
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Thus the best mesh for the CFD analysis using STAR-CD was the one which took the longest 
to build, and indeed the most user skill and experience. In total, the mesh was ready for CFD 
analysis after three weeks, although a more experienced I-DEAS user could have generated 
the mesh in about two weeks. Once generated, the CFD solution for one valve lift took 120 
cpu hours, which was effectively one week on the CONVEX at Jaguar. Two more valve lifts 
were analysed for the engine geometry, and so the total time for the CFD model creation and 
analysis was about 6 weeks. 
This falls far short of the desired overnight runs which would be most useful for engine 
design. Consequently CFD could not be used in the initial design stages when a number of 
ideas could be tested quickly. This does not rule out CFD's usefulness to engine designers, 
however, and CFD could still be instrumental in fault diagnosis in the early stages of engine 
development. 
However the future use of CFD in the initial stages of engine design still holds some promise. 
Computer power is changing constantly, with faster processors, which could significantly 
shorten run times, along with a reduction in the price of such computers. In addition, research 
into mesh generation techniques continues to look into faster and more automatic methods. 
The problems of using CAD data in different software packages is leading to improved CAD 
descriptions and to CAD 'translators' which can automatically correct typical CAD problems 
of surface mismatching. 
8.3 Results comparisons 
The CFD results presented in chapter 4 showed a fair correlation to experimental measure- 
ments taken using LDV techniques on a specially built engine rig with optical access. This 
correlation was obtained despite some drawbacks to the model. 
Firstly, a problem was encountered when the CFD model for mesh-3 did not match the exper- 
imental rig. The cylinder was not extended and the valve lift had been wrongly measured in 
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the CFD model. For any validation work it is essential that the computer model and experi- 
mental rig are as close to the same geometry as possible. In this work, mesh-4 was subse- 
quently created and a better correlation was obtained. 
A second problem was that a symmetric flow field was assumed in the CFD analysis, based 
upon the fact that the engine geomýtry was sym! netric. This is, of course, not necessarily true 
and indeed the experimental results showed an asymmetric in-cylinder flow field. This issue 
is discussed further in Section 4.5, from which it is clear that the CFD results for a steady 
flow case might not predict an asymmetric flow field even if the entire geometry was 
analysed. Thus this is simply a potential source of error which should be considered when 
interpreting and validating CFD results. 
The mesh used in this work was very coarse, about half the number of cells than ought to 
have been used for a detailed analysis. Whilst this was about the maximum mesh size that 
could be run using Jaguar's computer resources, ideally a finer mesh should have been used. 
The mesh density was then another source of error in the CFD calculations. 
Despite errors and approximations in CFD results, the essential question is whether the CFD 
results give the engine designers the information that is required. As discussed in Section 8.2, 
the analysis was too slow to be useful for testing a wide range of engine designs at the con- 
cept stage. The infon-nation provided in this case, however, proved useful in the evaluation 
stage of the engine's development. Here a flow related fault in the engine geometry was 
identified through the flow visualisation, which clearly showed a strong flow down the far 
walls of the cylinder. The fuel therefore condensed onto the walls which explained why fuel 
was seen to leak from the bottom of the cylinder in tests of the early prototype. 
The next question for the engine designers is how reliable are the CFD results. Evidently 
validation of the results can be obtained using a specially built optical access engine, but 
building the rig, taking the measurements and correlating them to CFD would prove very 
costly for every design modification and take much longer than obtaining the CFD results 
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themselves. Thus a working solution is to validate the CFD results for one geometry and then 
to use that 'estimate of error' when predicting the flows through very similar geometries. 
This approach carries a risk that the geometry has deviated too far from the validated case for 
the error estimates to be appropriate. In these cases, the skill and experience of the CFD 
analyst is very important, but it also emphasises the way in which CFD can be used for such 
cases, that is as a general guide to the flow trends only and not an absolute measure of the 
flow variables. 
In summary, the CFD results presented in this thesis were good enough to be used as a guide 
to the trends in an engine's design but great caution should always be used regarding the 
accuracy of unvalidated CFD predictions. 
8.4 Integrating CFD into Engine Design at Jaguar 
Recommendations to Jaguar for using I-DEAS and STAR-CD were presented in Sections 
2.10 and 4.8. The integration of CFD into the engine design process involves more than fol- 
lowing these recommendations, however. In summary, the draughtsmen should create the 
CAD models with CFD and FE analysis in mind. This will minimise the amount of repetition 
when creating the computer model and will also mean that the CFD users will not need to be 
so highly skilled in I-DEAS modelling as would otherwise be the case. Secondly, I-DEAS 
solid modelling should be used to create a complete model of the geometry and the mesh 
should then be generated using mapped mesh volumes in I-DEAS. 
Both I-DEAS and STAR-CD have proved to be suitable for the CFD analysis, although less 
useful than originally anticipated. Since computer software is continually being developed, it 
is strongly recommended that regular software assessments are made. This will ensure that 
Jaguar uses the tools most suitable to the CFD analysis required. For example, chapter 4 
presented the first steps of transient CFD analysis, for which STAR-CD was entirely 
appropriate. If a further extension includes, for example, combustion modelling, then another 
CFD code survey should be done to find the most suitable code for this work. 
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The management of any change in software would also have to be weighed up, however. This 
would include the retraining of personnel to use the code, the time required for them to be 
fully experienced with the code, and the possibility of hiring new analysts for specialist appli- 
cations who are already trained in using this software. Furthermore, the costs of changing 
software would have to be considered since many code vendors offer discounts for long term 
users. Different hardware requirements may also arise, both out of changing codes or indeed 
when a new version of the software is released as was seen in this work for I-DEAS. 
Jaguar's existing hardware available for CFD is a VAX for pre- and post-processing and a 
CONVEX for the analysis runs. This configuration is not suitable for regular CFD analysis for 
engines, which involves long processing times and large amounts of computer memory. 
Indeed only three CFD models could be kept on Jaguar's system at any one time during the 
course of this work due to memory restrictions. Since the CONVEX is also a multi-user 
machine, the analysis runs proved to be very disruptive for the other users in Jaguar, which 
meant that other areas of Jaguar's business was hindered. It is therefore strongly recom- 
mended that dedicated high-powered workstations are used for the CFD analysis work. These 
machines can be linked via the network so that information is easy to transfer, but they can 
also be left to perforrn lengthy analyses independently from the other system users. The use 
of workstations also makes it easy for Jaguar to expand its CFD capability since the addition 
of an extra workstation does not affect the loading on the multi-user machines. The develop- 
ment of faster and more powerful computers continues unabated. Whilst the mesh generation 
time remains at about two weeks for such a model, a fast workstation such as an HP735 can 
produce a solution in about 5 hours in 1994. This gives a total turnaround time of two work- 
ing weeks for the CFD analysis, with up to II valve lifts being analysed over the weekend. 
Indeed, such faster calculation times also make transient analysis a more realistic option. 
Whilst the author recommends that CFD is used in Jaguar's engine development programmes, 
the establishment of an in-house capability must be carefully considered. This work has 
shown that CFD cannot be used at the concept stage yet, due to both hardware and software 
considerations. However CFD can be used in the evaluation stage as a fault diagnosis tool. 
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As a result, it is anticipated that CFD will not be used intensively for a large number of dif- 
ferent geometries and so the cost of establishing an in-house capability may not be justifiable 
for such low usage. The author would therefore recommend that external CFD consultancy is 
used in the short-term or that Jaguar's existing CFD personnel are used for the infrequent 
engine analyses required. For the latter case, dedicated workstations would still be required so 
as not t6disrupt the multi-user systems. This approach will allow CFD to become a regular 
part of the engine design process. Regular code surveys and hardware assessments would 
show a point at which the associated costs for, an in-house capability dedicated to engine 
analysis is viable. This does, of course, assume that CFD codes and computer technology 
will continue to improve with a corresponding reduction in prices as has been the trend for 
the last twenty years or so. 
8.5 Mesh construction 
The second focus of this thesis has been the development of the author's mesh construction 
program. The principal aim of this part of the work was to make mesh generation faster and 
easier for complex geometries, of which engines are an important example. The test cases 
outlined in chapter 7 have shown the program to be successful on a limited basis. The pro- 
gram is not at a stage at which it could be released commercially, but it does provide a very 
promising technique which can be used now. The main problems in its current, prototype 
form are the levels of users interaction required and its actual use for CFD. The correlation 
between the point-coincidence tolerance and the results obtained are not clearly visible to the 
user and so the user must make a number of guesses before a suitable figure is chosen. The 
author can only provide a guide for the correct order of magnitude at this stage. Tolerance 
levels notwithstanding, the test cases have shown the technique is versatile for both joining 
and cutting meshes. This means that its objective of making mesh generation faster by reduc- 
ing the complexity of the meshes generated has been met. 
When work began on this program, Computational Dynamics stated that STAR-CD could be 
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used with a range of cell types. It later came to light that non-hexahedral cells could only be 
reliably used in areas where the gradient of the flow variables was small and should not be 
used at all at the mesh walls. Since the mesh construction program generates tetrahedral ele- 
ments where the mesh overlap, and where high flow gradients typically occur it means that 
mesh construction cannot be used in conjunction with STAR-CD. Other CFD codes may well 
be capable of using the meshes generated by mesh construction, however, one such code 
being FLUENT-Unstructured [80]. This code uses a mixture of cell types and allows tetrahe- 
dra in regions of high flow gradients. Indeed the vendors believe that the main advantage of 
this code is the flexibility it gives for mesh generation [8 1 ]. 
Further development of this program would enhance it significantly. First of all the data struc- 
tures could be optimised to make the program efficient in terms of computer memory and also 
to make it run faster. One possibility is writing it in FORTRAN90 programming language 
which allows array sizes to be allocated as the program is running and not beforehand as is 
currently the case. This will mean that the program only uses as much memory as the mesh 
requires. Furthermore, other methods of filling the shell with tetrahedral elements may also 
be explored in future versions of this program. In particular, there are a number of ways to 
refine the initial mesh using vertex-insertion, cell splitting and combining and smoothing. The 
author believes that improvements in this area will have a significant effect upon the cell 
quality of the mesh. 
The strongest aspect of the mesh construction program was shown to be the calculation of the 
surface intersection which is now robust for a number of mesh geometries. The internal cell 
refinement has to be improved and could well be replaced by another more successful method 
for meshing concave regions bounded by triangles, such as the advancing front method. 
Similarly the mesh cutting process has not been effective for all cases attempted and could 
also be improved. 
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Appendix A 
A. 1 Intersection of a line and a plane 
The intersection of a line and a plane is outlined below, taken from [82]. A plane can be 
denoted by the equation 
Ax+By+Cz+D--O (A. 1.1) 
where A, B, C, D are coefficients and x, y, z are variables in the Cartesian coordinate system. 
A line passing through the points Pl= (xjyj, zj) and P2: -- (X2, Y2, Z2) can be represented by the 
equation 
X-XlýY-Yl=Z-Zl 
with 
cosa= 
(x 1) 
d 
COSP= 
(Y 27-Y 
W- 
cosr-- 
(Z2-ZI) 
a- 
where 
d ý(X 2-X 02+(Y 27Y 1)2+(Z2-Z 1)2 
Thus the point of intersection of the plane and line is; 
xj=xj-tcosa 
yi=YI-tCOSP 
Zi=Zj-tCOS7 
where 
Axl+Byl+Czl+D 
A cosa+B cosp+C cosy 
This formula for an intersection point has the limitations that; If 
Acosa+Bcosý+Ccosy4 
then. the line is parallel to the plane. But if 
(A. 1.2) 
(A. 1.3) 
(A. 1.4) 
(A. 1.5) 
(A. 1.6) 
(A. 1.7) 
(A. 1.8) 
(A. 1.9) 
1.10) 
1.11) 
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A cosa+B cosfý+C cosy--O (A. 1.12) 
and if 
Axl+Byl+Czl--O (A. 1.13) 
then the line lies in the plane. In terms of the mesh building program, if the line is parallel to 
the plane, but does not lie in it, there is simply no intersection of the line with that face. If, 
however, the line lies in the plane, then there are an infinite number of intersection points, and 
this case is treated as if no intersection point has been found. Indeed, such a case will be 
found only where two meshes touch one another rather than overlap. 
A. 2 Transforming from 3D coordinate system to 2D coordinate system 
This techniques defines a plane in 2D from three points in 3D coordinate space. Points and 
lines are then transformed to the 2D coordinate system from the 3D system. 
First the plane must be defined from three points. The coefficients of the plane A, B, C and D 
(see eqn A. 1.1) must be found first. Two vectors, P and Q, are defined from the three points, 
and their cross-product is found. The result is a vector, R, normal to the plane. This vector is 
normalised to create a unit vector, r, by dividing each vector coefficient by the length of the 
vector, that is 
length =(A 2+B4C2)1/2 (A. 2.1) 
This is illustrated in Figure A. 2.1 
-ý-- x-axis in 2D 
v 
Figure A. 2.1 Transforming to 2D coordinate system 
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The coefficients of this normal vector are also the A, B and C coefficients of the plane. 
Coefficient D is found by substituting one of the points which define the plane into equation 
A. 1.1. 
Next the 2D axes must be established. Vector P will form the x-axis in 2D, and one of its end- 
points will become the origin of this coordinate system. It then remains to define the y-axis. 
Vector r is normal to the 3D plane and so the cross-product of r and P is a vector, S, lying in 
the plane, normal to vector P. Vector S will therefore form the y-axis of the 2D coordinate 
system. 
Points can now be transformed into the 2D system by finding the dot product of the points 
with each of the coordinate axes, P and S. The origin point of the 2D system will become 
coordinate (0,0) when its dot-product with each axis vector is found. Similarly, all of the 
other points will have new coordinates in this system. The lines joining them will be 
redefined according to the new 2D coordinate system, and so all calculations that require a 2D 
coordinate system can now be performed. 
A. 3 Intersection of two line segments 
The intersection of two non-collinear line segments is a point determined by the following 
method. Two points lying on different vectors in 3D Cartesian space can be represented by 
or = oa + (ob - oa) where a, b are points and o is the origin 
os = oc + (od - oc) where c, d are points and o is the origin 
Thus the intersection point, if it exists, occurs where or = os. This can be written 
oa +X(ob -oa)=oc +y(od-oc) 
or in terms of x, y, z coordinates; 
Xa -Xc --Y(xd -Xc ý-%(Xb -Xa ) (A. 3.2) 
Ya 7Yc ---Od -Yc )-I(Yb -Ya ) (A. 3.3) 
Za -Zc --'YZd -Zc )-X, (Zb -Za ) (A. 3.4) 
It can be seen that there is an equation for each of the three coordinate axes, but only two 
unknowns, X and y. Therefore only two of the possible three equations need be used to find the 
unknowns, and only one unknown is required to substitute into the vector cquation A. M. 
Problems arise, however, when the lines lie in planes parallel to the coordinate axes planes. 
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For example, if 
Xb -xa --0 (A. 3.5) 
then 
(x. -x, ) (A. 3.6) Txý=TIT 
but if 
Xd -Xa '0 (A. 3.7) 
that is, if the two lines lie in the yz plane, or a plane close to this, then the x coordinate equa- 
tion cannot be used. By projecting both lines into a 2D plane, two equations and two 
unknowns exist with no degeneracies for two distinct lines. 
The method used to projecting the lines into a 2D plane involved finding the normal to the 
plane described by the two lines. The cross product of the normal with the triangle side was 
found, and the unit vector of the result determined. This unit vector was then one of the axes 
of the projection plane, and the other axis was the triangle side itself. The other line was pro- 
jected onto this plane by finding the dot product of the line's end points with both axes. 
Where this method of finding the intersection of two lines was then used to determine 
whether a point Jay inside or outside a triangle, the three triangle points and the test point 
were all projected into the same 2D plane initially, using just one os the triangle sides as one 
of the 2D plane axes. The mid points of the triangle sides were then calculated within this 2D 
projection plane. 
_ 
A. 4 Node position insideloutside of boundary faces 
At various stages in the mesh linking program, it is necessary to determine whether a given 
node lies inside or outside of a closed boundary surface. A boundary surface will be closed if 
it consists of all the outer surface faces of a group of cells, which are found by the method 
described in Section 6.5. A list of nodes is then considered, checking each node in turn 
against each surface face in the following manner. 
A distant point, well outside of the enclosed region is found. A straight line is created 
between this distant point and the node being tested. The intersection of this line is found 
with each face in the enclosing shell, as described in Section 6.5. 
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The sum of all the line-face intersections for that node is then found. If this sum is an odd 
number, then the node lies within the shell of faces. If the sum is an even number or zero, 
then the node lies outside of the shell. This is illustrated in Figure A. 4.1 below. 
Distant point 
C 
intersections 
4 intersections 
Figure A. 4.1 Inside/outside test for nodes 
In the above Figure, point A intersects the shell once and lies inside the shell, point B inter- 
sects the shell four times, an even number, and hence lies outside the shell, whereas point C 
has no intersections with the shell and so also lies outside of the shell. 
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